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ABSTRACT 

The Industriai Development Permit, issued by the Alberta Energy and Utilities 

Board, reguiates energy use, faciiity sîting, socio-economic impacts, and environmental 

concerns in Alberta. The process was irnplemented in 1974 to ~gulate  hydrocarbon 

consumption above a specific threshold, to increase the efficiency of hydrocarbon use, and 

to easure public participation. Twenty one chernical company respondents, four govemment 

deparmient respondents, two Alberta Ewrgy and Utilities Board respondents, and five 

interest group respondents were surveyed to determine satisfaction with the process. 

Ali respondents considered the process to be beneficiai and noted improvements. 

Areas needing improvement were: process cost and requirements, expediency, inter-process 

coordination. and intra-process communication. Stakeholder satisfaction varied: govenunent 

respondents were mody  satisfied (85%); agency respondents were fairly well satisfied 

(75%); and cornpany respondents were moderateiy satisfïed (70%) with the process; and 

interest group respondents were mostly satisfied (85%) with the public participation process. 

Government respondents favored adapting and simpiifylig the process. Agency respondents 

were previously aware of some difficuities identified. Companies were concemed with cost 

and expediency. Interest group respondents recopized the efforts of the companies but 

remained somewhat skeptical of company motives. 

A schedule for process revision; a communication system; legislative amendments; 

an updated Guide to Content; greater coordination with environmental processes; continued 

public involvement; and penodic evaluations were recommended to facilitate process 

improvement. 
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Teim 

Alberta Energy and Utilities Board: 

Energy Resourres Conservation Board: 

Hydrocarbon: 

Industrial Development Permit: 

The regdatory board which regdates oil and 
gas production and shipment as weIi as 
electnc power rates and generation, and 
issues the Industrial Development Permits. 

The Current Alberta Energy and Utiüties 
Board, 

A chemicai compound made up of ody 
hydrogen and carbon 

A permit, for the use of Alberta-produced 
energy resources in any indusInai or 
manufacnuing operations in the province, 
applied for under the legislation of the Oil 
and Gas Conservation Act to the AIberta 
Energy and Utilities Board. Its issuance is 
subject to authorization by the Lieutenant 
Govemor in Council. 

" a person or a group or an association of 
persons who, in the opinion of the Board, 
(a) has an interest & or 
(b) is in achial occupation of or is entitied to 
occupy 
Iand that is or may be directly and adversely 
by a decision of the Board in or as a result of 
proceeding before it, but, unless otherwise 
authorized by the Board, does not include a 
person or group or association of persons 
whose business includes the trading in or 
transportation or recovery of any energy 
resource." (ERCA, 1980, Section 3 l(1)) 



A substance that has been produced fiom 
petroleum (oil) or naturai gas through an 
industrial process. 

cbOrganhtions who represent large 
segments of society that generdy have 
difficuity mobilinng resources in order to 
innuence politicai decisions..-no speciai 
daim to represent public but represent 
interests that are ofien underrepresented 
before decision-makers who detennine 
issues in the public interest" (Englehart and 
Trebilcock, 198 1). 

Raw materials: 

Regulatory Agency: 

Energy resources whic h undergo c hemical 
reactions in conversion to chemicai products 

Refers to statutory regdatory agencies who 
deal with prior assessrnent and periodic 
review hearings as well as virtuaily any 
public body that holds hearings or reviews 
submissions (Englehart and Trebilcock, 
198 2 ) .  

Reguiatory Poiicy: 
"refers to that which is primarily intended 
ancüor authorized to regulate individual or 
corporate behavior rather than goods or 
services" (Sabatier, 1977, p. 4 18). 

The Regulatory Procas: 
"interpreted expansively and refers to formal 
proceeding before regulatory agencies, 
hearings by legislative cornmittees, Royal 
Commissions, Task Forces, and the Iike on 
issues pertaining to government regulations, 
and uifomial representational seaiogs where 
advocacy efforts can be directed to 
politicians or bureaucrats in an attempt to 
iduence regdatory policy" (Englehart and 
Trebilcock, 198 1, pxi).  



CBAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Preamble 

The Industrial Development Permit O P )  process was implemented in 1974 to 

regulate energy use, facility siting, social and economic impacts, and environmental 

concerns in the ProMnce of Aiberta. The relevant legislation and regdations matldated 

the regdatory agency, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (EUB) (formerly the 

Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB)), to issue IDPs. ui the ensuing 23 years, 

industrial projects using nonrenewable resources, such as natural gas, ethane, cod, and 

oil, in production aud using nonrenewable resources as energy sources, such as pulp mills 

and fertilizer and petrochemicd plants, were assessed. The assessments were conducted 

in order to secure Company efficiency, to regulate hydrocarbon consumption above a 

specific threshold. to determine optimal site location, to gather social, economic, and 

biop hysicd information, and to ensure public involvement 

The EUB examined the need for and efficiency of the D P  process in 1992 as part 

of an quality management initiative. In 1995, an evaluation of the DPs issued to 

chemical companies \vas conducted ushg Wonnation gathered fiom the EUB, Alberta 

government departments of Economic Development and Tourism (ED and T), and 

Alberta Envimnmental Protection (AEP), representative companies fiom chemical 

industry, and several interest groups. 



13. Background 

1.2.1 Industrial Development Permit Origin and Iiiitial Direction 

Alberta, prior to the 1970s, had no specific legislation dealing with the evaluation 

and approvai of petrochemicd plant development. Legislative changes were introduced, 

in the early 1970s, in the fotm of regdation of industriai development (Alberta Hansard, 

1974). The regdation was undertaken to manage hydrocarbon consumption above a 

specific threshold, to reduce regdatory requirements for facilities consuming resources 

below a specinc threshold, and to assure the efficient use of hydrocarbon resources due to 

a perceived fiiture energy shortage. 

The Department of Industry and Commerce, now the Department of Economic 

Development and Tourism. identifïed the need for phased development that would 

recognize the impact of energy resource usage in industrial projects (Govier et al., 1974). 

Phased development was considered necessary in order to optimize the use of 

hydrocarbon resources by a large number of chernical companies interested in 

constnicting faciiities in Aiberta. 

On June 6, 1974, the Oil and Gas Conservation Act was arnended to incorporate 

the requirexnent for an Industrial Development Permit (IDP). Section 30 (previously 

Section 42) of the Act stipulated that no gas or gas product produced, in Alberta, would 

be used, as a raw material or fuel, in any industrial or manufacturing operation unless 

authorized by the ERCB. In addition to monitoring gas use, the ERCB wouid not grant 



the permit unless, in its opinion, it was in the public's interest to do so having regard to 1) 

the efficient use, without waste, of energy tesources and 2) the present and hture 

avaïiability of hydmcarbom in Alberta (Govier et al., 1974). The permits were to be 

granted between the years 1974 to 2004 (Govk et al., 1974). 

12.2 A Simpüfied Indushial Development Pennit Process Description 

The IDP process was initiated when the ERCB was notifïed by a Company of the 

potentiai for a facility that might use energy resources above a volume stipulated in the 

Act. Once an application was nled with the ERCB, it was evaluated through a stepwise 

process by the ERCB with input fiom interested govemment departments (Figure 1). The 

IDP applicant was required to provide information pertaining to the project, such as 

technical. biophysical, social, and economic informatioa as outlined in the Industrial 

Developrnent Permit Application Guide to Content (ERCB, 198 1). 

The permit required approval h m  the regdatory agency, govemment 

depamnents, and cabinet. Prior to granting of an iDP permit, the ERCB may require that 

an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) be completed and approved. The requested 

EIA document would then become part of the IDP application in place of the required 

environmental information Once the reviews were completed, the permit was issued by 

the ERCB, as authorized by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. 



Figure 1. Simplified Flowchart of the Industrial Development Permit Pmcess 



The permits are graated for a 15 to 20 year period to companies for patticular 

facilities that use energy resources as raw materials andlor fuel above a volume ofenergy 

use speciîïed in the Act. The company would be able to request a specific duraion for the 

permit. The duration would be dependent on the economic constraints of the project. 

As part of the IDP process, the ERCB urged the company to inform the affected 

communibes of its intent to construct the proposed plant. The information was 

disseminated through information sessions and other methods which encouraged public 

participation. During a hearing, the intenreners, were able to obtain fiom the EUB a copy 

of the company's application which presented the facility's developmental plans, 

technological processes, and environmental impacts. 

In addition to the company's efforts, upon receivhg a completed application, the 

ERCB issued a public notice and set a hearing date, as required by Section 29 of the 0i1 

and Gas Conservation Act. The aim of the public notice was to S o m  the iocd residents, 

municipalities, and other affected companies of the proposed facility. Once the public 

notice was issued any objections to or support for the proposed development were filed 

with the ERCB. Where no objections or interventions were received relating to the 

proposed facility, a hearuig nomally was not held. However, if objections or 

interventions were registered, the company wouid fht attempt to address the concerns on 

its own. A formal hearing was held when a settlement could not be reached. 



1.23 Industrial Development Permit in 1994-95 

In 1994-95, industrial development projects were still subject to the permit 

requirements established in 1974. Over the part 23 years permits have ken graated to 

feailizer, chernicai and petrochemical companies, nfkries, and pulp and paper mills. As 

of September 1,1996~24 chernical companies possessed IDPs issued pursuant to Section 

30 of the Oii and Gas Conservation Act (Map 1). 

The IDP process has evolved over time with three notable adaptations. First, in 

1994, the ERCB arndgamated with the Public Utilities Board (PUB) to form the Alberta 

Energy and Utilities Board (RIB) (The Globe and Mail, 1994). This amalgamation did 

not affect the jurisdiction of the EUB or the scope of the IDPs. Secondly, by 1994-95, 

energy and energy resources were no longer perceived to be in shoa supply. Thus, 

although energy eEciency continues to be a primary requirement for renewed pennits, 

more emphasis has been placed on the promotion of increased public participation in the 

location of facilities (MacDonald. 1995, personal communication). Thirdly, the Klein 

government launched a generd review of al1 Acts and Reguiations. This review led to the 

1996 transfer of f i s ter ia l  authority for the IDP fiom the Department of ED and T to the 

Department of Energy. 

In 1994-95, the IDP process coordinated the needs of the companies, the 

regdatory agency, the government, and the public. individuals within each of the 

stakeholder groups. at various times in the past 23 yean, have expressed their perceptions 





of the function and efficiency of the LDP process. In order to amalgamate current 

comments and to ensure that the process continued to meet the needs of di stakeholders, 

an evaluation of the - m o l d e r  perceptions of the process was conducted. The 

information collected in the evaiuation would aid in the process reflecting new realities. 

The foIiowing research examhed the satisfaction of the stakeholders with the IDP 

process and its public involvement. 

1.3. Issue Statement 

'The D P  process, introduced in 1974 and administered by the Alberta Energy and 

Utilities Board, was intended to regulate the efficient use of energy resources in the 

Province of Aiberta The process has been a vehicle to regulate industrial hydrocarbon 

resource use, facility cituig, social and economic impacts, and environmental concerns, 

and to enable public participation in plant location decisioos. The efficiency and 

effectiveness of the regulatory process, and the nature and extent of stakeholder 

satisfaction with process design and implementation of the IDP process have been 

debated over the past 23 years. In order to ascertain the perspective of the D P  process in 

1995. an evaluation of the stakeholder satisfaction would have to be completed. 

1.4. Objectives 

The primary purpose of the research was to evaluate the IDP process 

through an assessrnent of stakeholder views in Alberta. S takeholders were identified 

as the regulatory agency, relevant government departments, af5ected chernical companies, 



and relevant interest groups. These stakeholder groups were surveyed to determine the 

level of satisfaction with the process. 

The specifïc objectives of the research included: 

1 1 to develop a contextual framework for the IDP evaiuation; 

2 )  to describe the main components of and involvement of stakeholders in the 

Industriai Development Permit process; 

3)  to iden* the chemical companies which had obtained IDPs and their 

public; 

4) to descnbe the IDP process and determine the main objectives and 

measunble goals, in consultation with the Department of Economic 

Development and Tourism, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board, and 

identified chemical companies; 

5 )  to establish criteria Cor evaluation, based on the measurable goals, of the 

Indutrial Development Permit process; 



6) to determine the satisfaction of the Aiberta government Deparmients of 

Ecowmic Development and Tourism and Environmental Protection; the 

Alberta Energy and Utilities Board; the chemical companies; and severai 

interest groups with respect to the Industriai Development Permit process 

design and Unplementation; 

7) to prepare recommendations for the improvement of the Industriai 

Development Permit process based upon the findings. 

1.5. Hypotheses 

The hypotheses for the research project were: 

1) The Alberta government departments, the chemical industry, and the local 

commuoities were currently satisfied with the efficiency and effectiveness 

of the Inciustrial Development Permit process; 

2)  Public participation in the Industrial Development Permit process lead 

to acceptance of industrial plants in the local communities; 

3) The Industrial Development Permit Process resulted in a more efficient 

use of the hydrocarbon resource in Alberta. 



1.6 Organization 

The research is organized into six chapters. The subject matter of the chapten is 

as follows: 

Chapter II contains a general review of regulations and regulatory policy, public 

participation in regdation, and evaluation of regulation. 

Chapter III eqands on the infiormation about the ISdUstTiai Development Permit 

process presented in Chapter 1. The chapter presents information on the evolution and 

description of the process; the coordination of the process with environmental 

assessments; and the description of other relevant Acts and reguiations, which require an 

Industrial Development Permit to be completed. 

Chapter IV is the rnethods chapter which discusses: the content of and manner in 

which a literature review is to be conducted; the nle search procedure; the method used to 

conduct the evaiuation through questionnaire and mail-out surveys; the detemination of 

the s a p l e  population; the content of the questiomaires; and the analysis of the results. 

Chapter V contains the results obtained fiom implementing each of the research 

methods outlined in Chapter N. The results are presented in tenns of design md 

implementation related to clarity of process, process relevance, public participation, cost 

considerations, time considerations, and existence of the process. 



Chapter VI consists of the discussion of the tesdts. The results are discussed 

within the Wework of the titerature and current policy perspectives. The discussion 

presents some implications for the IDP process based upon the results. 

Chapter VII provides the conc1usion.s and recommendations based on the IDP 

process evduation. 



CHAPTER II - OVERVIEW OF REGULATION, 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

IN REGULATION, AND EVALUATION 
OF REGULATION IN CANADA 

2.1. Introduction 

A review of iiterature was conducted to provide context for the IDP process 

research and to outline a fhmework within which regulations codd be understood and 

evaluated. Regdation and the regdatory process will be defined and the classification of 

regulation w i U  be examined. The classification established the fkamework within which 

the evolution of Canadian regulation wil1 be discussed. Subsequentiy, regulation and 

regulatory processes in use by govemment and agencies, public participation in 

regulatory processes, and the need for evduation wiU be presented. 

2.2. Definhg Regulation 

Regulation is one of an array of governing instniments in the political process 

which has been a long-standing focus of concern and for that reason has featured 

prominently on public agendas of govemments, businesses, and academics (Paehllce, 

1990 and Schultz and Alexandroff, 1985). Examples of regulatory instruments used by 

govemments Unplementing policies and agendas are: 1) granting permits and licenses, 2) 

granMg exceptions or variances to the regulation; and 3) treatment of recalcitrance 

(Sabatier, 1977). 



The regdatory process has been interpreted, in the broadea sense, to be one of the 

essentiai fiinctions of govemment. Some academics purport regulation encompasses 

instruments such as taxation and expenditure (HartIe, L979), while other authoa, such as 

Doem and Phidd (1992) and Peacock et al- (1984), do not agree. Peacock et ai. (1984) 

suggested that, although govemment regdation can be synonyrnous with just about any 

policy action. The authors considered regulation to encompass govemment activities of a 

non-fiscal nature. 

The regulatory decisions made by govemments involve values, interests, and 

codicts. individuais, within govemment, made choices based upon these elements for 

the benefit of the public (Reagan, 1987). Individuais involved in fomdating regulation 

have been confkonted with reward - punishment systems that are ofien unique to the 

function they perfonn. These hinctions either bolster or deter some forms of behavior on 

the part of individuais (Hade, 1979). 

Numerous definitions have been developed as means of elucidating the various 

perspectives penaining to the functions of regulation and regulatory processes. As a 

comprehensive dehition of regdation does not exist, several examples are provided. 

The process of regulation, says Geofney Vickers, is a continuhg 
transaction between the govemors and the govemed. It is "a 
mutuai transaction: persuasion, authority, bargain, and threat 
move from the govemed to the govemoa, no less than fiom 
govemors to govemed" (Doem 1978, p. 1). 



Regulation is ''a rule of conduct, enacted by a reguiation making 
authority purniant to an Act of Parliament, which has the force of 
law for an undetermined number of persons; it does not matter if 
this nile of conduct is cded an order, a decree, an orciinance, a 
mie, or a regdation'' (Doern, 1978, p. 1). 

Regulation is a process consisting of the intentional restriction of 
a subject's choice of activity, by an entity not dlrectiy party to or 
involved in that activity (Schultz and Aiexandroff, 1985, p.2). 

Regulation, in the above examples, was seen as having a diversity in scope while 

maintaining the final decision-making extemai to the private sector. Vîckea, in Doem 

(1978), interprets regulation to be a process of transaction where the governon and the 

eovemed had equal responsibility. The re~ponsibili~ can be îllustrated as the d e s  of 
Y 

conduct approved of by the state. The d e s  of behavior, deaiing with regulation, were 

delegated, involved ministers and regdatory agencies, and lacked the same routinized 

decision process which exiaed for spending and taxation (Doem and Phidd, 1992). 

The second definition was similar to Theodore Lowi's classification of policy 

outputs because regdation is one of government's main hctions and instruments. 

However, the classification avoided the details of administrative distinctions (Doern, 

1978). The last definition displayed a perceived division between those who irnplement 

regulation and those who are regdated. 

The definitions, arnong othen, attempted to define the broad and flexible 

instrument of regulation arnidst a confusing mix of intentions, consequences, objectives, 

tools. processes, and targets (Hade! 1979 and Schultz and Alexandroff, 1985). In the 



formation of reguiation and its definitions, one m u t  keep in mind that reguiation should 

address equity, due process, and other values that would not othenvise be properly 

represented in the market (Economic Council of Canada, 1979). 

In light of the various definitions, Schultz and Alexandroff (1985) stated the 

importance of stipulating descriptive parameters for individual studies because the 

parameten provide focus, estabüsh boudaries, and underhe specinc poiicy problems 

which research and anaiysis seek to address. With the requirement of parameters in 

rnind, the foiiowing section will present the diffierent classifications of regulation. 

2.3. Classification of Regdation 

A system of classification commonly cited in Literature exists to aid in 

undentandhg and analyzing the uses of regulation and types of regdatory instruments. 

The system consists of economic and social regdation. 

The distinction between economic and social regulation can be unclear due to the 

overlap present between the two foms of regulation. Reagan (1 987) illustrated the 

potentially ambiguous nature of regdation through the examination of energy and 

heaithcare. He stated that energy and healthcare had simultaneously manifested price, 

entry, and non-financial purposes under the same statutes and administrative processes. 

me presence of overlaps between the regulatory classifications must be kept in muid 

when examining functioning regulatory regimes. 



2.3.1. Economic Regdation 

Economic or business regulation, a term which has been used to descriie the 

majority of the haditionai regulatory firnctions, has also been referred to as cbdkect", 

"industry specific", "old", or cbditiooal" regulation (Economic Councii of Canada, 

1979). The main objective of economic regulation was to impose constraints which were 

designed to signincantly alter the behavior of the pnvate sector and to prevent the 

improper allocation of resources or market fdures that could be caused by either natural 

monopolies or cornpetition (Doern, 1978 and Economiç Council of Canada, 1979). The 

political, legal, and institutional regulation were the primary methods used (Reagan, 

1987). 

The dominance and growth of economic regdation at federal and provincial 

levels was primarily due to rapid growth in the areas of expenditure, employrnent, and 

industry. The effects of increased regulatory control which would affect fiiture quantities 

of regulation were two-fold: 1) increased government spending; and 2) private sector 

spending incurred by individuals and companies kr cornpliance with regulations. 

Economic regulation was originally criticized as a product of "capitalism by 

liberal progressives early in this century and of a d e s k  to "restore" cornpetitive forces 

and efficiency, or at lest prevent things from gening worse. In Canada such regulation 



was also based on a desire to prevent incursions fkom the American giant and therefore 

embodies nationalism" (Doem and Phidd, 1992, p. 1 99). 

in the 19604 economic regulation was developed to protect industries fiom 

monopoly extraction and to maintain quaiïty and quantity of service (Reagan, 1987). 

However, the subject matter has expanded nom the onginai purpose to encompass 

behavioa which govemments are currentiy regulating. Some of the activities which are 

reguiated are: the control of product or service price, the control of supply, the 

authorkation of entry or exit into the industry or private sector, the maintenance of public 

safety. and the disclosure of Uifonnation and rates of r e m  (Economic Council of 

Canada, 1979 and Reagan, 1987). The regdations were for the most part developed to be 

indus- specifk and associated with public or crown ownership. 

Reagan (1 987) Nmiised that because a substantial portion of economic regulation 

has been developed to control monopoly, and other private enterprise, the aforementioned 

economic mechanisms and their associated inefnciencies were not as prevalent in the 

1990s econorny. The perceived balancing of economic forces and increased reliance on 

the market system has been proposed as a potential explanation for the movement toward 

deregulation. 

The regulatory reforms attempted to reduce govemment intervention, in the 

private sector. by retuming repulation to a market dnven focus. The federal and 



provincial governments of the 1990s are striving toward responsive regdation. The focus 

has been on making regulation more responsive to changing connimer demands, to the 

development of products which are safer, to unceasïngly ïmproving the technology of 

healthcare, to increasing knowledge of environmental impacts, and to the alterhg 

economic envirobment (Treasury Board Secretaria& 1993). 

A number of chailenges should be considered in creaîing regulation which is more 

responsive. The "key challenges that face Canada and its present regdatory system are: 

a marketplace that is increasingly global. Timehess and 
quality are becoming ever more criticai to business sumival; 
the difficult fiscal situation facing all govemments; 
increasing concems about internal trade barriers; 
an ever greater Pace of change in technology; 
a public that is very aware of heaith and environmental issues; 
more sophinicated business and labour cornmudies." 
(Treasury Board Secretariat, I 993 p. 1-2). 

The incorporation of the five challenges into the evolution of the economic and social 

regulation would enable the public and private sectoa to maintain a level of influence in 

the private sector. 

23.2. Social Regulation 

Social regdation was a relatively recent addition to the regdatory regime and has 

been called "neG' or "health, safety, and environmental" regulation (Economic Council 

of Canada, 1979). Social regdation has been more concemed with public well-being than 

private sectors activities, has reflected a broad social objective, and h3s been considered 



to be another phase in the aïticism of capitalism in the late 1970's (Doern and Phidd, 

1992; Economic Council of Canada, 1987; and Reagan, 1987). The regulatory focus was 

not industry specific and could be categorïzed into four bmad areas: 1) health and safety; 

2) environment; 3) fairness; and 4) culture. 

Social regulation enabled governments to be indirectly involved in private 

industry. This fonn of regdation was directed at controlling the aitributes of a product or 

service, at influencing the method of production, at iduencing the conditions of 

employment, at disclosure of Uiformation, and at implementing resource management, 

environmental protection, public accountability, and conservation strategies (Brown- 

John, 198 1; Doern and Phidd. 1992, Economic Council of Canada, 1979; and Olewiler, 

198 1). Govemment involvement in re-dation occurred though M e r  movement towards 

regulation which would terminate the perceived resource depletion, pollution, and the 

deception of corsumen. 

The regulatory reforms of the 1970s pressed for the inclusion of greater public 

participaticm in the regulatory process. Greater inclusion meant that "participation by 

public interest groups, some of which received, and still receive. public fùnds to enable 

them to participate on a reasonable fmancial footing" with other groups who did not have 

a "fiee-rider" problem @oem and Phidd, 1992, p. 202). The inclusion of public 

participation in regdatory procedure has continued uninhibited into the 1990s. 



2.1. Regdation in Use 

The degree and forrn of regdations have varied considerably with the changing 

govemmentai ideologies and public moods. These variations, Brown-John (198 1) cited as 

being affected by the proximate relatiooship "between geography, historical 

development, and the practicdities of economic survival and development" (p. 16) of 

Canadian provinces which have a great diversity of resources. Due to the nature of the 

country, the reaims of politics and economics were considered to be inseparable because 

"even the mon ardent proponent of laissez-faire would coacede, at a minimum, that 

govenunent mut be involved in the promotion and protection of commerce" (Brown- 

John, 1981, p. 16). 

In Canada, the design and implementation of regulation has evolved into a 

complex system of federal and provincial organizationai levels which formulate, 

administer. and ensure the efficacy of regulations. Society has been govemed by 

gooveniment departments and by statutory regulatory agencies through the use of statutes 

and subordinate legislation (Economic Council of Canada 1979). 

2.4.1. Government 

Govenunent has two main roles with respect to regulation. The roles are 1) to 

ensure regulation is delegated and enforced and 2) to provide al1 interested parties with a 

method of presenting interests and concerns. The regulatory activities of the bureaucracy 

are dictated by the mandate of legislation and the politicians. 



Elected politicians can issue directives, hear appeais to cabinet, and present 

amendments to existing Iegislation which instïtute and empower regulatory agencies, 

make appointments, approve agency budgets, and provide political and moral support to 

activities (~n~lehar t  and Trebilcock, 1981). "The reaiity is that cabinet can and does 

impose its decision of choice on a wide range of regdatory issues entnisted to regulatory 

bodies with statutory authority" (HartIe, 1979, p. 112.) 

The regdations are administered by governrnent departments which are subject to 

the controI and direction of the minister. The responsibility of top level bureaucrats is to 

implement policies which mauimize votes, advocate policies which will involve a Iarger 

role fcr the respective departments or ministries, maintain the economy, and conserve 

resources (Olewiler, 198 1 and Treasury Board Secretariat, 1993). In order for policy 

implementation to be effective, govenments must delegate responsibility. Subordinates 

are made accountable and respoasible for carrying out duties, such as administration of 

regdations (Economic Council of Canada, 1979). 

The reconciliation of daerent interests takes place within bureaucrac y; there fore 

regulatory policies have the tendency to be state-centered in ongin (Brown-John, 198 1). 

Some of the policies brought forward by politicians have been due to the viewpoints and 

information presented by groups which were heavily engaged in lobbying (Treasury 

Board Secretariat, 1993). Within the bureaucracy, which is an expansion of the minister's 



capacity, the delegation of responsibility must occur which guaranteed that political 

accountability ensured appeals by al1 aggrieved parties. 

2.4.2. Regdatory Agencies 

Familiarity with the structure of Amencan and British systems was necessary 

because Canadian literature on regulatory agencies was scarce prior to the 1970s 

(Johnson, 199 1, and Brown-John, 1987). The structure of both the Amencan and British 

regdatory systems have served as tempiates for the Canadian regdatory model. The 

Canadian model is a combination of the independent regulatory agency system of the 

United States and the administrative accountability system used in Great Britain 

(Economic Councii of Canada, L979 and Brown-John, 198 1). 

The instigation of regulatory agencies in Canada "roughiy seems to have 

paralleled their development in the United States, albeit without benefit of searching 

legislative cornmittee ap praisal or standardization by omnibus enabling statute" (Brown- 

John, 1979). Due to the unique configuration of democracy in Canada, the major 

regulatory agencies cannot be understood sufficiently by using either the concept of 

independent or captured agencies (Doen 1978). Canadian agencies maintain the British 

pariiamentary philosophy with Amencan political cultural overtones (Brown-John, 

198 1). 



2.4.2.1 Agency Capture 

In the United States, the greatest problem with the regulatory agencies has been 

i n d m  'capture' (Englebart and Trebilcock, 1981; Doern, 1978; and Reagan, 1987). 

'Capture' impiies that "regulatory measures were enacted and impiemented in the 

interests of specialist producer groups" (Peacock et al., 1984, p. 15). In order to achieve 

directed regdation, the agencies wodd employ individuals sympathetic to the industry 

and the h s  wodd hire ex-agency members. 

Ln Canada, the effect of capture was lessened due to public sector appointments to 

positions (Endehart and Trebilcock, 198 1). Doern (1978) stated that the Boards are or 

will likely be captives of the interests they regulate regardless of atternpts to separate 

thernselves fiom the industries. In addition to agency capture, agency employees could 

also be equally capiured by personal bias. This personal bias may not be easily 

distinguishable from agency capture. Indmtry despite the advantages of capture has, to an 

extent, become aware of the ethical problems associated with agency capture. Some 

organizations within the industry may have instituted standards and behaviors which 

could deter agency capture. 

2.4.2.2 Degree of Agency Independence 

Regulation is cmied out through a wide range of institutional arrangements such 

as Boards, Commissions, Tribunals, and other quasi-judicial agencies. These institutions 

have varied degrees of autonomy within the Canadian federal and provincial 



govemments. The statutory regulatory agencies may possess a great deal of autonomy 

f?om executive departments but not absolute independence fiom the government 

(Economic Couqcil of Canada, 1979 and Englehart and Trebilcock, 1981). The 

independence of the regdatory agency has k e n  noted to be greater when senior Board 

members are appointed for a tixed term with the option of removal "for cause" and when 

adjudicative and other decisions maintain a systern of no appeal or oniy a limited nght of 

appeal (Economic Council of Canada, 1979). 

Some regulatory agencies within Canada were designated to have detached full- 

t h e  professionalism. However, this detachment may never be fully achieved as the 

government has been unwilluig to ailow the final decision-making authority to be in the 

possession of a non-elected body (Economic Council of Canada, 1979); while others 

maintain complete detachment in decision-making. Another mechanism for control of 

regulatory agencies was greater minisetid control in order to ensure responsibility and 

accountability in the same marner that pubIic servants in executive departments were 

accountable to their ministers and the legislatue (Economic Council of Canada, 1979). 

2.4.23 Roles and Use of Regulatory Agencies 

Delegation of policy making roles to an agency cm occur provided its legislative 

mandate has broad discretion and the govenunent has not clearly articulateci its policy 

positions. This additional role should not be considered as an abdication of ministerial or 

cabinet control over policy-making (Economic Council of Canada (1 979). In order to 



effectively delegate authority, the Economic Council of Canada suggested that two 

different types of regulatory agencies be developed, each with a specific purpose: 1) 

advisory statutory regulatory agencies and 2) decision-makhg statutory regdatory 

agencies. The advisory agencies would have the capacity to advise on poIicy with no 

adjudicative privileges whïie, the decision-makhg agencies wouid be solely responsible 

for adjudicative functions. These two distinctions would cl- for the govemment, the 

agency. the regulated, and the public the identity of the poiicy-mabg and decision- 

making authorities. However, some regulatory agencies effectively espouse both advisory 

and decision-rnaking statutory hct ions  within one organization. 

According to Brown-John (1979) the use of advisory agencies can be viewed £kom 

four perspectives: 

Fint. they may be viewed as another means of winning group 
consent (accommodation) for preconceived policy and 
administrative decisions in advance; a 'rubber stamp.' 
Secondly. they rnay be viewed as a mode of facilitating high- 
intensity interest group participation and even determination of 
policy, thereby stemming and avoiding prospective political 
controversy under the guise of administrative action.g Thirdy, 
they may be viewed as a means of seeking informed opinion 
and reaction before issues become public and politically 
explosive ... . Or fourthly. they can be viewed as incorporating 
somethuig of al1 of the above. (p. 76) 

Regdatory agencies can also generally employ an open decision-making procedure 

which employs public heatings and renden reasoned decisions developed though the 

hearing (Economic Council of Canada, 1979 and Doem, 1978). These agencies were 



created to secure institutional flexibility while blending adjudicative, research, advisory, 

legislative, and admlliistrative fiinctions. 

2.5. Pubüc Participation in Regdation 

Public pkcipation has been used in the regdatory process since the uiception of 

a regdatory system in Canada The impetus for continued and currently increasing 

invotvement by the public has corne fiom both the govemment and agencies, and fiom 

the public itself. 

Public participation developed "out of a sense of dienation and powerlessness 

generated by the increasing complexity and remoteness of govemment, the scale and pace 

of technological change, and the failure to control its human impacts" (Sadler, 1979, p.8). 

The public dealing with agencies are often comprised of individuals who. directly or 

indirectly, seek to influence the agency's policies because they feel af5ected by <hem 

(Sabatier? 1977). Sabatier noted that it is usehl to distinguish between "a) organized 

interest groups, b) unorganized individuds who nevertheless take an interest in the 

agency and occasionally attempt to influence its policies, and c) individuals who do not 

realize that they are af5ected by an agency's policies" (p. 443). 

Effective policy-making also requires balanced representation, in the decision- 

making process, fkom legislators, civil servants, and the public (Englehart and Trebilcock, 

198 1). In order to maintain a balance, interest groups, producer's associations, and other 



professional lobbyists ofien exist to provide politicians with another perspective as the 

politicians have incornplete information about the effectiveness of various policies and 

regdations which have been enacted to meet previously raised demands (Treaniry Board 

Secretariat, 1993) 

Some regdations state that the regulatory Acts are in the interest of the public, as 

are nilings and decisions determined under them (Hartle, 1979). Hartle (1979) stated that: 

'The public interest is what the govemment of the day, through its ministers and 

appointed departmentai - agency officiais, decide" (P.39). The accountability of 

administrators for their "public interest" activities has increased as acknowledgment that 

the public has an role in policy development grew (Brown-John, 1979). 

In addition to statements of public interest, ail Ievels of Canadian govenunents 

have instigated more opportunities for public participation in legislative and 

administrative processes. Brown-John (1979) presents three categories of techniques used 

to achieve the increased oppomuiities: 

1) widespread employrnent of public hearings by iegislative 
committees and ad hoc commissions, ... 2) the encouragement 
of less judicialized and, thus, more accessible public 
procedures by most federal and provincial regdatory agencies, 
... 3) the creation of citizen advisory bodies, usually consisting 
of persons with a particular interest and expertise in a policy 
area and liasing directly with minister a d o r  senior public 
servants ... (p. 73). 



On the whole, public participation could be considered to be a voluntary act by the 

general public. These individuais or organhtions should be involved in the decision- 

making process for any formulated project, program, or poiicy (Parenteau, 1988). 

The invoivement of the public and the presentation ~f their opinions relates to the 

generally traosient attitudes on major issues which are, or should be, considered in 

govemment agendas (Sabatier, 1977). The issues brought forward change because the 

public attention on a particular issue ofien only remains prevalent for a few years. The 

extent and duration of the concems raised depend on variables such as socio-economic 

culture and the perception of h a d  conditions (Sabatier, 1977). 

Initidly, the public presented opinions and concems through lobbying at final 

proposai stages; however, now the public is involved in many stages throughout the 

administrative and po titical process (Reagan, 1987, O'Riordan. 1976, and Sewell, 197 1). 

Sewell considered involvement at the end of a process to be partemistic; while, in the 

middle ground position, public views are sought at various stages resuiting in varying 

fiequencies of involvement. The redistribution of power, throughout the process, allows 

individuals to be deliberately included in hture decisions (Arnstein, 1969). 

2.6. Evaluation of Regdation 

Evaluation is a growing discipline which now extends into al1 facets of society 

(Guttentag and Saar, 1977). The growth in evaiuation has dowed it to play a Iarger role 



in orderly policy development and program Unplementation (Rossi, Freeman and Wright, 

1979). The evaluation of regulation can be categorized under the auspices of policy 

evaluation. The growth in evaluation has aiso expanded the role of govemments and 

groups, such as international organktions, into areas dealing with the improvement of 

the hurnan condition (Freeman, 1977, and Weiss, 1972)- 

2.6.1 Evaiuation Methodologies 

A large number of methodologies exkt and have been developed as different 

systems for understanding and classifying evaluations. Two of the main methodologies 

have been devised by Patton and Weiss. Patton (1978) was concemed with the utility and 

practicdity of evaiuation research. He suggests g a t h e ~ g  data and then determinhg a 

pattern which evolves into the focus of a study . Weiss (1 W2), on the other hand, suggests 

that once an evaluation topic is selected. the purpose is to measure the effects of a 

program against the initial goals it set out to accomplish. Measurable cnteria are 

developed based on the goals and the data are analyzed agaïnst the critena Regardless of 

the methodology espoused. an evaluation should entail the features of utility, feasibility, 

propriety, and accuracy (Stufflebeam, 1980). 

As previously rnentioned, no single classification scheme exists which describes 

al1 of the various models, the following examples show the variety of systems available. 

None of the classification systems are mutually exclusive. A committee of the National 

Academy of Science delineated nine different purposes of regulation. The purposes are: 



1) needs assessment; 2) basic research; 3) smd-scale testing; 4) field evaluation; 5) 

poiicy anaiysis; 6) fiscal accountability; 7) coverage accountabiiity; 8) impact 

assessment; and 9) economic anaiysis (Raizen and Rossi, 198 1). Patton (1978) on the 

other hand üsts six categories which were identified by the Evaluation Research Socieq 

Standards Cornmittee (Figure 2). These categones of evaluation are detennined by 

Figure 2. Sis Citegories of Evaluation as Ideofifid by the Evaiuation Research 
Society Standards Cornmittee. 

Front-end analysis (prellistallation, context, feasibiiity d y s i s ) .  These 
types of evduations take place prior to instaliation of a program to provide 
guidance in planning and implementing the program as well as deciding if 
the program should be implemented- 
Evaiuability assessment: This type of evaluation work includes activities 
aimed at assessing the feasibility of various evaluation approaches and 
methods. The scope of the evaluation, technicai matters, design 
limitations, and cost parameten are established through Evaiuability 
assessment prior to undertaking a more formal evaiuation, especialiy a 
causal evaluation of program outcornes. 
Formative evaluation (developmental, process): These evaluations are 
aimed at providing information for program irnprovemea modification, 
and management. 
Impact evaluation (S umative, outcorne, effectiveness) : These evduations 
are aimed at determining program results and effects, especiaiiy for the 
purposes of making major decisions about program continuation, 
expansion, reduction, and hding.  
Program monitoring: The ERS (1980:7) statement says that "this is the 
least acknowledged but probably most practical category of evaluation. ... 
The h d s  of activities involved in these evaluations vary widely fiom 
periodic checks of cornpliance with policy to relatively straighdorward 
'tracking' of services delivered and 'counting' of clients." 
Evaiuation of evaluation: (secondacy evaluation, meta-evaluation, 
evaluation audit). This category includes professional critiques of 
evaluation reports, reanaiyzes of data, and extemal reviews of interna1 
evaluations. 

Source: Patton, Michael Quinn, "Practicai Evaluation" (Sage Publications, Inc., Beverly 
Hills, Caiifornia, 1982) p. 44. 



evaluation efforts and by the kinds of activities that tend to be emphasized. 

House (1978) developed a comprehensive taxonomy of major evaluation modeis. 

He identifies eight categories which could be disthguished by their audience, by which 

assumption of consensus is made, by the outcomes examineci, by the questions asked, and 

by the methods used (Patton, 1978). The eight categories are: 1) systems analysis; 2) 

behaviord objectives approach; 3) goal-fkee evaluation; 4) art criticism approach; 5) 

accreditatïon model; 6) adversary approach; 7) transaction approach; and 8) decision- 

malang models. 

2.6.2 Role of Evaluation Research 

"Evaluation research is the systematic collection of Somation about the 

activities and outcomes of actuai programs in order for interested parties to make 

judgments about specific aspects of what the program is douig and affecthg" (Patton, 

1978, p. 26). These interested persons are ofien the decision-rnakers and managers who 

use evaluation to produce objective evidence about a program (National Energy Board, 

1988). In this context, methodologies have been developed which allow evaluation to 

incorporate political redities and integrate the changing outlook and conf i ic~g goals of 

various groups within society (Guttentag and Saar, 1977). 



The researchers have a cornplex role to play. They conduct evaluations which "are 

being used to assess the impact of public programs in many social, economic, 

psychologicd, and political aspects of OU Lives. The feded emphasis on zero-based 

budgeting and on accountabiiifl have accelerated policy-makers' reliance on evaluation" 

(Guttentag and Saar, 1977, p.11). 

As evaluation is the study of process and impact, the results of evaluations can be 

usefûi almost everywhere in the decision-making process. Therefore, evaluation is one 

component of information which fosters the slow evolutionary process of programs and 

policies (Patton. 1978). 

2.7. Conclusion 

Regdation is a governing instrument which has been used to maintain public 

control of private sector activity. The D P  process, a combination of economic and social 

regulation, was introduced in 1974 when economic regulation was the primary method of 

regdahg industry. The regulation would enable the EUB to maintain policing activity, 

in ternis of regdatirtg energy use and facility citing, while promothg the social 

perspective through encouraging public participation, mediating social and environmental 

concerns, and maintainhg resource sustainability. 

In order to ensure that the IDP process continued to meet its regdatory 

requirements and was able to adapt, if necessary, to the future needs of the stakeholden, 



an evaluation of the regdatory agency, relevant govemment departmental, affiected 

chemicai Company, and relevant interest group satisfaction of the process was conducted. 

As the methodologies outlined by Patton and Weiss have practicality and comparability 

as their respective strengths, the methodology considered most usefiil in conducting the 

IDP evaluation was an adaptation of the two methodologies. The coordination of the 

methodologies enabled the researcher to select the more desirable aspects of both 

evaluation techniques and implement them in the IDP process evaluatïon. A detailed 

description of the methodology of the evaluatioa is presented in Chapter N. 



CaAPTER III - INDUSTRIAL DEIVELOPMENT 
PERMIT PROCESS BACKGROUND 

3.1. ~ntroduction 

In order to M e r  understand the context of the Industriai Development Permit 

regulatory process, a detailed description of the development of the IDP process in 

Alberta witbin the context of change will be reviewed. Background on the LDP permit 

and its processes will be discussed in tems of the sumundùig fhmework of policies and 

program alteratioas. the factors leadhg up to regdation, and the evolution of the process. 

Other relevant Acts, in addition to the 0i1 and Gas Conservation Act, to which the 

Industriai Developrnent Permits apply will be presented. A comprehensive description of 

the permit process, as identified in 1995, wiii be presented following the background 

idormation. The next section will discuss the coordination of the IDP process with other 

regulatory processes in the larger provincial regdatory system. The coordination will be 

discussed in tems of the interaction which exists between AEP's Environmental Impact 

Assessments and the IDP. 

3.2. The Evolutioo of the Industrial Development Permit Process 

The abundance and availability of hydrocarbon resources, in Alberta, for use as 

feedstock and fuel has been the attraction for petrochemical development projects since 

the major oil discovery at Leduc in the late 1940s @mytdc, 1995, personai 

communication). The integral role which the industry plays in the Alberta economy was 

recognized by the Alberta government, particularly as it related to industrial 



diversification. The need for a poiicy or permitring system which would regulate 

indutrial energy use, facility siting, social and economic impacts, and environmental 

concerns was brought about by interest in the economic viability of the indutry, concern 

over fiiture availability of hydrocarbon resources, and desire to maximize the benefits of 

projects to Aibertans. 

3.2.1. The Surroundiag Framework of Policies and Prognms 

National and international events affected the development of the industcy in 

Alberta because of the petrochemical industry's global nature. Two factors that 

dominated the Alberta activity in the 1970s and 80s were: 1) the National Oil Policy 

(NOP) in 196 1 and 2) the increases in international oil prices. The NOP reallocated the 

distribution of oil within Canada, and the perceived world oil shortage was due to pnce 

control by the Arab States. 

The NOP divided Canada into two segments dong the Ottawa river. The western 

segment was suppiied with crude oil nom domestic sources and the eastem segment, 

eastern Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritimes, was dependent on imported oil (Chapman, 

1985). Due to complex economic and political reasons and the association with United 

States oii companies. Alberta crude became more expensive than the imported oil nom 

the Middle East (Shaffer, 1983). 



In 1973-74, large increases in the international oïl prices and a second increase in 

1979 signifîcantly affected global petrochemical production costs. Alberta petrochemical 

development due to the intemal supply of crude oil would not have been impacted to the 

same extent as global development For example, " UNIDO (1978), p. 57 estimated that 

the variable costs of energy and feedstock increased fiom 44 per cent of the total cost of 

producing ethylene nom a 300 000 tons per year unit in 1972 to 73 per cent by 1978" 

(Chapman, 1985, p. 139). 

The Canadian situation was affected by the escalation of international oil prices. 

By the early 1 %Os, the international oil price escalated to where it was more than double 

the price of domestic oil. The old two-price system was then replaced by a single 

Canadian pnce which remained below the original price. This single pricing system, as 

explained in Chapman (1985), was reinforced by the National Energy Program (NEP) 

which stated "... that the pnce of Canadian oil will not be linked to world pnces" (Energy 

Mines and Resources, 1980, p. 27). Another objective of the NEP was to ensure that gas 

prices rose "less quickly than oil prices in order to encourage a shift away nom oil to 

natural gas" (Energy Mines and Resources, 1990, p.3 1). The Canadian gas price relative 

to oil pnce made gas an attractive raw material for petrochemicals. This advantage 

encouraged the use of natural gas as both a fuel and a raw matenal in the petrochemical 

industry . 



3.2.2. Factors Lerding to Regulatioa of Energy Raw Materiais 

used by the Petrochemical ladustry 

Given the large surplus of energy, various representatives of the Aiberta 

govemment promoted the development of the petrochemical industry in Alberta 

(Chapman, 1 985). This cornmitment was outiined as economic objectives by Premier 

Lougheed in 1974. The primary objective was to "...Dive* and becorne less dependent 

upon the sale of unprocessed resources" (Alberta Hansard, 1974c, p. 3 132). Other 

supplementary objectives included disûibuting industrial growth throughout the province, 

strengthening mal1 and locally controlled businesses, upgradig skUs of Aibertans, 

increasing participation in the benefits of industrial growth, and capitalizing on Alberta's 

naniral advantage (Doty, 1985). This was suggested because Aiberta's abundance of 

hydrocarbon resources lead to an increased interest in Alberta as a location for a 

petrochemical indutry. 

An increase in industrial expansion wodd Iead to a greater quantity of 

hydrocarboos, pacticularly n a t d  gas, processed within Aiberta. Due to the increased 

interest in Alberta as a site for development and the potential shortage in the use of 

pentane plus, the provincial govemment decided to institute a policy or regdatory 

process which would allow them to have input into indumial development. 



3.23. Industrial Development Permit Poücy Evolution 

In the early 19707s, the Alberta govemment decided that a strategy had to be 

developed which could deal with the anticipated inaux of the new development because 

Alberta had no specinc legislation dealing with evaluation and approvai of petrochemical 

facility development- The Department of Industry and Commerce, currentiy cailed the 

Department of Economic Development and Tourism, proceeded to consider a system of 

pennits for new industriai developments in the changing iudustrial climate of 1974. nie  

Department of Industry and Commerce, Economic Development Division, put forward an 

intemal proposal for an Industriai Hydrocarbon Poiicy (Deparmient of Industry and 

Commerce, 1974). The proposed policy intended to achieve the optimal distribution and 

utilization of existing and undiscovered hydrocarbon reserves for uses which were 

consistent with the aforementioned economic development objectives. The policy 

proposed that Alberta "a) expands the Alberta Govemment's regdatory powen to 

directly affect supply for industriai purposes to firms within the province, by requiring 

that they obtain development permits; and b) indirectiy affects pnce through the 

provision of selective rebates" (Department of uidustry and Commerce, 1974, p. 1 .). 

Therefore, it was suggested that controlled development of the industry for major 

projects, which used non-renewable resources in Alberta would be desirable. The major 

projects were defmed as %ose consuming in the order of 1 billion cubic feet of natural 

eas per yeai' (Department of Industry and Commerce, 1974)- 
C 



Under this proposal, the supply of the hydrocarbon resecves was to continue to be 

controiied by and regulated for domestic and expoa use by the ERCB for the assurance of 

a long-tenn supply of hydrocarbon feedstocks. This supply wodd be assured by 

including industrial hydrocarbon requirements in the total requirements prior to 

approving any gas removal permits. 

In the initial proposed lndusûîal Hydrocarbon Policy, the major hydrocarbon 

consuming industries were to be required to submit an application to a proposed new 

board, the Industrial Hydrocarbon Review Board (IHRD), which would issue the permit. 

However, in the subsequent IDPs, the duties of the iHRD were placed under the 

jurisdiction of the ERCB because it was an independent and respected quasi-judicial 

agency and was seen as the logicai agency to hold hearings. Thus, this initial proposed 

Industrial Hydrocarbon Policy lay the groundwork for the development of legislative 

changes to the Oil and Gas Conservation Act which would introduce the requirement of 

pemiits for new industrial development in Alberta- 

In 1972, the Alberta Government commenced a review of existing policies 

regarding the export of naturai gas (Alberta Govemment, 1972). The ERCB was 

requested to conduct a hearing on the matter of field pricing of natural gas, particularly 

fkom the public interest point of view. Thus, due to the pending review of existing 

policies, the Alberta Cabinet held in abeyance the approval of al1 outstanding pemiits for 



increased removai of natural gas fiom the province (Alberta Government, 1972)). The 

hearïngs were completed in September 1972. 

The ERCB reached two main conchtsions. The fkst conclusion was that there 

were sufncient reserves of natutai gas in Alberta which must be used and sold at a 

competitive price in the public's interest and the second conclusion was the 

implementation of a two-price system for naturai gas in Alberta. These conclusion 

prompted interest fÏom the chernical industry because Aiberta offered the lowest fuel 

costs in Canada, Aibertans would receive a fair pnce for naniral gas taken out of the 

Province, Alberta's economy would be more competitive, and prospects of hd ing  new 

reserves were împroved (Alberta Government, 1972). Ultimately, the companies could 

perceive Alberta as a favorable environment for development 

In .lune 1974, the hearing, pertahhg to Alberta's long-term requirements of 

energy and energy resources, was reopened and dealt with that areas related to Alberta's 

industriai gas requirements (Govier et al., 1 974). The purpose of the hearing was to 

establish requirements on Alberta's energy and energy resources for the years 1974 to 

2004 with regards to: "a) any matters affectin$ fûture Alberta requirements of energy or 

energy resources, and b) Alberia's füture industrial requirements for nahiral gas and 

propaneo* (Govier et ai., 1974). In order to present the requirements, the ERCB used 

evidence gathered at the original 1972 hearing with the addition of petrochemical 

development and associated resource requirements provided by the 1974 hearing and 



other available sources (ERCB, 1975). Based on the findings, the ERCB proceeded to 

forecast the energy requirements and use for the following 30-year period. 

The issue of petrochemical development in Alberta was once again brought into 

debate in the Legislahue. On A p d  19, 1974, the Premier confirmed that the govemment 

was c o n s i d e ~ g  a system of pe1111l:t.s for new industrial developments, especidy in the 

field of natural resources, which would have to be attained prior to construction (Alberta 

Hansard, 1974a). 

Establishing a system of industrial development permits was to be done via an 

amendment to the OiI and Gas Conservation Act. The amendment was "'designed to 

assure maximum utilization by industry located in Alberta of Alberta natural gas 

resources and the orderly and planned development of major industries that are developed 

through the processing of those natural resources" (Albert Hansard, 1974b, p. 2828). The 

permining system would bring order, in the public's best interest, to the large nurnber of 

proposed indumial projects, which were expected to move on-stream. Some of the 

projects being considered were: 19 fertilizer plants and four methanol plants (Alberta 

Hansard, 1 974b). 

nie amendment would also dlow for the expansion of the industrial sector of the 

economy to include M e r  processing of raw materials and increasing the manufacturing 

in secondary and tertiary industries. When the subject of industry expansion was 



introduced in the Legislahue, the foiiowing points were given as benefits of the 

amendment: '?O undertake an integrated development approach to primary industries; to 

increase the processing of natutal tesources and rnaximize the retums fiom them; to 

develop efficient and intemationaiiy cornpetitive procwsing and manufacturhg 

industries ...; to achieve maximum attainable employment, to provide greater domestic 

control over those resources and to improve our income and our opportunitîes through 

balanced regionai development" (Alberta Hansard, 1974b, p. 2828). 

On June 6, 1974, the 0i1 and Gas Conservation Amendment Act was passed. This 

Act outlined the preliminary criteria to be used in the granting of permits. In accordance 

with Section 301 it required that no gas or gas product produced in Alberta shall be used 

in Alberta as a raw materiai or fuel, in any industrial or manufachuing operation, such as 

the production of carbon black, ammonia urea, ethanol, methanol, or other petrochemicd 

products. unless the ERCB, -granted a permit that was authonzed by the Lieutenant 

Govemor in Council (ERCB, 1974). Likewise, the Act specified in Section 30, that the 

ERCB shall not gant the permit unless, in its opinion, it is in the public's interest to do 

so having regard to 1) the efficient use, without waste, of energy resources and 2) the 

present and friture availability of hydrocarbons in Alberta. (Govier et al., 1 974). 

The Oil and Gas Conservation Act stated that the permit granted would be cailed 

an Industrial Development Permit (IDP). Industrial development projects, frorn 1974 

onward, were subject to permit requirements, in order to establish the appropriate use of 



energy resources as raw materials and fuel in Aiberta and to maintain effective resource 

management (Govier et ai., 1974). However, facaties, which were in operation during 

the 1974 amendment, were exempt to the permit. The exemption remained valid provided 

that the facilities did not expand and production of products, regulated in the permit, did 

not exceed the rak of production of the tweIve-month period ending in April30,1974 

(ERCB, 1974). Likewise, permïts for new facilities or expansions were not required as 

long as the construction had commenced on or before May 16th 1974. For the purposes 

of record keeping, the exempt and expanding facilities and those under consmiction had 

to report to the Board identifying the facilities by location and ownership, by brief 

description, and by listing relevant rates of production. 

The companies subject to the legislation are granted permits for a 15- to 20-year 

period. These permits are given to projects that use energy resources as raw materials and 

fuel above a specified quantity of energy use which is deterrnined from the Act (Govier et 

al, 1974). The granting period, in light of fuhve public interest, was Uistituted due to the 

recognition that although resource use for the province was to be detemiiaed for the 30- 

year period following 1974, resource companies did not look much more than 10 yean 

ahead in their operations projections. This granting period kept the long range 

implications of resource use and availability in perspective (Govier et ai., 1974). 

In 1976, the permit requirements were extended to include "condensate, crude oil, 

crude bitumen, or synthetic cmde or any pnmary derivative of them [as] used as a raw 



material or fwl in any industriai or manufacturing operation" (ERCB, 1977, p. 2). 

Therefore, the definition of any industrial operation was extended to include, but not be 

iimited to, re-es, pulp and paper miils, and cernent plants because they utiiîze 

hydrocarbons as raw materials and as fuel. 

Beyond the 1970s, few alterations have been made procedurally to the IDPs; 

however, methods were being sought to decrease the process complexity and to evaiuate 

the need for such permits. For the purposes of proponent clarification during applications, 

the ERCB assembled a Guide G-25 w e n t  Pemiit Applicaon Cruide to 
- .  

v 

Content Ï n  order to respoad to anticipated 'mega-project' inquiries by delineating the 

informationai content required in permit applications. 

C o n ~ u e d  success in finding hydrocarbon reserves quelled the previous concerns 

of the early 1970s of the availability of funw supply. The lack of shortages brought into 

question one of the foundations upon which the IDPs were developed. In the Iate 1980s, 

the necessity of reviewing of the need for DPs was becomuig prevdent primarily 

because of the recognition of increasing hydrocarbon surpluses and the increasing public 

concerns about environmental issues (ERCB, 1984 and ERCB, 1989). The need for the 

IDPs was discussed between cabinet rninisters and EUB andor ED and T staff as to 

whether the procedure should be amended or repealed, and to identify the proper method 

for CO ping with potential hture difficulties. These discussions focused on future 

allocation of the resources, protection of the supply of fuel and feedstock for permit 



holders, and aiiowuig both the public and industry competiton to object to or nippoa 

[DP applications for industrial resource use. The public raised concems dealing prïmarily 

with environmental issues and the cornpetitors were concemed about the aiIocation of 

ethylene and potential monopoly sÏtuatiom. 

The public tended to focus on concems such as facilis. location, land use, and 

environmental impacts which were the subject of the ERCB permit application hearings 

(ERCB, 1984). With respect to the concems identifie4 companies were required to meet 

the environmental and constmction standards outlined in other relevant permits and 

legislation, such as Municipal permits, Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs), and 

the Alberta Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act (AEPEA), 

The discussions about streamiinïng, increasing the efficiency of the IDP process, 

and possibly eliminating some steps in the approval process, continued. For example, in 

1989, a suggestion was made by the then Minister of Economic Development and Trade 

to reduce the number of Order-in-Councils (OC) to be granted to one per proponent (ED 

and T, 1989). This request of reducing the number of O-C.s was not considered pradcal 

by the Board. The method suggested for streamlining the process for Cabinet would be to 

group and send related responses to one liaison individual. This proposed solution was 

accepted as a means to attempt to reduce administrative problems and Company delays 

(ERCB, 1989). 



More recently, the Klein govemment in Alberta has launched a general review of 

al1 Acts and regulations. This review has again prompted a review of IDP Iegislatioa The 

EUB and the govemment have been examining methods of increasing administrative 

coordination within the govemment, and simp-g the process for the applicants. 

Another move tbward streamlining has led to the transfer of the Ministeriai authority for 

the permit fiom ED and T to Energy in 1996, with ED and T retaining input into the 

application. 

3.2.1. Other Relevant Acts and Regulations 

In addition to the Oil and Gas Consewation Act, two other Acts stated 

requirements for the completion of au LDP. These Acts were: 1) the Cod Conservation 

Act and 2) the 0i1 Sands Conservation Act. In legislative form and in process, the Acts 

rvere amended to insert clauses pertaining to the IDP. The C o d  Conservation Act was 

amended, in 1975, to include provisions wherein an IDP was to be issued for the use of 

coal or a coal derived product as a raw material, fuel, or reductant in an industrial or 

manufachiring operation because initiaily the IDP was legislated for oil and gas only 

(ERCB, 1977). Under the amended legislation, power plants regulated under the Hydro 

and Electric Energy Act and those facilities where the quantity of coal did not exceed 

227,000 tonnes were not subject to the IDP requirement. However, it must be noted that, 

to date, there have been no IDP's issued under the Authority of the Cod Conservation 

Act. 



The ERCB, in 1980, required the submission of an "indutrial and Manufacturing 

Operations Statement" fiom the exempt, non-exempt, new, and coal and coal product 

facilities which were not Listed in 1979 (ERCB, 198Oa). However, coai and coai products 

facilities which were authorized to use an altemate form of reporting and oil sands plants 

were not stipula&d to submit the afiorementioned statement. 

The 0i1 Sands Conservation Act was amended in 1994. The Act allows for the 

granting of pennits for "the use of crude bitumen, denvatives of crude bitumen, declared 

oil sands or oil sands products proposed in the application, subject to the terms and 

conditions that is prescribed in the permit," (OSCA, 1995). 

3.2.5. Previous Studies of the IDP Process 

Further examination of the IDP application process and associated requirements 

frorn an intemal perspective was undertaken by the ERCB in 1992, as part of its intemal 

quality management initiative, to review a number of core processes known within the 

ERCB as Quality, Management, and Service (QMAS) (ERCB, 1992). The concems and 

issues presented in the evaluation were very similar to those raised in the 1980s, and 

several recomrnendations were denved. For example, it was suggested that the 

requirement for an EIA could be a trigger in determinhg the level of extensive 

information required of a Company. If an EIA was not needed, information requested 

relevant to the decisions would be submitted by the Company and the complexity of the 

IDP application would be reduced. For new and large scale projects r e q u i ~ g  an EIA, 



more detaiied information would be required. These recommendations are under active 

review in the regdatory review of the EUE3 legislation (Muik 1996, personal 

communication). 

The Canadian Chernical Producer's Association (CCPA), at the request of the 

ERCB, submitted its views regarding IDPs (CCPA, 1993). in its submission, the CCPA 

provided many recommendations towards a process which it believed would provide 

better coordination between the applicant Company and the regdatory bodies, follow on a 

more tirnely basis than the cunent process, and d o w  for consistent, hi&-quality, and 

complete applications. A M e r  suggestion was that applications should be classified 

Uito major and minor projects with a coordbated effort by governent depa~nents to 

reduce duplication within al1 appmvals required by a particular facility. The two-tiered 

classification would then be the basis for the degree of information required by the two 

levels. 

While the ERCB intends to officially implement procedural changes, they are 

following the intent of the QMAS recommendations by requiring idormation 

proportionate to the complexity of the application or project. At this t h e ,  the policy 

reiated to IDPs as substantiated by the Oïl and Gas Conservation and the Oil Sands 

Conservation Ac& remain fûndarnentaliy unchanged. This was exemplified by the fact 

that the permit requirements were still detemllned on the basis of hydrocarbon usage 

within the province of Alberta. 



in 1994, the ERCB was amaigamated with the Public Utilities Board, in response 

to govemmeat ïnitiated downsizing, to fomi the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board 

(EUB). Therefore, in any subsequent references, the ERCB wiIl be referred to as the 

EUB. 

33. A General Description of the Industrial Development Permit Process 

The process the EUE! has adopted for the D P  applications is one which is generïc 

to al1 processes the Board administea. As ascertained primarily through conversations 

Mth MacDonald (1 995) and Dmytruk (1 994), the following is a description of the IDP 

process currently in use by the proponents of chemical projects in Alberta (Figure 5). 

A company with a prospective project was informed of the IDP process when it 

approached the EUB, ED and T, ancilor AEP about the project At this t h e ,  the company 

was advised to prepare an application for an industrial development permit for its specific 

project. At the preliminary meeting, the EUB advised the company that it is in its best 

interest to inform the af3ected communities about its proposed project by advising the 

affected community(ies) through activities such as newslettes, newspaper advertising, 

one-on-one meetings with neighbours, and holding open houses as information sessions. 

These methods were suggested in order to inform the company of any public concerns at 

an early stage so ihat the concems may be addressed in project design and development. 

The project proponent was also reminded of other assessments and permit applications 



Figure 3. Fiowchart lllustrating Proeess Stcps of thc Industrial Development 
Permit 









of which they needed to be aware, such as an Environmentai Impact Assessrnent (ELA) 

and other related provincial and municipal permitS. 

As part of the IDP application, the EUB required fiom the company, information 

pertaining to the project description. technical, biophysical, social, and economic 

information, nich as process details, raw materiais and fùels, resource upgrading, 

employment, economic viability and financing, and environmental impact and zoning 

authorkations (ERCB, 1974), as outlined in the EUB's Guide G-25, 

Develonment Pe de to Content (ERCB, 198 1). Twelve copies of the 

application and other relevant information are initially filed at the EUB office in Calgary, 

Alberta (ERCB, 1974). 

Once the EUB receives the application, it fomarded copies to the Deparmients of 

ED and T, Energy, and AEP for assessrnent of completeness. The govemment 

departments reviewed the application for any deficiencies in content. Any deficiencies 

noted were sent to the EUB, who, in turn, compiled the deparimental comments with its 

own deficiency comments into one letter and sends it to the company. Once the company 

has adequately responded to the deficiencies, the EUB staffdeem the application to be 

complete. The EUB stafT then make a recommendation to the Board on the disposition of 

the application. 



According to Section 29 of the Energy Resources Conservation Act, the Board is 

required to assure that any person that may be directly or adversely affected, the 

opportunity to receive a notice of application, and to have a reasonable opporhmiq to 

acquire facts, to fumish evidence, to cross-examine and to be cross-examiwd, and to 

make representa&ons by way of argument to the Board before it reaches its decision on 

the application. The notice of hearing wouid be advertised by the Board for a period of 

time which must be a minimum of 10 workhg days. However, ifthe process was to 

proceed jointiy with AEP, the notice period was designated to be cdendar 30 days, as 

outlined in the AEPEA legislation. If relevant objections were received and c-ot be 

senled through negotiations between the concemed party and the Company, then a 

hearing would be convened and u d y  held in the community where the facility was to 

be located. The EUB, in consultation with the af5ected parties, would select a hearing 

date and place and a notice of hearing would be issued. Copies of interventions to the 

application would be distributed to the EUB and the applicant so that everyone was aware 

of the issues. During the hearing, al1 parties would have the opportunity to cross-examine 

the applicant as well as provide their argument and evidence, where available, and in turn 

be cross-examined. Al1 interested parties would have to opportunity to give closing 

remarks. 

After the hearing, the EUB evaluated the evidence presented by the applicant and 

the interveners, reached a decision on the application, and prepared a written report. A 

draft permit and draft OC. was prepared by the EUB stating the project requirements. 



This package was forwarded to the appropriate Minister's office for submission to 

Cabinet. The Lieutenant Governor in Council considered the request, and ifapproved the 

document was signed by the Premier. The EUB received the signed document and then 

issued the permit in thal fonn, with the necessary conditions, to the Company. 

The D P  process, as it is currentiy exists, allows for an orderly development 

approvd process and regulated allocation of n a t d  resources because of its cooperative 

nature between the companies. the govemment, and the public. 

3.4. Coordination of the Industrial Development Permit process 

with Environmental Impact Assessments 

The efficient integration of the IDP and AEPEA permithg processes has been 

timely in the context of the 1990s government's move towards deregdation. The 

coordination of the EIA and IDP processes has continued to evolve since the institution 

of IDPs. 

Consideration of environmental effects are a part of the EUB mandate. 

Accordingly, sufficient environmental data must be fiied in the application to aliow the 

Board to reach its decision on the application under the IDP process (MacDonald, 1996, 

personal communication). Similar information was necessary for an EIA to meet the 

requirements under AEPEA (Mink, 1996). As a consequence, the EUE3 and AEP agreed 

at an early stage that any EIA would become part of any application to the Board. The 



coordination was put into practice by integrating economic decisions and environmental 

protection early in the project planning stage (Environmental Protection, 1 993). The 

integration of the two processes assured the same uifomation would be used by the EUB 

as AEP used in considering its environmental pennits. It aiso assured that oniy one public 

hearing was required for any one application. 

3.4-1. Informational Coordination 

AEP and the EUB coordhated their licensing and regdatory processes at an early 

stage in an attempt to reduce the duplication of information required in permit 

applications (George, 1995). The two parties outlined the types of energy project 

applications that would requue an EIA, the generai information required by project type, 

and the method by which die submissiom would be handled (ERCB, 1980b). The 

Uiformational coordination occurred throughout the process to ensure that ail 

requirements were met by the participants. As an assurance of proper coordination, a 

consultative process benveen the EUB and AEP was arranged to review the application 

for completeness and deficiencies, and to coordinate timing of completion of both 

processes (ERCB, 1 %Ob). 

Ail major energy-related projects, which required submission of an IDP 

application, were considered by AEP and EUT3 to detennine whether an EIA would be 

required (ERCB, 1980b). Should the Minister of Environmental Protection conclude that 

no EIA was required, the EUB would continue to request sufficient environmental 



information, as part of the IDP application, to make its decision (Mïnk, 1997, personal 

communication). To ensure aU necessary projects were permitteci, AEP aiso has the 

responsibility to inforni the EUB of aii major energy projects which corne to the 

department's aîtention. 

The EIA would be sent to the EUB for comment before the EIA document was 

fïnaiized. There have not k e n  any irreconcilable dinerences between the parties at this 

stage; however, ifthe situation ever arose, the issues would be adjudicated by the EUB 

Chairman and the AEP Deputy e s t e r  with M e r  appeals having final decision by the 

AEP Minister (ERCB, 1 %Ob). Similady, the EUB provided notice of an IDP application 

to the govemment departments or agencies who have expressed an interest in the 

proposed project. The EIA wodd be subsequently submitted as part of the IDP 

application. As this information would be integral to the IDP, the IDP process can not 

proceed until an required EIA has been completed. 

3.1.2. The H e a ~ g  Process 

Once the Board concluded that the application was complete and legitimate public 

concerns about the proposal exist, a public hearing on the application was usuaiIy called. 

As specified in Section 2.1 of the Energy Resources Conservation Act, in addition to the 

other matters the Board may or must comider during a hearing, the Board must give 

consideration to whether the project is in the public's interest with respect to social and 

economic effects and the effects of the project on the environment. 



A joint IDP and EIA hearing wouid be coordinated under the cucumstances where 

the EUE3 and the AEP both require a hearing. As with the informationai coordination, 

AEP and EUB staff coordinate potentid hearing requirements in order to minimi7e 

process duplication and reduce approval time and cost incurred by the appiicant. Ifa 

decision required that a hearing was held, it would be schedded by the EUB in 

consultation with AEP and the interested parties. The IDP notice of the hearing would be 

also jointly coordinated by the EUE3 and AEP (MacDonald, 1995, personal 

communication). The queçtioning process to be used in the hearing were developed in 

concert by the two parties according to guidelines which would be relevant and pertinent 

to Energy Resource Conservation (ERC) and AEPEA iegislation. Al1 material presented 

in the IDP and the EIA would be available for pensa1 and questioning. 

Following the conclusion of the hearing, a written EUB decision report would be 

issued as required by the EUB iegislation (ERCB, l98Ob). The process and the work 

required in fonnulating the report would be decided by the hearing panel and wouid be 

carries out by EUB staff. Upon completion and release of the EUE3 report, AEP 

considered the EUB report in reaching its decision on the project. 

In the past. the selection of individuals on a hearing panel may extend to other 

govemment departmenu or agencies whose jurisdiction was involved in or affected by an 

application. Such matten are at the discretion of the EUE3 and would be detemlined on a 



case by case basis. For example, in some projects, where the federd govemment has 

jurisdiction over the EIA, select individuais may be considered to either sit on the panel 

or provide information for the purpose of cross-examination and presentahon (ERCB, 

1980b and George, 1995). The Board has also provided the opportunity for other 

jiaisdictions who perceive themselves affected to provide submissions; however, this 

requirement has not been invoked in the Iast 15 years. 

3.5. ConcIusioa 

The iDP process was implemented in 1974 when the govemment of Alberta noted 

an increased economic interest in Alberta's petmchemicals. A need to maintain the 

economic viability. the siting of facilities, fbture avaiiability of nahirat resources, the 

presence of social impacts and environmentai concems' and public participation were the 

main concerns raised. Since the 1970s, the use of public participation throughout the 

process has increased and the process has evolved to coordinate with other permithg 

processes, such as AEP's EIA. In light of these changes, an evaluation of the IDP would 

be beneficial in order to provide assurance that the current process meets the needs of al1 

parties involved during a period of intense scmtinization of regdation processes and 

other programs. 



CHAPTER IV - RESEARCa METHODS 

4.1 Introduction 

The methods used to evaluate the IDP process wiil be descnhed in this chapter. 

The research methods enabled data to be coiiected and recorded regardhg government, 

agency, industry, and public satisfaction with the IDP process. The data provided a basis 

for comparing the process in place since 1974 with the stakeholder satisfaction of the 

efficiency and effectiveness with the regulatory process in 1995. 

The research involved three mges of data collection. A literature review was 

conducted to gather information on relevant aspects of regulation and regulatory 

processes, and the IDP process. Prior to designhg the data collection methodology, a file 

search was conducted to determine relevant individuais, to locate relevant permit 

information, and to tabdate the information extracted fiom files. Data collection was 

conducted using questionnaire and interview survey rnethods. Following the data 

collection, the data were analyzed foliowing predetermhed criteria The synthesized data 

fonned the basis for the conclusions. 

4.2. IDP Process and Regdatory Literahin Review 

The literature review was conducted to obtain background on regulation and 

regulatory processes and the IDP process and was divided into two chapters. The f k t  

chapter consisted of a review of regulation and regulatory processes, a synopsis of the 



hct ion  or goveniments and regulatory agencies in regdation, an explanation of the role 

of public participation in regdation, and an examination of evaluation research. The 

second chapter deait with the evotution and a description of the components of the IDP 

process. In addition to the description of IDP components, a discussion of the 

coordination be&een the EIA and the IDP was presented due to overlapping procedurai 

and content requirements of the two regulatory processes. The chapter also included a 

discussion of Acts and regdations, other than the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, which 

invoke the IDP process. The background information for the second chapter was obtained 

through conversations with the staffof the Departments of ED and T and AEP, the EUB, 

and nom documents at the Department of ED and T and the EUB. 

4.3. A File Search 

A search of regdatory agency and govemmental files provided data for data 

collection and analysis. The purpose of the file search was to record actual timeline data 

for the IDP process and permits issued to mate a data base of IDP process statistics. The 

data was collected through the examination of chemicai industry documents and 

publications at the Department of ED and T and the EUB. The file information was 

recorded according to the permit number assigned at the EUB. The files examined by the 

researcher were retrieved fiom curent files and archives at ED and T and EUB. Files 

were examined for al1 13 chemicai companïes involved in the research; however, some 

files were noted as incornplete. 



n i e  idormation to be couected in the nle search was based on the description of 

the IDP process as described in Chapter III and through conversations with staffat the 

EUB. u i f o d o n  was gathered regardhg pennit types, products to be manufactureci, and 

annual feedstock and fuel w to determine fkquency of application as weii as other 

statistics for specinc permit types. Dates of the actuai IDP process activities were 

recorded on the table- The dates recorded were translated iato intervals fkom initiation of 

permit application to permit issuance. Where available, data on specific process activities 

were also collected (Figure 4). 

4.1 Surveys 

The evaiuation of the satisfaction of the govemment, agencies, indwtry, and 

interest groups with the IDP process was accomplished using questionnaires or 

interviews. The chernical companies, the govemment departments, and the EUB were 

interviewed and provided comments on the entire IDP process; while, the interest groups 

were sent a questionnaire which requested responses that were limited to the public 

participation process associated with the IDP. The responses fkom the interviews and 

questionnaires were analyzed in terms of design and implementation of the process. The 

evaiuation began in August, 1995 and was completed in April, 1996. 



Figure 4. File Search Checkiist 
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m 

Type of permit Application 1 1 I 

1 

Permit issuance date 
Pennit expiry date 
Status of permit 

J 
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Referral for Advice to: EDT 
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EP 
AEUB Econ 

Dept. 
Advice received ? 
Deficiency material requested 
Deficiency material received 
Memo to AAG*lDept. manager (who 
??) 

Memo to AAG for hearhg 
To AEUB L e ~ a l  for notice of hearine 

To AEüB Legal for Advertising 
Last day for Objections 
$ of  Objections 

1 

Type of interveners: Other companies 
Interest Groups (NGO) and 

- - 
[Genenc Notice of hearing] - if above 
categories do not appIy 
Hearing date 
Last day for interventions 
Hearing report to AAG 
Report issued 
AEUB recommend fonvarded to Govt. 
(O.C.) 
OrdedApprovaI issued 
Num ber of interveners (total) 

professional associations 
Local govemment 

1 



Figure Continued. File Search Checküst 

townspeop le, etc- 
Method of Advenising: Newspapen 
(local and 'large') 

Community 
1 invo tvement 1 I 1 

Letters etc- 
Specificacion thai other Iicense or 
permit required such as E N  
Appeals (if are any) 

* AAG = Applications Advisory Group (intemal AEUB process of how application approved - consists of 
departmentai managers) 

**O.C/M.A- = Order in CounciVMinisterial approval -MA. not used except for gas plants 

***cos of permit application not covered in the files 

44.1 Survey Developmeut 

The program evduation provides the tools to compare intended program 

outcornes with that which actuaily occurred. Accordhg to the operationai evaluation 

methods presented by Carter and Wharf(1973) and Weiss (1972), in order to properly 

evduate a program or process, the observable or outlined goals and objectives of the 

process mut be determined and information on the covert goals and objectives of the 

process m u t  ais0 be obtained. 

The determination of goals and process objectives for the IDP were determined in 

consultation with the relevant Alberta govemment departments, the EUB, and a number 



of randomly selected companies. Based on these goals and objectives, evaluative critena 

of the IDP process were established. The evaluative criteria were identified to be: 1) 

clarity of process; 2) relevancy of current legisiation; 3) perception of public participation 

practices; 4) costs to the proponent to receive the permit and to the interested public to 

intemene; and 5 )  t h e  cornmitment involved in application completion. The criteria were 

used as guidelines to formulate the surveys of the relevant govemment departments, the 

EUB, the chemical companies, and the relevant interest groups. The evaluation criteria 

were modified slightly for the purpose of classification, categorization, and interpretation 

4.4.2 Survey Sample Population Determination 

4.1.2.1 InteMew Sample Population 

A total of 24 companies, in 27 locations5 constituted al1 the permitted chemical 

companies which were active in 1995 (Map 1 ). The evaluation of the IDP process 

restricted the sample population to include ody petrochemical and fertilizer facilities 

(Map 2). Refineries and puip and paper mills were excluded fiom the study to allow for 

the cornparison of companies with similar processes. As recorded in EUE3 files, in 1995, 

some of the companies maintaioed more than one existing pemiit per site. For ease of 

samplhg, regardless of number of pemiits, each facility and its afTected public was 

considered to be one unit- 





The individuals to be interviewed were selected through discussion with 

company, EUB, and government departmental staff to ensw that the people, who had 

expertise and experience in dealing with IDP permits, were hterviewed. The number of 

interviewees selected were lllnited to 2-3 per company, department, or agency. 

4.4.2.2 Questionnaire Sample Population 

One of the requirements under an D P  is that the chemical companies are required 

to initiate public participation programs with membea of the public adjacent to the site 

and in surrounding communities for the purpose of awareness about the project. The 

public was identified as neighbouring individuais, local communities, interest groups, and 

municipal officiais. 

Due to the size of the surrounding population, an alternative to a random sampling 

of the general population was selected. The alternative was to base the selection of 

organizations on two criteria The criteria were: 1) the organization's name was 

mentioned in company, agency, or government literature and EUB IDP decision reports 

and/or 2) the-1 Directpq! (1995) compiled and published by The 

Pembina Institute wbich listed land use issues as one of the issues of concem for the 

organization. Ody the interest groups which were interested in land use issues and 

cateporized as active in the region in which the chemical companies were located were 

involved in the study. One questionnaire was mailed out to one individual per 

organization. 



4.4.23 Information Recail 

The chemicai companies, government departments, regdatory agency, and 

interest group respondents were selected based on current or previous involvement in or 

knowledge of the IDP process. As the D P  process is ongoing, a temporal range of 

experience was selected. Recent experience was beneficiai because of the potential 

difnculty for respondents, with experiences of five years ago or greater, to recall the 

details of theu involvement in the process. The respondents recently involved in the 

process can provide results which wouid be more relevant and advantageous in 

detemiining recommendations regarding the IDP process. 

4.4.3. Personal Interviews 

The peaonal interviews were conducted with individuals in chernical companies. 

EUB. and govemment departments who dealt with the LDP (Appendix C and D). The 

objective of the interviews was to obtain as much of the ùirerviewee's perspective, as 

possible, on satisfaction with the D P  process and to provide an opportunity for the 

inte~ewees to give feedback to the EUB on possible operational changes. 

The Departments of ED and T and AEP, the EUB, and the petrochemical 

companies were contacted by telephone in order to identifj- the appropriate individuals. 

Once these individuals were contacted and verbal consent for interview received, meeting 

times were suggested and agreed upon. nie interviews were conducted p r i m d y  by 



traveling to the organization's location; in a few instances when t h e  or distance did not 

pennit in person interviews, the contact was made by telephow. 

The possible interview methods range fiom structuited to UflStfllctured interviews. 

The rnethod selected for this study was desm'bed as a 'standardized open-ended 

interview' (Patton, 1987). For this type of interview, the exact wording and sequence of 

questions were detennined prior to the interview. AU respondents were asked identical 

questions in the same order. Patton (1 987) identified severai advantages in usï.ng this 

form of inte~ewing method. Some of the benefits were: increased comparability of 

responses because respondents answer the same questions; reduced i n t e ~ e w e r  effects 

and bias; data collected on the i n t e ~ e w  topics was complete for each person; decision- 

makers were able to examine and review the instruments used in the evaluation; and data 

organization and analysis was facilitated. 

The inteniew format was carefully selected for wording and sentence structure in 

order to ençure the questions were clear and easy to understand. Patton (1 987, p. 123) 

sugpsted that "... good questions should, at a mlliimum, be open-minded, neutral, 

sensitive, and clear". Within the intemiew questions, every effort was made to formulate 

the questions in an objective and un-biased format. 

The questions followed a fixed and logical sequence to assist the interviewee. 

Introductory questions were designated to elicit general opinions in order to enable the 



in te~ewee to provide responses which were unafFected by any of the subsequent 

questions. The subsequent questions addressed the five different factors: 

1) clarity of process for the users/administrators; 

2) process relevancy to the needs of society; 

3) value and extent of use of public invohement; 

4) fees for and cost of compie~g  the pend  appiicatiodprocess 

and presenting interventions; 

5) tirnekame within which the IDP process operates. 

The questions prepared for the interview were developed with uiforrnation 

obtained nom literature on questio~aire development and administration, and input nom 

committee membea, and nom the CCPA. The interview questions were reviewed by 

selected industry representatives, govemment staff' committee members, and Uidividuals 

extemal to the process to ensure that the questions posed were fair, representative, and 

met informational requirements. Open-ended questions were used to determine the 

perspective of the individual with regards to specific facets of the IDP process and to 

questions which required indication of choice fiom pre-determined answers or lists of 

information. The questions were a mixture of dichotomous C'yeso'/"no") and open-ended 

questions. 

The two sirnilar foms of i n t e ~ e w  questions were developed. The content of the 

questions was essentially unaltered however, the wording was adapted to each group 



surveyed. The nrst set of questions were developed to address the chemical companies 

perspective; and the second to correspond with the EUB and ED and T's activities. For 

example, question 5 under the Process CIarity section was different for each of the sets of 

questions as a standardized question would not have been applicable (Appendix C and 

Dl- 

Question 1 in sections 5 and 6 in both sets of interview questions required more 

tune than ailotted for the interview (Appendix C and D). As most of the permits had been 

issues a minimum of 5 years prior to the interview, answerhg the questions required 

respondents to look back into their files to determine facts on the costs and permit 

preparation tirneiines. In order to accommodate this added tirne, the interviewee was 

provided with a stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of the information. 

The interview was tape-recorded, with the permission of the interviewee, to 

e n s w  cornpiete capture of information. During the course of the interview, any biases, 

on the part of the interviewee were recorded to assist in the interpretation of the data due 

to the subjective nature of i n t e ~ e w s .  

3.4.3.1. Letter of Consent 

Prior to initiating the interview, the researcher presented the i n t e ~ e w e e  with a 

lener of consent which was drafted based upon LoBiondo-Wood and Haber (1986) 

(Appendk B). The letter of consent outlined: 



1) the researcher's identity; 

2) the purpose and components of the study; 

3) the anticipated length of the interview; 

4) the request for permission to tape record the i n t e ~ e w ;  

5) the option not answer to aii questions and withdrawai fiom the interview; 

6) anonymity/confldentiality of the inteniew; 

7) the use of research by the CCPA; 

8) the option to obtain a copy of the nnished report; and 

9) methods of contact for M e r  information. 

Once the interviewee read and agreed to the conditions, the individual was asked to date 

and s i p  two copies of the document The researcher witnessed the signing of the 

documents. One copy of the consent letter was lefi with the interviewee and the other was 

kept in the possession of the researcher. 

4.4.1. Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was designed to coiiect information on the perceptions and 

satisfaction of a sample of interest groups with respect to the clarity of the public 

participation process within the IDP, the amount of involvement of the public in the 

process, and other previously mentioned factors (Appendix E). The information gathered 

enabled the assessrnent of the public's perception towards the public participation in the 



IDP process, the specific development project in theu ma, and the perception of the 

value of their input in the D P  hearings. 

The s w e y  format was selected because it best f i t  the sarnple size, location of the 

public, and time constraints. The topics covered in the questionnaire were first developed 

in a nrst draft which was tested and critiqued by the praaicum cornmittee members, and 

some memben of the public. The testhg was not as extensive as that which was used for 

personal i n t e ~ e w s  because the questionnaire questions were a modined version of the 

i n t e ~ e w  questions. The questions were tested for suitability for response by non- 

technical individuals. 

Mail-out questionnaires were used despite the potential of a low response rate 

(approximately 30%) because it was necessary to target a wide-spread sample in a 

relatively short penod of time. The questionnaire was mded twice. The Est round of the 

questiomaire was sent out with an accompanying cover letter which explained to the 

individual the purpose, nature of the research, and an assurance of anonymity and 

confdentiality (as outlined in section 4.4.4.1 -1 and 4.4.4.2). Approximately two months 

later, a second questionnaire was sent, to al1 organizations, to serve as a reminder of the 

request of completion and r e m  of the questionnaire. The follow-up letter restated the 

purpose of the research remindeci the individuals to complete the questionnaire or, if 

previously completed, to disregard the second mailing, and showed appreciation to the 

participant (as outlined in section 4.4.4.1 .Z and 4.4.4.2). 



4.4.4-1 Covering Letter Contents 

4.4.4-1.1-Fht MaiJing 

The fïrst questionnaire was the initiai contact with the participant in a given 

comrnunity (Appendhc B). The contents of the letter included the folIowhg, as outlined in 

Downey (1 984): 

1) identification of institution, researcher, and advisor(s); 

2) identification of client@) andor sponsor; 

3) purpose of the study; 

4) questionnaire signincance; 

5) request to complete questionnaire and retum; 

6) confidentiality/anonymity; 

7) availability of published document; 

8) postage paid r e m  envelope; and 

9) statement of appreciation for participating. 

4.4.41.2 Second Mailing 

The second letter was sent to the organizations as a reminder of the request to 

comple te the questionnaire (A ppendix B). Another CO py of the questionnaire was 

included and r e m  requested. The letter included, as outlined in Downey (1 984): 

1) a brief reiteration of the purpose of the shidy; 

2) a reminder of the request to complete the questionnaire; 



3) statement of appreciation for participaiing; 

4) thank you for those who have completed and returned the quedomaire and a 

statement to disregard the second copy if the fitst questionnaire was completed. 

4.4.4.2. Questionnaire Content 

The questionnaire was designed to contain rnainly open-ended questions although 

some close-ended questions were also included This mix of questions was selected to 

provide the respondents with ability to answer as honestly and concisely as possible. The 

length of t h e  to complete the questionnaire was verifÏed in a pre-test. Completion time 

was approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes. The categories of subject matter deait with in 

the questionnaire were: 

1) demographic information; 

2) general comments about experience with D P  process; 

3) perceptions of the clarity of the IDP process; 

4) relevance of curent method used in IDP process; 

5) possible future changes to the process; 

6) opinion on public participation in process; 

7) opinion on costs incurred during the IDP process; 

8) opinion about and the actuai time required to complete IDP process. 

The demographic uiformation was located at the front of the questionnaire. The 

respondents were asked, at the end of the demographic information, to complete a 



question which detennined if the individual had participated in any IDP process. If the 

individual had not ken involved in the process, a request was made to retum the 

questionnaire incomplete to the researcher to increase the accuracy of tabulation of 

interest group involvement Respondents who were involved in the process were 

encouraged to complete the questionnaire. 

4.5.1 Data Coding 

The responses fiom the questionnaires and interviews were analyzed separately. 

The same technique was used for the purposes of cornparison in the discussion. The data 

were sorted into eight categories for M e r  andysis: 

1) implementation - public participation; 

3) implementation - duplication; 

3) implementation - cost; 

4) implementation - time; 

5) design - project planning process; 

6) design - public participation; 

7) design - informational requirernents; 

8) design - adaptability. 

The fint designation in a category determines whether the subject andyzed was 

considered to be an effect of process design or a result of the implementation. The second 

designation narrows the field of examination. 



In detemllning the redts, the responses in these categories were pooled fmom 

questions within the i n t e ~ e w  or q u e s t i o ~ .  The responses fiom the questÏoI1I12ilre and 

interviews were wt pooled together. 

4.5.2 Data Anaiysis 

The data, in the eight categories, were analyzed using simple statistical 

techniques. The type of anaiysis was dependent on whether the question was of a 

qualitative or quantitative nature. The question was classified as quantitative if a tabdar 

response was given, for example, "yes" or "no". These responses were summed by the 

researcher and presented as the overail response to particular questions. A qualitative 

question did not contain any predetermined responses and the individual was able to 

comment on the question fiom a personal perspective. 

Once al1 the responses were pooled tiom the interviews and questionnaires, the 

data from the questionnaires and the interviews were compared against each other. The 

cornparison was to provide a more complete picture of the IDP process. 

4.6 Conclusion 

The primary purpose of the chapter was to present the methodology used in the 

IDP evaluation research and to enable subsequent research to replicate the methods. A 

literature review was completed to provide the background on regdation and regdatory 

processes, and on the IDP process. nie file search was conducted to determine the 



number and duration of DPs. The survey methodology was developed nom concepts in 

the Literature and enabled the researcher to obtain stakeholder input The generated data 

wili be presented in the Resuits and Discussion Chaptea of the research. 



CaAPTER V - INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 
EVALUATION RESULTS 

5.1 Introduction 

The results of participant responses to the survey of their satisfaction with the iDP 

process are presented in this chapter. The summarized data were collected through the use 

of personal interviews (Appendix C and D) and questionoaires (Appendix E), as 

described in Chapter IV. Select detailed responses were sunmarized in these Appendices. 

Comments and perceptions were sorted accordhg to the following six dinerent 

factors: process clarity, relevancy to current needs, public participation, costs incurred. 

time requirements, and process existence. The clarity of the process was categorized by 

comments m u n d i n g  the planning and coordination of the process, the avdability and 

requirements of information, and the duplication of permit processes. The second section 

dealt with the relevance and adaptability of the IDP process to current industry needs 

through the examination of legislation, the requirement for O.C., and the suggested 

process improvements. Public participation within the IDP process was also examined in 

ternis of the value and extent of participation, objections and interventions, acceptance of 

the facilities in the communities, common concems, and cod ic t  resolution. The cost 

considerations of the process were presented regarding the costs incurred to the 

proponents and interveners d u ~ g  the process, the existence of an application fee and 

intervener fünding, and the duplication of costs. The f i f i  section deah with the time 

considerations affecthg the LDP process. Comments were made pertaining to the 

reasonableness of time to permit approval, the effect of public participation, and the 



extemai influences on tirne to completion. ne final section briefly presents comments 

pertaining to the perception of the need for the existence of the IDP process. 

5.2 Survey Response Rates 

As indicated in the methods chapter (Chapter IV), the NRrey methodology 

consisted of inoperson interviews with individuais responsible for the IDP and mail-out 

questionnaires to interest groups. The response rate for the i n t e ~ e w s  was 100%. Ali 27 

schedded interviews were completed. The response rate for the mail-out questiounaires 

was 57.7% (W26) .  One questionnaire was mailed to one individual per interest group. 

One of the questionnaires was retumed incornpiete; nine were retumed indicating they 

had not been involved in public participation activities related to the IDP process; and 

five were retumed completed. Five (19.2%) interest group responses were included in the 

evaluation. 

The responses provided in the results and discussion should be weighed according 

to proportion of acnial respondents for each stakeholder group. The responses fiom the 

stakeholders should be viewed accordingiy: 1) representative responses were collected 

because al1 relevant govemrnent and agency staff were interviewed; 2) representative 

responses were received fiom the chernical industry because most of the staff involved in 

IDP permit applications were interviewed; and 3) a low proportion of the questionnaire 

responses were received fiom the interest groups; however, a srnall sample size was 

initially selected. 



5.3 Clarity of iDP Procas 

5.3.1 Process Pianning and Coordination 

A clear definition of the process and b c t i o n  of the IDP would help ensure 

efficient and effective process for ai l  parties involved. In order to aid in determining 

cespondent perceptions process cl*, responses pertaining to the planning and 

coordination of the process were examined in ternis of process design. 

5.3-1.1 The Role of the IDP Process 

The major@ of company respondents provided positive comments about the role 

of the IDP process; three respondents did not. The most common responses focwd on 

aiiowing or disallowing energy usage in a marner which was energy efficient, 

coordinated? euvironmentally sound, and "fair to the potential usen of the resource and 

also the owners of the resource, the citizens and businesses of Alberta". Other roles of the 

IDP process were identified as providing an option for public input; a clear understandhg 

of impacts; orderly development in the province; a mechanism for governent to 

maintain input into the industry, into control over the resource, and to ensure %at 

nothing is missed"; and minimization of land use and protection of private property 

ownership. The respondents who did not see a role for the IDP process stated that there is 

currently an oversupply of energy resources; that the IDP does not affect the public 

interest; and the AEP are doing a "good rigorous job" of reviewing the environmental 

issues. 



The EUB and departmental responses provided similar insight into the role of the 

IDP process. However, it was noted that: 'The role has changed now and it bas really 

become, in my Mew, more of a pubk participaWpublic acceptame process and door 

opener to permit exchange benveen governent and the public." The IDP process was 

also seen a s  a method to introduce the Alberta Industrial Benefits Policy and the 

consideration of Alberta content, receive generd and technical information on the project 

and company cornmitment, and d o w  interesteci parties to seek clarification on the 

project. One departmental respondent did not think the IDP continued to have a role. 

The public interest groups commenteci on the role of public participation. Four of 

the respondents stated the role ensures accountabiiity, kept the indmtry honest, focused 

on environmental issues, and provided the public with an oppominity to raise issues of 

concem "even if these concems are aot founded in reaiity". One respondents considered 

to public participation process to be a '%noke screent. 

53.1.2 General Comments on Process Planning and Coordination 

A number of company respondents (5) mentioned that the process they went 

through required too much detail and was unclear. A respondent stated that the permit 

process created some delays in a company's schedule and thereby decreased whatever 

conmuction and commercial advantage they could have had by reacting quickly. Two 

other company respondents mentioned that when companies were competing for the same 



resource, the EUB could select the one they deem the most appropriate or resource use 

could be determined by a cornpetitive market The companies can also use the process to 

the$ advantage because "...your cornpetitor is doing it you can use it to hs t ra te  their 

doing something and gain some commercial advantage ...". 

Two responses focused on the recognition that they would contact the EWB prior 

to or at the time of the permit application to see if there would be any changes that 

"would affect the whole costing phase of the project". Other cornments were made which 

dealt with a drawback of increasing costs because of the necessity of looking at altemate 

sites within the province to promote diversincation; the abiiity to export out of the 

province without going through a permitting process; and the inability to Iocate the 

facili ties with s i d a r  or exc hangeable products. Departmental respondent cornments 

were congruent with those made by the companies. 

53.2 Information Availability and Requirements 

The availability of IDP process information and the infiormation requirements 

necessary to complete the application have k e n  examined in tenns of process design. 

5.3.2.1 Initial Requirements For Permit Application 

The chernicd companies knowledge of the requirement of obtaining iDP was 

primarily dependent on the age of the facility and persona1 experience. Companies, which 

either had been subject to exemption from the permit, had permits on other sites. or were 



going through the AEP approval process, were aware of the requirement that upgrades 

required an IDP. The departmentai respondents stated that they notified companies of the 

IDP during theu-nrst visit, when the company became more specific that they were 

looking at Alberta as a site for development, or when the department was aware that the 

project would be over the tbreshold M t .  Both RIB respondents stated compauy 

awareness of the IDP was driven by the company giving preliminary disclosure about the 

project. 

Ail interest group respondents were aware of the requirement of obtaining an IDP. 

One respondent thought the permit should not be Limited to examining hydrocarbons but 

the land use as weil. The interest groups would raise their concerns to the companies 

regarding the operation or expansion of the facilities through discussions with company 

personnel, fiom information provided by the EUB, and fiom research and experience. 

The company respondents were asked if they considered the EUB requirements 

and initial information to be clearly stated. Thirteen respondents considered the 

requirements for the IDP process as clearly stated, despite being in the middle of 

coordination of processes between AEP and EUB; while two did not. "They issue new 

instructions every few years which d l y  result in longer and longer applications and 

could be much simplei'. The primary methods of contact mentioned were by personal 

communication and by letters. Company respondents commented on internally "flogg[ing 



Plate 1. NOVA Chernicals (Canada) Ltd. JO& Cornplex. Joffre, Alberta. 
Source: Department of Economic Development and Tourism, 1996. 



Plate 2. NOVA Chernicals (Canada) Ltd. Joffre Cornplex, Polyethy lene Plant in Fonground. JO*, Alberta. 
Source: Department of Economic Development and Tourism, 1996. 





Plate 4. Dow Chemicals Canada Inc., Western Canada Division. Ft. Saskatchewan, Alberta. 
Source: Department of Economic Development and Tourism, 1996. 





the permit] to death, compared to perhaps what might have nifficedt' or spending a lot of 

thne "dotting Y s '  and crossing 't's' ". 

Fifteen company respondents were also in agreement that the EUT3 asked the 

necessary questions to obtain the IDP information, one individuai did not agree. "They 

eive opinions but don? say, you do this and you'ii be fine, it is 'weil, start with this, we 
C 

may have to ask you for more information' ". AU the EUB and two of the departmentai 

respondents were in agreement that the companies made their informationai needs 

known, one departmental respondent did not agree. and another did not know. The 

communication needed to be " a two-way street" with the onus on the Board to ensure the 

correct information requirements were received b y the company. 

The majority of the company respondents (1 1) stated that the initiai information 

provided to them was nifficient to complete the permit application. Six of these 

individuals had direct dealings with the EUB or used previous applications. "We may not 

have agreed with all that was required but we cenainly knew what was needed for an 

DP". Five respondents did not receive the Guide to Content but were informed of the 

requirements through informational Ietters and phone cails. Any subsequent revisions to 

permit applications occurred through personal contact with the EUB. One respondent 

considered the Monnation requirements insufficient because "a simple line item on your 

IDP couid be 'provide the economic impacts of this project on the province of Alberta'. 



You can do a paragraph or you c m  do a whole Masteros study on it - we have seen bot&'. 

Others hired outside c o d t a n t s ,  

Two departmental respondents did not thùik the initial information was 

considered to be &cient as the information requirements were massive and the Guide 

to Content was outdated; however, one respondent pointed out that, in the EUE3 

legislation and repiations, the threshold requirements were clearly speiled out. Other 

respondents stated that the companies were encouraged to use the Guide to Content and 

to review previous submissions. Both EUB respondents were aware that the Guide to 

Content needed to be updated because %e process may not be as clear as it could be or 

should be ... Once the process improvements have been completed, it should help greatly 

to clariQ the information needs of each application type". One of the interest group 

respondents felt the information presented was sunicient, one other individual did not. 

Four of the interest group respondents were aware of the Guide to Content The 

respondents commented on the needs for the assessrnent of cumulative effects and land 

use. 

The majority Company respondents (1 1) commented that the level of detail 

required in the permits was appropnate; five respondents did not. The responses ranged 

fiom the need for less detailed information for a lesser application to providing too much 

information in order to ensure that d l  facets of the project were covered without a lot of 

duplication. Too rnuch information was a concem of three companies because "that gives 



us concem about our cornpetitors' potentiality of going to school on our manufacturing 

process" and thecefore the companies make changes to protect technology a d  "hide 

criticai information". The EUE3 and the departmentai respondents considered the level of 

detail required to be appropriate as they did not require the same amount of iaformation 

from dinerent permit types. There only needs "io be enough information in the 

application that a member of the public can ident* what the impacts of the project are 

and how they may be irnpacted". 

The interest group respondents agreed that the degree of idionnation in a permit 

application was proportïonate to the size and complexity of the project The respondents 

were asked whether the information in original, major amendments, minor amendments, 

name change? and other applications were sdficient. The majority of the respondents 

responded favorably to the information; while others thought it could have been 

improved. 'The information provided is quite variable in the industry. Some are very 

good. Some are inadequate". 

53.2.2 Idorming Public Interest Groups 

The chernical companies, departmental, and EUB respondents stated that they 

made contact with the public through various mechanisms summarized in Table la. The 

majority of the interest group respondents (4) stated that their organization was made 

aware of a Company obtaining an IDP when it plans to construct or expand a facility. The 

information was made available to the groups through the EUB and the cornpanies. 





5.33 Duplication of the IDP Procas with Other Permits 

In Alberta, in order to operate or expand facilites, many permit applications were 

required. ~u&catioa of the IDP with other permits has been analyzed in ternis of process 

implementation. 

533.1 Satisfaction with Cumnt Permithg System 

The majority of the company respondents (12) did not consider the current system 

to be satisfactory. '4 think they have gone the nght way with Alberta Environment, it is 

not Clean Air, Clean Water anpore, but if there could be more liaison with IDP and 

environmental approvals, it wodd help". The remaining comments either emphasized 

that the current method was satisfactory (6) or that they did not know (3). The EUB 

responses were evenly divided on the issue of duplication. Similady, the departmentai 

respondents provided a polarized responses. 

5 3 3 3  Comments on Overlaps Present Between Pemits 

The majority of company respondents (16) identined that overlaps were present, 3 

identified no overlaps, and 2 did not know. The most common response (12) was the 

overlaps between environmental information in the IDP and the information requested by 

AEP. Other overlaps between pennits were time, economic content, public notification, 

and information about the company, its capacity, and additional bureaucratic work by 

placing "appropriate conditions" on permits. One respondent stated: 'Viere are not too 



many overlaps because 1 fmd the ERCB asks Alberta Environment to be present at the 

hearings.. .". 

The departmental respondents noted duplication to be with federal and municipal 

pennits, in addition to the previous responses. The EUB respondents both commented on 

their attempts to reduce overlaps by "working closely with [AEP] and requiring 

information to be prepared ody once". Three interest group respondents agreed that there 

were overlaps present with other applications. ï h e  overlaps noted were between 

provincial, municipal, ruraI and urban permits. Two respondents commented that their 

organizations gathering of information was affected by the overlaps; one organization 

was not affected- 

When asked what the Company respondents considered should be done to improve 

the curent permit situation three main groups of answers becarne evident The £ira set 

( 12) suggested that an increased cooperation between the [DP and EIA pennits needed to 

be developed by combining the permits as much as possible and reducing repetition in 

documentation and at public hearings. The second set of responses (4) stated that a single 

window approach for both applications and hearings should be developed and the third 

set (3) responded that the overlaps should be completely removed. The departmentai 

respondents stated it was necessary to rninimize or elimùiate any overlaps without 

"detract[Uig] from the IDP process". The EUB was also in agreement particularly because 

of "governrnent pushing to minimize regulation and with downsizing, 1 think it makes 



sense to get nd of any overlap ..." The two interest group respondents stated that the 

overlaps may be necessary as the "information is used for different purposes and 

subjected to different tests by the different pennit issues"; however, provincial permit 

requirements shouid not be aüowed to ovemde rural and urban perrnits. 

The company respondents (7) did not tW that the overlap was dealt with 

efficiently because they were unceriain about the extent of communication between the 

govemrnent departments and the agency, and 5 respondents stated that the overlap was 

deait with efficiently. Two departmentai respondents considered the overlaps to be dealt 

with efficiently and one did not. While both EUB respondents considered the overlap to 

be efficient because ' k e  maintain contact with AEP when working in IDP projects 

requuing EIA's". 

The efficiency of the overlap lead to questions on the extent of environmental 

information that should be included in the IDP. The majority of the company respondents 

(8) put forward the opinion that environmentai idormation should be dealt with by the 

environmental department and energy should be dealt with under the IDP. Other 

respondents (5) were in agreement that AEP and the EUB needed to work in concert with 

each other to Save a lot of time and energy because "Alberta Environment has a mandate, 

in general, for everybody and the ERCB is more worried about the immediate neighboa". 

It was suggested that the roles of the two permits needed to be specified. The IDP shodd 

be subject to the approval of EIA, in order to ensure that an efficient use of resources 



occurs in a cost effective and environmentally responsible manner for the good of the 

province. 

The viewi presented by the departmental respondents were varied. The responses 

ranged h m  segregation of environmental and energy information to the inclusion of 

environmental information in the IDP because of the EUB's mandate. An EUB 

respondent stated that ''the Board has to have sufncient environmental idormation in the 

IDP application for it to be able to conclude that the environmental impacts of the project 

are acceptable". Two of the interest group respondents felt that the overlap between the 

two permÎts was deait with efficientiy while t h e  individuais did not. One respondent 

stated that in order to anain sutainable development, environmental information shouid 

be an integral part of any economic analysis and should not be rninimized. 

5.4 Relevance and Adaptation of the IDP to Current Iidustry Needs 

The company, department, and EUB responses about the relevance and capacity 

for adaptation of the IDP process to curent industry needs were analyzed in terrns of 

process design. 

5.4.1 Regulation of Hydrocarbon Use 

The company respondents provided a variety of comments regarding an effective 

method of regulating hydrocarbon use within the LDP. Three of the respondents 



maintained that the current threshold was adequate. Four respondents suggested that 

hstead of a threshold trïgger the Limits shodd foiIow with approval requirements under 

AEPEA in t em-  of industry types and efficiencies. 'Wot aii approvals require an EIA but 

if whatever approvai is required uses the hydrocarbon resources within the province then 

that in itseifshould trigger a requirement for an IDP or the AEUB involvement in 

safeguarding that the resource is used efficiently". Some other suggestions proposed 

were: not regulating dowIlStrearn usea; increasing threshold levels to exclude minor 

facilities; basing changes on community needs; or instituthg a regulatory process for dl 

uses of hydrocarbon resources. Some respondents mentioned criteria which they felt 

should be applied to the adapted process. These criteria were: projects which have the 

best economic sense for Albeaa; a threshold value above which a permit appiication 

wouid be needed with companies below the threshold submitthg a simpiified application 

for resource record keeping; or regulation should be done under the AEPEA, if the same 

hct ions  were carried out by AEP and EUB. 

The departmental respondents also provided a range of responses from not 

knowing whether there was an "effective way of regulating the resource" to looking at the 

benefits of having realistically higher threshold levels. Respondents stated that ED and T 

people "like to have the iDP because it gives them an in with the companies and gives 

them more information about the project ..." or that permits which were no longer 

necessary should be reconsidered and potentially dropped. The criteria suggested were: 



requirements of a minimum economic sized plant; focus on the value added product; 

volume of feedstock used; public interest; and efficiency of resource use without waste. 

The EUB responses 

that if fiture supply was no 

were similar to those of the department. Respondents stated 

longer a question, raishg the threshold would not be 

necessary and the EUB could elMinate the fuel use ody facilities, which were under the 

NRCB jurisdiction, or AEP could be responsible for IDPs. They suggested the projects 

with the most impacts and most fuel and feedstock use should require the most smtiny. 

A response by one interest group respondent stated that the more effective mechanism of 

regulation would be the use of a trigger. Therefore, the use of AEP's EIA critena might 

be appropnate providing that cumulative effects are included as EIA triggers, or 

considered in developing thresholds". 

5-42 Comments on Aitering Legislation to Focus on Industry Needs 

The majonty of the Company respondents agreed that the legislation should be 

altered to allow the EUB to focus on the changing needs of the industry; one individual 

did not. The respondents felt that flexible regulation of energy efficiency, was necessary. 

in order to be cornpetitive in a changïng i n d m  and meet community needs. The EUB 

shouid be provided with more discretion when deaiing with renewals for existing permits 

operating under exemptions. The Legislation could also be reviewed at a regular interval 

with the possibility of sunsetting the regulation. These changes may be achieved by 

including a discretionw clause to deal with conditions at the time of application without 



restrïctïng the fke market. Another suggestion provided was to enact legislation which 

sets limits on production and exportation One respondent did not think changes would be 

appropriate because of the global nature of the oil and gas industry. 

The departmental responses were simiIar to the Company responses. One 

departmental respondent liked the current system where ED and T attaches conditions to 

the O.C. while the Board c a .  ask for attachments. The EUB respondents were in 

agreement with pervious comments because it "makes sense to insert a clause to make 

minor changes which Government wodd not be interested in to avoid having to get an 

O.C. This addition would help obtain a faner nim around time on applications". 

One of the interest groups respondents agreed with the fact that the Oil and Gas 

Conservation Act should be changed; while 2 individds did not. Additional comments 

were that the Board "should have a long term view and that [it] shouid ovemde the short 

tenn imrnediate needs of the industry. The EUB should be able to accommodate short 

term or current needs as long as they are consistent with theu long terni objectives". 

5.43 Relevancy of Oil and Gas Conservation Act 

The majority of the Company respondents (9) did not consider the Act to be 

relevant in its present form and needs to be reviewed and revised '%O suit the environment 

of the nineties". Statements were made pertalliing to the difficulty of ensuring the present 

and future availability of hydrocarbons because "by definition you are using it and how 



can you use something and in using it ensure that there is st i i i  firme left" and that once a 

50 year supply occurs, then it wouid be prudent to institute such a system. Additional 

comments included the need to incorporate flembility, generdy touch on environmentai 

affairs. Five respondents considered the Act to be relevant These respondents felt that 

regdation was Wcessary because of the need to focus on the efficient use of resources, 

for primary conversion and manufâcturing use, in the public's best interest. 

Three of the departmental respondents stated that, in addition to the above ideas, 

the Act should be changed in order to make it more relevant to the "unregulated fkee 

market environment". The EUB noted that the same concem does not exist with public 

participation and the present and future availability of hydrocarboos. The exact nature of 

the changes wouid be based on an intemal review and government input. The majority of 

the interest groups (3) felt that the curent Act was still relevant; one individual did not 

agree. A comment was made suggesting strengthening the provisions regarding 

sustainable development. 

5.4.1 The Requirement of Obtaining an Order in Couneil 

The majority of company respondents (1 6) did not agree that ali permits should be 

subject to an O C ;  one individuals considered it to be necessary. ï h e  application for an 

O.C. increased the t h e  to permit completion and created more bureaucracy. One 

respondent commented that the "Minister has got to do something". The O.C. was 

considered to be the portion which could be streamlined to be open to Less political action 



and would be put into effect by ED and T, in conjunction with the EUB or by the Board 

itseK 

One respondent stated that a decision must be made to require al1 or no 0.C.s. The 

majority of the r&pondents stated only the initial and major amendments shouid be 

subject to an O.C.; whiie four respondents did not deem a need for any 0.C.s. Other 

individuais stated only major grassrwts facilities shouid require an O.C. Another 

individuai stated that an O.C. should not be gmnted when the Board deems the facïiity to 

have a "significant impact or change of impact on ... comrnunity, environment, or 

resources". 

The deparmientai and EUB responses were similai- to those presented by the 

companies. They did not see the O.C. as significant for minor changes and recognized 

that it slowed d o m  the iDP process. It was noted by one respondent that it would be 

necessary to defke ~ i ~ c a n t  amenciments requiring an O C ,  such as doubling of 

capacity. The interest group responses ranged fiom al1 permits shouid require 0.C.s pnor 

to construction to no O.C. requirement for administrative permits causing no impact. The 

interest groups were also asked to indicate specificdy which permits would require an 

O.C. The responses were fairly evedy divided. 



5.4.5 Process Improvements 

5.4.5.1 Adoption of Short and Long Processes 

tn 1991, the ERCB undertook a study which recommended that, for 

administrative and minor changes, a short process bypassing unnecessary steps an4 for 

major changes, a long process would exist. The majority of company respondents (20) 

agreed that the IDP process would be more efficient ifthe w w  processes were adopted; 

one individuai did not concur. One respondent commented that the most likely result 

wodd be saving of time because unnecessary work was avoided, even in the long 

process. Another suggestion made was that if environmental approvals were required, the 

company shouid not be required to complete a full IDP. The departmentai and EUB 

respondents were in agreement with the companies as the process would be less cornplex, 

more streamiineci, and would require Iess of the Board's and govemment's tune. Two of 

the interest group respondents concurred with the previous respondents. Three of the 

respondents did not provide comments. 

5.1.5.2 Additional Comments on Process Improvements 

In addition to the adoption of a short and long process, the EUB, AEP, ED and T, 

and company respondents provided individual comments on improvements to the IDP 

process. The maj ority of the respondents focused on reducing the duplication between the 

IDP and AEP approvals in terms of approvals by combining the permits into "one-stop 

shopping" or a "one window approach". The second most common alternatives were to 

streamline, sirnplify. or eliminate the IDP process to reduce unnecessary "red tape" by 



using techniques, such as computer technology and a database, and to reduce the time and 

money spent while increasing their cornpetitive edge. The third suggestion was that it 

wouid be useful for the companies to have someone to "shepherd our permits through the 

govemrnent" and earlier non-bureaucratie consultation. A fourth comment was made 

pertaining to the incongniency of unregulated exporthg out of province, while regdating 

use in Aibem Another individual had concerns about the confidentiality of information 

given to the EUB on proprietary technology. 

One interest group respondent commented that "in the past 8 to 10 years, there has 

been a marked improvement and co-operation of both the Board and the companies". 

Other potentiai improvements that were mentioned were the need for better access to 

fuiancial resources; possible linkages between planning processes under different 

permits; earlier involvement of the public; and potential b i t s  to participation to a radius 

around the site- 

5.5 Pubüc Participation in the IDP Process 

The IDP process public participation results have been analyzed according to 

responses surrounding the design and the implementation of the process. 



5.5.1 Process Design Comments 

5.5.1.1 Value of Public Participation 

Many important factors ofpublic participation in the IDP process were identined 

by the companies. Respondents mentioned the importance of infonning the regdatory 

authorities and the general public of any changes in the fxilities operatious, industrial 

Iimitations, public safeîy issues, and environmental impacts that have occurred or could 

develop in the fbture. " I think it is very valuable to have the public in agreement, 

Uifomed, teach the public about what we are doing, because you tive with hem, play 

with them, or whatever. 1 think it is very valuable to get theù support". Four company 

respondents stressed the benefits of educating the public. Three company respondents did 

not see any value to public participation because %ere is so much gas out there that is 

available and the benefits of having more of that gas extracteci, in terms of economics, is 

very important"; "no clear defined d e s  on public participation"; and at times it can get 

into "a reai political foo tbaii". 

The process provides the public with a venue for release of opinions in addition to 

a sense of involvement due to meetings and other outreach proparm. The methods 

currently used by the chernical companies, EUB, ED and T and AEP were summarized in 

Table la  and interest group responses were presented in Table 1 b. A respondent 

mentioned that the program leaves 'Vie perception that a company is not tqing to hide 

something". Another respondent cornmented that the company was ttying to achieve 

acceptance of the facility in the community. 





The need for a two-way participation process was aiso noted as being desirous. 

Four company respondents mentioned the ment of maintaining an open public 

involvement process which was initiated prïor to construction of the faciüty in order to 

"get the public on board ahead of time". nie IDP process was one mechanism the 

companies use in seiiing their facility and avertïng any major fiinire problems. 

The EUB and departmental respondents were aiso in agreement with the 

perspective brought forward by the companies. The EUB also sees the process as a 

"major advantage to the company that cornes with greater likelihood of having the project 

approved without a public hearing which means a much shorter approval Mie". 

The major@ of the interest group respondents comments were in agreement that 

public participation involved raising issues which aEected them which rnay have been 

missed in an EIA or expert report- The process may lessen contlict and fonnal adversarial 

approaches by affiected parties. This process would then achieve enhanced public 

relations and an informed public. 

5.5.1.2 General Public and Industry Interventions and Objections 

The company responses on which individuals can intervene or object to an 

application were divided four ways. Nine respondents commented that anyone, not 

restncted to provincial residents, can intervene or object; six individuals responded that, 

as presented in the legislation, anyone with legitirnate concems who has been directly 



Plate 6. Communïty D d i  Table Top Exexcise û r g m ï d  by NOVA Chemicais Ltd. 
Source: NOVA Chemicats (Canada) Ltd, 1996. 

Plate 7. Visitors at 1996 JO& Summer Tour Program, NOVA Chdcals Ltd. 
Source: NOVA Chemicais (Canada) Ltd., 1996. 



Plate 8. March 14,1996 Open House in Haynes, Alberta. NOVA Chemicals Ltd. 

Plate 9. October 24, 1996 Open House in Haynes, Alberta- NOVA Chemicals Ltd. 
Source: NOVA Chemicds (Canada) Ltd., 1996. 



Plate 10. Chief Michat1 R P d g t o n  of the Okiahoma City F k  Dcparmient at Red 
Deet College Arts Centre ûrganid by NOVA Chcmicais Ltd. (OU1 Siakan, Mayor of 

Red Deer in Center of Photo). 
Source: NOVA Chernicals (Canada) Ltd-, 1996. 

Plate 1 1. S i p  for Public Meethg at Dow Hydrocarbons Piant, 1989. 
Source: Dow Chernical Canada Inc., 19%. 



Plate 12. Public Meeting at Dow Hydmcatbons Plant, 1989. 
Source: Dow Chemicai Canada Inc., 1996- 

Plate 13. Public Meeting at Dow Hydrocatbons Plant, 1989. 
Source: Dow Chernical Canada Inc., 1996. 



aected  by the development c m  object; two respondents expressed that intemeners could 

be altemate users of the resource and public interest groups; and three individuais were 

not aware of the requirements. AU the EUB and three of the departmental respondents 

stated that "Basicaiiy anyone who is a party whose rights may be aec t ed  directly and 

adversely impaied by the proposed plant or plant modifIcation/expansion" cm intervene 

or object to an application. One departmental respondent understood that anyone cm 

intervene or object. The interest group respondents were asked to select fkom a List of the 

most applicable response(s). The majority of interest group respondents (3) selected the 

individuais immediately surrounding the plant However, in addition to this selection, 

five other categories were selected ranging fiom interested parties out of province, cities 

and other municipalities to anyone affected including resource compauies. 

m e n  the question was posed to them as to who they felt should be able to 

intervene or object, the Company responses varied somewhat nom the previous 

responses. One respondent commented that anyone shodd be able to intervene or object; . 
eleven respondents felt that only public directly and demonstrably aec t ed  could be 

involved; one respondent stated that "whoever would be impacted negatively by the 

development"; one individuai responded that "people with alternate proposais that shodd 

be evaluated, ... 1 am not sure that organizations that are not resident in the province 

should have a right to object"; and one responded felt that the "AEUB shodd have open 

discretion on bonafide concems and they should be able to merentiate between those 

things ...". 



Ail of the EUB and three of the departmentai respondents restated that anyow 

who's rights are -dUectly afFected and adversely irnpacted by a proposed plant or plant 

modification/expansion should be able to intervene or object to an application. One 

respondent understood that anyone couid intervene or object. This individual was not the 

same individual who replied differently from the other respondents in the previous 

question. The opinion of the interest groups regarding who shouid be able to object varkd 

fiom the previous responses. The responses ranged from interested parties out of the 

country to those immediately surrounding the plant with no one selectïng individuals 

Living in cities and other municipalities. 

In addition to public interventions, Company interventions have been recorded. 

Six groupings of responses were provided by the respondents. The responses were 

cornpetition and other economic factors ( 10); environmental eEects such as emissions, 

noise, or 'khatever it is that might make it more difncult for them to work with the 

COIIUWI~~~" (4); more efficient or altemate of resource use in Alberta and Canada (4); "a 

flaw in another company's development or its impacty' (1); interventions based on a 

direct negative impact (1); and "Unless you deprive them of access to an energy source, 1 

don't think they would have a basis. ... It should not impact on the right to do business in 

the province" (1). 



Both EUB respondents stated interventions were due to supply issues and facilit. 

need. The Departmental responses indicated commercial reasons, competition for a 

limited resource, and environmental or cumulative effects. One departmentai response 

focused on an industry extemal to the chemicai sector - tourism. The tourism operations 

would have environmental concems. The interest groups indicated, f?om a List of 

responses, that product competition (3), encroachment on the market (1), competition for 

raw materials (3, environmental effects (l), prowimity of facility (2), and employment 

(1) were possible reasons for a Company being an intervener- 

5.5.13 Estent of Pubtic Participation 

The question was posed to the interviewees whether public participation was 

required in al1 permit applications. The responses presented many points of view. The 

most prominent view (13 responses) was that formal public participation proceedings 

should onl y take place for initial applications and major amendments. "1 would Say this 

should be only on major changes. ... we have seen some smd a& ... If you give me 10 a 

day. 1 can guatantee you, nobody is going to read them. It is too muent ,  and you lose 

the public consultation idea". Of these responses, two presented the opinion that the 

amount of participation should be linked to the current threshold value in the Oil and Gas 

Conservation Act and two othea felt that the focus should be on major amendments with 

environmentai implications. "We need to have a clear position on what type of 

arnendments should reopen public hearings or requirements for public hearings and 

which ones the public needs to give the board power to rule on intemally". Two 



individuals stated public participation should remain as it currently stands. Another 

individual stated that the EUB should have discretion regarding public participation until 

the public can be confident that companies were following the Responsible Care 

initiative. Others did not receive any responses fiom public involvement and '%pend a lot 

of money trying to get public participation and end up basicaiiy nothing". 

AU the departmental respondents stated that initial projects and major 

amendments should be the focus of public involvement. The EUB respondents felt that 

public participation should occur "in any areas where there is Eely to be public concem. 

We should know what that public concem is and be able to address it regardless of 

whether it is a minor or major amendment". 

Two of the interest group respondents stated that public participation should play 

a part in al1 permits thereby giving the participants an opportunity to confirm or dispute 

the quaiity of the operation. "Changing circumstances shouid be treated the same fiom 

the perspective of the applicant or permit holder and the public". Another respondent 

mted that only major amenciments or initial applications should be included. 



5.5.2 Procas Implementation Cornmonts 

5.5.2.1 Acceptance of Faciiitates in the Commmities 

Thirteen respondents considered public involvement to be an major factor in the 

positive acceptance of the fzility in the cornpany's comrnunity. The respondents stated 

that acceptaice was due to an increase in communication and openness in dealing with 

issues and concerns. For one respondent there was no change in acceptability. Other 

individuals noted that " we become accountable to the community when we have a 

perceived negative input on the economy .... As far as energy consumption and ernissions? 

1 don? see the public holding us accountable"; and "It is very dficult to know how the 

community accepts the facilities". The EUB and the department comments were in 

agreement that the companies have "developed a good reputation with the public" 

through open discussions. "1 have taked to people nom the community ... they were very 

pleased how they were involved and how the Company responds to questions". 

The interest group responses did not portray the sarne degree of positive 

acceptance as the companies perceived. The positive comments were that the process was 

very important and was dependent on the company's part record and commitment to 

responding to public input. The company's willingness to be accountable for thek actions 

created easier acceptance and appreciation for information beyond the requirements. The 

negative comments made were that the companies did not share the truth and did not 

recognize or understand land use issues. 



The prevalence of current public interest was compared to the interest at the tune 

of initiai permit application. Both the positive and negative opinions received sevea 

responses ranging fiom: "1 would say phblic interest is as prevalent although much more 

positive" to " If the project is something you don't iike you will see an hcrease in 

intensity of public interest in order to kill the project So, afier they understood the whole 

application and are told they can accept whatever cornes out then you don't hem from 

themy'. 

The EUB responses were polarized. One respondent stated, with respect to 

advertising for hearings. that the EUE! received iess objections and interventions than in 

the pas& and the other respondent considered public interest to be even stronger due to 

environmental concems. The departmental responses were polarized in a similar manner. 

The majority of the interest gmup respondents (3) noted a change in the degree of 

public interest. One respondent stated that the public was "better infonned or at least 

aware". The opinions voiced by the interest groups were also noted to be different. 

Respondents commented that people were becoming more concemed with cumulative 

effects of emissions, public health, and environmental concems. 

The cornpanies commented on the whether the level of interest affected the 

manner in which they deai with the public. Ten respondents stated that the manner of 

contact has been altered. Wver  the years we have corne to realize that you have to cairn 



the fears of people, we have to have the cooperation of the citizens"; and it is beneficial to 

address the public early '%O that out project does not get delayed I would say that 99.9% 

of the interest dropped off '. Others noted environmental awareness was wful to "keep 

the public iafonned as much as possible whetber it is required under the IDP or not". The 

proactive focus on information centered on environmental concerns, '%due of the 

project", and employment Eight respondents did not see any change in the interest levels. 

One respondent fiom the EUB andone fkom the deparmients felt that an increased 

interest in the companies was a result of public consultation. Another departmental 

respondent was uncertain as to the benefit and the third respondent did not think public 

interest affected Company response. 

Three interest group respondents stated that the interest in environmental issues 

has affected the manner in which they ded with the companies. The respondents noted 

that more research into the effects on the environment was needed and recomrnendations 

could be made '%O the applicant as to how they may change thek operation". 

There was a recognition that the communication between the companies and the 

public was a two-way process. In üght of this, the majority of the companies have 

attempted to make the avdable information and any additionai feedback to the public 

more compreheosive and understandable, ofien with the assistance of the Company public 

relations personnel, through the use of multi-media presentations, personal discussioas, 

leners. through the Community Advisory Panel, and through donations to the 



communities. The majority of the companies also want continued feedback fiom the 

public. "'We need to know what the public is thinking so we couid alleviate their 

concems, and maybe prevent unnecessary legislation [and] intervention on funue site 

expansions or plant modincations." The interface with the public occurred through 

outreach programs, the Community Advisory Panel, phone hes, and "Sustainable 

DeveIopment reviews or newsletters". The EUB and departmental responses were aU in 

agreement that the companies provided information in an understandable form and 

provided and accepted feedback. 'Sf not, we would make sure it was". 

The interest group responses were divided in terms of the suniciency of 

information provided to them in response to objections or interventions. One respondent 

stated that the companies do not aiways address the concems raised, such as land use 

issues. While another respondent commented that the interest group receives what was 

available. "It may not be sufncient as there is much about impacts which have not been 

thoroughiy researched". The clarity of information provided to the interest group was 

considered to be Company dependent. The rnajority of the respondents (4) felt that the 

companies were receptive to the continued communication nom the interest groups 

throughout the IDP process. One individual stated: "they keep corning to us for 

iafonnation but do not act on the issues". 



5.5.2.2 Common Pubiic Concerns 

The majority of companies, the EUB and the departmental respondents stated 

public concems were reiated to the economy, health and safety, and environmental issues. 

The economic concems raised were agricdniral land use issues, availability of 

employment, and an increase in local business. The heaith and safety concems dealt 

primdy with the safety of the sunounding commuaities nom "catastrophic failure" and 

long terni heaith issues, such as asthma fiom plant emissions. The most fiequently raised 

concerns were environmentai issues, such as water quality, air emissions, noise concems, 

smoke, odour, traffic, pollution, effluent discharge Limits, waste management, and Lght 

fkom flares. One company respondent commented on a company concem which was the 

Yack of confidentiality of information submitted as part of the application process". The 

common concems or issues raised by the interest group respondents were noise, air 

pollution, smell, visuai disturbance, employment, water quaiity, soil, land use, property 

value, mixing non-compatible industries, and t r a c .  

5.5.2.3 Conflict Resolution with the Public 

The conflict resolution techniques used by the companies were quite variable but 

were al1 aimed at reducing any conflict or concem pnor to proceeding to the hearhg 

stage. The most ofien used method of conflict resolution (10 responses) was through 

communication and negotiation with the public. The other companies used public 

outreach programs. such as open houses and the Community Advisory Panel, a consensus 

approach, the round table format, and fact finding. One company would defer decisions to 



the hearing stage or ask the board to include it in their findings. The interest groups stated 

that they used a number of different fonns of conflict resolution: mediation, formai 

negotiation, legqi services, letten, personal phone calls, media, and personal visits. 

The majority of the companies stated they did not need to use conflict resolution 

techniques often. One Company used the process extensively to avoid confïict Another 

was not aware of any incidences where resolution was needed. The remahder of the 

companies employed the techniques when they considered them to be necessary. The 

departmental respondents stated that some foms of resolution came £iom the EUB if the 

companies could not work t b g s  out. The department wouid become involved "if there is 

a policy issue involved". 

The interest group respondents provided variable estimates of the extent to which 

conflict resolution mechanisms were used. One cespondent commented that they utilize 

conflict resolution whenever there was an opportunity for dialogue. Others have used 

mediation and intervened at ERCB hearings. 

5.6 Cost Consideratioas in the IDP Process 

The cos  considerations were considered to be a result of the implementation of the IDP 

process. 



5.6.1 Costs Incurred in the IDP process 

The costs incurred by the D P  process were divided into total costs and direct and 

indirect costs (Table 2). The total costs incuned by the compaaies were estimated by nule 

respondents with t h e  providing no response and nine not knowing the amount. These 

values recorded ranged fiom $5,000-17,000 for an amendment to $100,000- 500,000 for 

major projects. One respondent commented that the cost ''varies a lot with the sUe of the 

project". The estimates received for the direct and indirect costs varied; in most cases, 

they were hcomplete due to lack of expense knowledge of the respondent. Another 

respondent emphasized an additional cost because of the necessity of having an "option 

on the land" in order to control the land pnor to receiving a permit. 

Al1 departmental and EUB respondents except one of the EUE3 respondents 

reported not knowing the costs incurred in either of the two categories. There was 

recognition that "1 think it would Vary from company to company". The EUB respondent 

estimated the agency's costs to be "1 IR years of staff tirne annuaily for al1 IDP 

applications (approximately XlO/year) ... %70-80,OOO per year. ... it aii  depends, if it goes 

to a hearing, then you are bed ia te ly  looking at more doilars. We haven't had any 

hearings since 1990". 

The interest groups incur total, and direct and indirect costs associated with 

information collection and public hearings (Table 3). The total costs were reported as 







Table 3. Categoricai Breakdorni of Direct and Indirect Costs 
for Interest Croup Respondents 

1 Dollars (9 1 interest gr ou^ 1 Resmnses 1 . - . I 

Contracted work 2,000 N/A 
Cost o f  hearings N/A 400 

i 

Cost of in-houe labour NIA 400 
I L Ir 

Public Relations costs 
invited Speakers 
Lawyers 
Transportation (and per 

1 Total c o s  1 17.000 1 LOO0 - - 1 

diem) 
Other (Please SpeciQ) 

being highly variable ($1,000 - 100,000). The direct and indirect cos& were responded to 

t ,000 
N/A 

L 

by two interest groups totaling $1,000 and $17,000. 

NIA 
NIA 

7,000 
4,000 

1 

5.6.2 Existence of a Permit Application Fee 

The existence of a permit application fee was noted by ten Company respondents, 

one stated a fee did not exist and ten did not know of the existence of the fee. The fee 

was estunated to be either S 1000, $1 100, or the amount of payment codd not be recaiied. 

Two of the ED and T and AEP staffwere aware of the fee, one did not thiak a fee existed. 

and one did not know of its existence. Both the EUB were aware of the existence of the 

permit application fee. 

NIA 
200 

3,000 (expert 
wimess) 

The permit application fee was known in advance of an application by six 

companies primarily due to prior expenence with permit applications, four were not 

N/A 



notified in advance, nine did not have information on the permit fee, and two did not 

provide an aaswer. The two of the respondents referred to king notified by letter and one 

mentioned king invoiced. 

Both the EUB respondents stated the companies were made mare of the fee in 

advance of or at the time of application. This was done ''when we advise the company of 

application requirements" and they considered the fee to be Iess than administrative costs. 

Two govemment respondents recorded that either they or the EUB advised the company. 

One respondent mentioned that in the cunent system "fees should be related to the 

arnount of work you expect -2'. 

5.6.3 Existence and Use of Intervener Funding 

Ail (5) of the interest group respondents were aware of intervener funding. 

However, only three indicated they had used such b d s ,  one did not use the fuoding, and 

one did not respond to the question. One con estimate was provided at the sum of M,4OO. 

Other sources of fimding accessed were identified as private donation and membeahip. 

5.6.4 Duplication in Permit Costs 

The existence of duplication of costs with other permits was cited by the 

companies as most commonly occurring due to the overlap between EIA and other 

environmental information, as well as some general information, applications for permit 

to constnict, the potential need for separate EIA and IDP hearings, and application to 



operate. Other companies attempt to spend the money only once. One respondent stated 

that a minor cost was incmed because "you have done the work, you may have to 

refomat the data". Another respondent stated that no duplications occurred because "We 

have al1 other permits in place". The govenunent respondents comments concurred with 

duplication existing for envkonmental idionnationai requirements; however, these 

requirements were minimized as much as possible through cooperation between AEP and 

the EUB. One govemment and one EUB respondent did not consider there to be any 

duplication in cost. 

AU of the govemment and the majonty ofthe Company respondents agreed that a 

reduction in overlaps between permit5 wouid result in a reduction in the total cost to the 

companies. The reduction in overlaps once again focused primarily on the EL4 and 

environmental information with interested parties working more closely together to 

reduce the overlap or to elhinate it as much as possible. The EUB respondents did not 

know if a change wouid be evident because "the amount of overlap is probably minimal 

but the people most able to judge that are the companies ...". Two interest gmup 

respondents identined there to be duplication costs with other hearings, such as county 

development pebts .  

5.7 Time Considerations in the IDP Process 

The results of the time considerations on the implementation of the IDP process 

were obtained from survey responses. 



5.7.1 Comments on Reasonableness of T h e  to Permit Approval 

The length of t h e  required for completion of the IDP fiom application to noal 

approval was cousidered to be reasonable by twelve and unreasonable by six chemical 

company respondents, whiie three respondents were uncertain. The the specified in the 

responses ranged fiom one month for amenciments or exemptions, or 2 to 3 months 

without hearings to 1 year in length. When asked to report the actual length of tirne for 

the completion of the main steps of the most recent permit or amendment nine responses 

were provided with a range of 5.37 to 13.63 months and a mean value of 9-18 months 

(Table 4). 

Some of the comments peaaining to the chemical companies perception of the 

reasonableness of the timeline were that the process could be excessive, slow, and 

cumbersome. Some comments regardhg the time to completion were positive because 

the process was perceived to be "...done in a timely mamer and everybody was very 

cooperative." and other comments recognized the need for the time required for public 

participation: "...we have to give [the public] tirne necessary, or at least noti@ them so 

that they can get their concems and issues addressed". 

Three of the government and al1 of the agency respondents considered the time 

fiame to be reasonable. Two respondents fiom ED and T stated that the permitting 

process codd be estimated at 6-9 months. One respondent nom the EUB stated that an 



Table 4. Time Frame of IDP Process by ActMty for Company and Agency 
Respondenb 

permit [DP 91-1 PI 
and 9 1-2 PI1 

l Initial contact 

(week O) 
Time to submission 

application 

Review of application 

Re ferrai for advice fiom 
departments 
Deficiency materials 
requested 
Defic iency materials 

1 received 1 

1 participation p m c e  I 

EUE3 issues permit i 

Last day for objections 
Length of t h e  for 

recommendation 
Depariment notifies 
Minister 
OC recomrnendation 
signed by Minister 
Submission of OC to 
cabinet 
OC signed by L.G- in C. 

Other 
Total weeks 45 

I 

Total Months 1 10-46 

Company 

week O 

1 I weeb  
3 days 
(O A 
weeks) 
9-7 weeks 

10 weeks 

3 -8 weeks 

ongoing - 
'88- 
'89'90 
no 
objection/ 
hearing 

1 1 weeks 

9 weeks 

approx. 
next day 
(O. 1 
weeks) 
approx. 1 
week later 

'89 (week O) 1 '94 (week 0) 

1 

29 weeks 2-7 weeks 

4.3 weeks --r 

15.7 weeks l 
2) 2.3 weeks 
3) 1.6 weeks 

[DP 89-1; 
89-2; 89-3 
week O 

4 weeks 

17 weeks 

2.8 weeks 



Table 4 Coatinued. Tirne Frame of LDP Process by Activity for Company and 
Agency Respondents 

Permit - 

Initial contact 

app tication 
Review of 

ahead (week 
0) 
16 weeks 

4 weeks 
I I I I  

1 4 weeks 1 1 1 4-6 weeks 

EUE? 
Response 
General 

1-2 hours 

Arnendme 
nt 

week O 

Resp0- 

l 'DCA84 
2 

1 &y 

1 

4 weeks 

Company 

fewmonths 

CIL81-1 
Amendmen 
t 

1 Y= 
(week O) 

4 weeks 

variable 

apptication by EUB 
Referral for advice 

before 
design 

fiorn departments 
Receipt of advice 

t 1  

Department notifies 1 1 week 1 

(optionai) 

1 

4-6 weeks 
Born departrnents 
Deficiency materiai 
requested 
Deficiency matenal 
received 
Total time for 
pub tic participation 
process 
Notice of hearing 
Last day for 
objections 
Length of tirne for 
hearing 
Report issued 
EUB sends drafi 
OC for 
recommendation 

1 week 

to cabinet 1 1 

4 weeks 

2 weeks 

2 weeks 

4 weeks 
1 week 

Minister 
OC recommend 
signed by Minister 
Submission of OC 

OC signed by L.G. 1 1 week 1 4 weeks 

1 week 

1 week 

inC and m t e d  1 1 

2-4 weeks 

t week 

12 weeks 

0.4 - 0.7 
weeks 
8 - 12 weeks 

c. I r 

EW3 receives OC 1 1 week 1 
almost as EUU~rksues perniit 1 1 week 1 
soon as OC 
signed 

0.1 weeks 

in process 

l week 

variable 

1 week 
3 weeks 

0.1 -0.7 
weeks 
6- 16 weeks 
1-2 weeks 

2 w e e k  

Total week 
Total Months 

2 weeks 
1 1 1  

in process 1 December Z 1 1 

3 1 
1 7.2 

43.4 - 49.7 
10.89- 1 1 -56 

t 6 weeks 
'8 1 

3- 12 weeks 



efficiently processed application could be completed in 3-4 months. The remainder of the 

respondents fiom ED and T, AEP, and JM3 did not provide an estimation but stated that 

the time to permit completion was dependent on a number of fàaors, such as complexity 

and completeness of the application, length of time required to obtain an O C ,  hearings, 

and obtaining EIA approval. The actual length of time to permit completion was not 

commented on by ED and T or AEP. The EUB provided a composite estimate of permit 

completion the. The estimate was 5.83 to 1 1.79 months with a mean of 8.8 1 months 

(Table 4). 

Interest group respondents commented on the reasonable Iength of time required 

to complete hearings and settie issues: three respondents considered the length of time to 

be reasonable, one did not The respondents considered the appropriate amount of theù 

time spent on public involvement to be 6-8 weeks (Table 5). This fell within theu 

estimate of 4-8 weeks of acnial involvement. Two suggestions were offered as to what 

could be done to shorten the time to completion: niral and municipal zoning and 

mediation. 

5.7.2 Effect of Public Participation on Time to Cornpletion 

The chemicai Company responses regarding public participation affecting the time 

to completion of the process were balanced. The public participation was seen as 

affecting time to completion by nine interviewees, nine responded that the time to 

cornpletion was not af3ected. and three individuals did not answer. The interviewees 



Table 5. Time Frame oClDP Process by Actïvity for Interest 
Group Rapondents 

I 1 interest ~ r o u p  
Permit I 
initial contact 

1 

Time to submission 
EUB refers 

ftom departments 
Receipt of advice 
From departments 
Deficiency material 
requested 
Deficiency material 

1 public participation 1 
received 
Total the  for 

process 
Notice of hearing 

4 weeb 

1 Lm day for 1 
objections 
Length of time for 
hearing 
Reuort issued 

' E& sends draft 
OC for 
recommendation 
Department notifies 
Minister 
OC recommend 
signed by Minister 
Submission of OC 
to cabinet 
OC signed by L.G. 

1 in C and m t e d  1 - 
EUB receives OC 1 
EUB issues permit ,- 

Other 
Total weeks 

8 weeks or 40 1.42 weeks 

2 hours 1 1-42 weeks 

4 hours m 
8 hous 1 -42 weeks 



stated that public participation lengthened time because of hearing schedululg, ievel of 

detail required, takllrg Company concems into coasideration in the facility design, and 

time allotment for intervener and cornpetitor responses. bcHowever, if the public 

participation process began at the same time that an application is submitted then there 

would be a significant decrease in tirne, a minimum of 6 months". hother perspective 

observed was that the time to completion for the companies was wt affected because 

work was done the up front, minimal public comment was received, and 'As far as 1 

know, public participation has aiways been part of the process so 1 cannot Say how it has 

altered the amount of tirne"- 

One of the EUB respondents stated that time to completion was affected by public 

participation; the remainder of the EUB, ED and T, and AEP responses varied. The most 

cornmon responses were public participation was always a part of the iDP process; 

should be completed before reaching the application stage; and would be bea dealt with 

'Zip front, early in the planning process, and if done properly, can reduce the tune 

requirements in the process later". 

Ali interest group respondents maintained the opinion that public participation 

dtered the amount of t h e  to completion of an IDP application. The responses were 

similar to those presented by the chemicai companies, the govemment departments, and 

the agency. 



5.7.3 Extemal Influences on Time to Completion of Process 

lhirteen respondents stated that the extenial influences on the length of tùne to 

permit completion were beyond the control of the chemical companies; six respondents 

recorded no extemai infiuences. The exterd influences identifies were: a 

"communication problem", legislated times, OCs, other permits, such as EIAs and 

municipal development perxnits, holding up applications to hear them at the same the ,  "a 

30 day waiting period for notice of intervention" nom AEP that the EUE3 foilows, and the 

compilation and revision of information by a consultant. 

Al1 EUB and three of the ED and T and AEP respondents provided sirnifar 

responses to those presented by the companies. The respondents were in agreement that 

extemal forces affect tirne to completion. Some of the extemai forces mentioned by the 

agency and the departmental respondents were: '?he workload in the ERCB and the 

Environmental Protection Department", '%me the govemment takes to review a project", 

"application deficiencies", and "summer recess" of cabinet. 

The major@ of interest group respondents (3) agreed that extemal forces 

influenced the length of t h e  to hearing completion. One responded did not agree with 

this conclusion. The extemal forces affecthg time to hearing completion were identified 

as: "companies approach to deaiing with issues raised", "government and industry refusal 

to recognize land as a resource", and "hearings are not forecastable". 



5.8 Existence of the IDP Process 

The majority of company respondents (1 7) stated that the IDP process shouid 

exist; four individuais did not agree. Respondents felt that the process should exist as an 

integrated mechanism for "enWoMientaI and energy planning purposes" which would 

provide a method for "shanng resources or allocating them on a fall bans and ensuring 

the interests of the province were taken care of ". E s  should occur because %e 

resources we are talkhg about are finite and should be permitted to be used in the most 

eEcient way". Two individuals commented that the process should consider or be limited 

to environmentai and social issues in the area with the inclusion of public participation. 

The fitture process shouid decrease the scatter of plants in order to prevent the inhibition 

of friture development Another comment was that the process was useful in that it 

created a level playing field where "submission requirements, and details available to the 

controiiing agencies and the public are al1 at the same level" and could dissuade 

development 'bcoming through the back door". ï h e  comments made by the Uidividuals 

who did not support process existence were: no IDP process was necessary until such a 

time as the resource was limited or export p e d n g  was in place; and if a similar permit 

and the O.C. were obtainable through the AEPEA approval process. 

All the departmental, four of the interest group, and one of the EUE3 respondents 

were in favor of IDP process existence. One individual commented that there should be 

some level of regdation of the largest facilities in the province. The IDP process has 



"some value fiom an economic development perspective", and provided ED and T with 

an oppomuiity to interact with companies and include conditions, such as complyhg with 

the Alberta IndUSttial Benefits Strategy and Alberta content. Additional comments wem 

made about the requirement of efficient use of resources with consideration of 

environmental impacts and provision of the public with a vehicie to leam about the 

project and become iavolved if needed. 

5.9 Conclusion 

The results of the evaluation of the IDP process presented the opinions and 

perceptions of respondents £iom the regdatory agency, government departments, 

chemical companies and interest groups. The overd perception of the IDP process, 

detennined through the examination of the da& was that the majority of the stakeholders 

were satisfied with the IDP process. However, it was ascertained that the stakeholders 

perceived that the IDP required updating in order to make the process more timely, 

efficient, and effective. The involvement of the chemical companies in an public 

participation process was considered to be beneficial in the continuing viability of the 

facilities in the communities. The costs incurred by the companies during the time to 

permit completion were divided into total, direct, and indirect costs. An average for the 

total, direct, and indirect costs was not determined in this evaluation, as some of the 

respondents did not know the costs incurred by the project and other responses were not 

comparable because the cost varied tremendously with the size of the project and type of 

permit. The interest groups Uicurred total, direct and indirect costs associated with 



information collection and public hearings, with the costs king reported as highly 

variable. Some of the minor costs cited by the stakeholder groups were noted duplicated 

with the enviromentai approvais. The thne required to complete an [DP application was 

ditncuit to record because most of the pemiits were issued in excess of 5 years previous 

to the evaiuation. Some respondents considered the process to be lengthy; however, the 

responses were dl within the range estimated by the EUB. 



CHAPTER VI - DISCUSSION OF 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

EVALUATKDN RESULTS 

6.1 Introduction 

In the 1990s, govemments, industry, and the public have been faced with a rapidly 

changing social and economic climate. In order to remain relevant and effective, 

government and industry policies, programs and regulations are being adapted to include 

concepts such as naturai resource economics, sustainable development, quality 

management, and pubiic participation. An example of such a regdation is the D P  

process. The administraton of the IDP process have become aware that the role and 

function of the LDP, as conceived in 1974, may not be completely appiicable in the 

chernical industry in the funire. Therefore, the IDP has become one of the regulations 

which is faced with adapting its processes to meet the needs of the industry and the public 

w i t h  the curent social and economic context- 

In this chapter, the social and economic climate affecthg Alberta in the 1990s will 

be outiined in order to set the context for frraher discussion. Following the 

contextuaiization of the sociai and economic climate in Alberta, the implications of the 

IDP s w e y  results wil1 be discussed in ternis of the clarity of the process, the relevancy 

of the IDP process, the effectiveness and usefÙIness of public participation, the 

implications of costs incurred during the process, and the effect of time requirements of 

the IDP process. 



6.2 The Social and Economic Conte* 

The social and economic context of Alberta has been afXected by numerous 

factors since the- 1980s. The governments have been aware of the economic importance of 

exporting the country's naturai resources, such as timber, naturai gas, and agricuitural 

crops, and miu'ntaining good exporting relationships. To encourage the Canadian exports, 

Canada entered iato GATT and NAFTA which decreased trade restrictions and aided in 

the global.izatiotl of federai and provincial economies. 

Afier the penod of economic growth in the 1970s and 198Os, the 1990s showed an 

economic downhun. The Canadian and Albertan governments have focused on reducing 

their budget deficits. The increasingly conservative mood in the country has been 

associated with governments who have reduced govemment spending, promoted 

deregulation, and downsized the public sector. In Alberta, this reality translated into the 

contraction of govemment departments, the reduction of direct regdation, and the 

encouragement of private industry self-regulatioa programs such as Responsible Care. 

In addition to the economic changes prevalent in Canada and Alberta, an Uicrease 

in social awareness, as exemplined by the institution of social impact assessments, and in 

public concem regarding environmental issues, such as air pollution, water quality, and 

noise, has become prevalent- Due to the economic domnini, the public have also 

expressed concems regardhg future availability and stability of employment, social 

programs, and healthcare. The heightened public awareness in these areas and decreasing 



confidence in the government and industty has lead to increased public interest, in taking 

part in decision-making and influencing decision-makers, through individual 

interventions or action of non-governmentd organhtions. Public involvement has been 

encouraged by govemment and industry to reduce concems and increase communication. 

In some cases, the public's concems have been uinuential in encouraging government 

and industry to impiement more environmentally focused activities and programs. 

The consideration of reduction of federal and provincial regulatory systems and 

the increase in social awareness and public participation has prompted the examination of 

regulatory processes, such as the IDP, by govemments, agencies, and independent 

individuals and organizations. in order to ensure that improvements to regulatory 

processes reflect the reaiities of the 1 WOs, perceptions of the relevant stakeholders are 

detemined and applied within the dorementioued context. The examination of the 

clarity, relevancy, expediency, and costliness of the IDP process and the efficiency and 

effectiveness of its related public participation process have provided the relevant 

perceptions. 

63 Ciarity of Process 

In order for the relevant stakeholders to provide sufncient, relevant, and usefui 

information to the regulatory body, the process must be clearly defined, organized, and 

adrninistered. Perceptions pertaining to the clarïty of the IDP process were determined 



through the examination of the planning of the process, the duplication of permit, 

processes or procedures, and the information required to complete applications. 

6.3.1 Procw Planning 

The plan of a process can be described as the orgmïzational system of the process 

and the mechanimis by which the outlined activities are carrieci out. The examination of 

process planning was important because the requirements of the process need to be 

organized in such a mamer as to provide a clear interface between the regdators and the 

reguiated The regdators should ensure that the procedural reqkments are defined, 

information is transmitted efficiently. and industry, public, and govemment needs are 

met. 

The clarity of the LDP process was considered to be important by the chernical 

industry for the provision of proper and sufficient information to the Board. A clearly 

specified process was considered necessary for company staffdue to the mobility of 

individuals within the company. An individual is not designated solely to processùig 

permits throughout the life of the facility. This iack of continuity requires that the process 

be documented in such a manner as to facilitate quick leaming. 

Some respondents considered the iDP permit application to be too detailed. 

However, the EUE3 and the govemment departments required a certain level of 

information in order to make an infonned decision. 



A clearly outlined IDP process wodd also enable the EUE3 to review complete 

applications and scheduie formai public consultation; would aid companies to complete 

applications and begin production; and would assist the general public to gather relevant 

information and to prepare submissions. Despite the fact that company respondents 

recognized the need to integrate stakeholder preferences and concems, the pressure of 

increased cornpetition and production demands of an individual company on project 

development and pemiit approval made processing clarity and expediency primary 

concems- 

Company respondents also suggested that the efficiency of the permitting process 

would be increased if the i n f o d o n  provided to the companies specified whether 

companies were able to proceed with planning, construction, or operation of their 

facilities. This information would be beneficial to the companies as it would enable them 

to maintain their competitive edge in the market. However, the extent of a company's 

ability to proceed with the planning stage would be dependent on the EUB's need to 

ensure the proposed facility or expansion was in the public's interest A potential 

implication for the province regarding the company's competitiveness w-ould be that the 

company may decide to invest ehewhere. 

Another feature of the process which needed to be more cleady defined was the 

requirement of exarnining alternative sites. The purpose of the examination was to review 



alternative sites for development which could provide the bea balance of economic, 

social, and environmental benefits to the faciüty and to the local communities. This 

technique would- aiso easure that the facilty would not be situated in a environmentally 

sensitive or economicaiiy unfeasible area. 

Despite the f z t  that the EUB and the govemment gave credence to these benefits, 

the examination of aiternative sites was one method which was established to encourage 

provincial diversification. In the current econorny, construction at remoter sites may not 

be considered feasible in tenns of chernical supply and product distribution. 

Envkonmentally based zoning restrictions and public outcry aiso ümit site selection. 

These limits place greater consideration and demand on sites currently mned for 

indumial development. Therefore, it may be useful to revisit the initial purpose of the 

alternative site requirement and determine its relevance in the current economic and 

social context. 

63.2 Pennit Duplication 

Duplication of permits, processes, or specifïc procedures may affect the efficiency 

and effectiveness with which an applicant prepares an application, or an agency or 

governent processes it. As the regdators are aware that such inefficiencies and ovedaps 

exist, they have attempted to reduce or are in the process of decreasing the amount of 

duplication present. 



The D P  permits contained some overlap with AEP environmental approvals. The 

respondents nom the regulated companies perceived this overlap as reducing the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the IDP process by duplicating information requested, 

tirne, and expense. 

Both the EUE3 and AEP have a respoosibility to ensure aU environmental concerns 

were considered. The EU3 and the government departments of ED and T and AEP 

recognized this concem and have worked at coordinathg the two processes and 

minimiMg overlap. However, cunently, the IDP c a ~ o t  be approved without the 

consideration of environmentai information. The minimi-ration of overlap was a very 

timely abject in AIberta as the Alberta govemment was in the process of promotkg 

deregdation and downsiring the public sector. 

As the pianned improvements in the coordination of the [DP and environmentai 

processes have not been completeiy Mplemented, several suggestions made by survey 

respondents could be considered. The first suggestion was to place environmental 

information exclusively under the supervision of AEP, leaving energy use as the sole 

responsibility of the EUB. This modification would require that a communication system 

be developed between the regulating bodies to allow for either the transmittal of pertinent 

information or for the acknowledgment of the other agency's approval. The drawback to 

this suggestions muid be that such a system would require substantial expense in 



formulation and coorduiation which the current govenunent does not have. Therefore, it 

was unlikely that this mechanism wouid be instituted in the near future. 

The next best solution wodd be to leave the requirement of environmental 

information in the IDP while specifying the source. If an EIA was completed and an IDP 

was required, reference to EIA information on the IDP permit should be sufïïcient. 

However, if an EIA was not required by AEP. the EUB needs to ensure tbat 

environmental information was provided This distinction should be cleariy stated during 

the time when the companies met with the EUB, ED and T, or AEP to initiate an 

application process. 

63.3 IDP Information Requirement 

The information required in permit applications needs to be clearly defined in 

order for an applicant to cornpiete an application as efficiently as possible. The IDP 

process enabled the applicant to receive an outiine of requirements prior to beginning the 

process, 

The respondents frequently commented that the amount of information required 

for the initiai, expansion, or amendment applications was not clearly specified. Cleariy 

defining the information requuement for the applications could increase the efficiency of 

application completion for the companies and the EUB. In the future, the specific level of 

detail for the different applications would need to be detemiined. 



The level of detail in initial and amendment permits should be cleariy specined to 

companies at the thne of initial telephone contact. The early dissemination of information 

would provide a clearer directive to companies as to the appropriate volume of 

information required in the permit. The individuais meeting with the EUB or ED and T 

would be provided with a Guide to Content because individuals, who were not previously 

involved with the process, may be m g  the application. 

6.4 Relevance and Adaptation of IDP to Current Industry Needs 

As the IDP wzïs developed in 1974, the government and the indusûy had a 

different perception of the resource availability than what was available. A surplus of the 

hydrocarbons is considered to be present in the 1990s. As the basic intent behind the LDP 

remained unchanged certain aspects of the legislation and the process need to be adapted 

to the social, economic, and political reaiities of the 1990s. Sorne of the potential 

adaptations have been identified as the need to streamline the IDP process, to increase 

EUB discretion, and to improve interaction wiih other regdatory processes. However, 

care should be taken in any fbture modifications to ensure that industry needs are met 

while maintahhg a fbture supply of hydrocarbon resources and responding to social, 

econornic, and environmental impacts. 

Throughout the evolution of the IDP, feedback fÏom the interested parties has lead 

to regdatory agency and the govemment departments streamiining the process. Any 



future steps to streamline the process would continue to reduce time delays and con to 

the companies, and increase the efficiency of the bureaucracy. Funher improvements to 

the current IDP process were identined as alterhg the permit threshold value requirement 

and examining the need for the O C .  

Respondents suggested that the threshold values or exemption levels instituted 

should reflect current facility capacities. The selection of the appropriate exemption 

levels by the EUB would require carerul consideration of the most reasonable 

alternatives. Three suggestions were derived fiom respondents comments: 1) maintaining 

the current threshold value; 2) increasing the cunent threshold value; or 3) using the E U  

as a trigger for the IDP process. 

As the first suggestion wodd maintain the status quo, the implications of the latter 

two suggestions must be seriously considered. Raising the threshold could result in an 

increased number of facilities receiving permit exemption status. In addition to raising the 

h s h o l d  value, an assessrnent of cumulative socio-economic and environmental impacts 

of each new facility would need to be considered to ensure proper use of hydrocarbon 

resources. The other suggestion was the use of the EIA as a process trigger. Using this 

trigger wodd subject only the environmentally sensitive facilities to an IDP. A negative 

aspect to the use of the EIA crigger would be that the impetus for the examination of the 

facilities would not be in the interest of energy use. 



A reduction in the nurnber of 0.C.s processed by cabinet would also streamline 

the IDP process. Respondents suggested that reducing the fiequency of this requirement 

would decrease the level of bureaucracy in the application process and shorten the time to 

permit completion. While a reduction in bureaucracy may be necessary, the govemment 

maintains the responsibility to be Infomed of the status of the chernical industry in the 

province. Therefore, permit applications requiring an O.C. wodd be limited to initial 

applications and major amendments. An O.C. would not be required for minor 

amendments or admlliistrative changes to the permit- 

In order to M e r  assist the strearnlining of the IDP process, the relevant 

legislation sbould be dtered to aiiow the EUT3 to have more discretion in assigning 

conditions which would reflect the changing economic, environmental, and social needs 

of the residents of Alberta and of the regulated industry. The conditions wouid be added 

to Company applications prior to the granting of pennits. 

Additional improvements to the IDP process, çuch as "one stop shopping" permit 

applications and coordinating the permitting of other hydrocarbon uses with the IDP, 

could increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the process. However, the initiation of 

such improvements would require discussion and agreements for long term cooperation 

betsveen al1 stakeholden. These suggestions were not discussed in depth as they were 

beyond the initial scope of the research. 



6.5 Public Pattkipation in the IDP Process 

6.5.1 Satisfaction with the Design of Public Participation in the IDP Process 

Initiittioq of a public participation program has ken  recommended to di applicant 

companies by the EUB, in the Guide to Content, and by ED and T in order to obtain the 

reaction of interested or afTected individuals (ERCB, 198 1). Proactive communication 

and early informal involvement helped ensure that the company will operate in the public 

interest, will be accountable to the public, and wiiL be accepted in the comrnuaity. The 

public participation process was valued by the companies because the companies have 

become increasingly aware that the potentiaiiy afEected public reside with them in their 

communities. in order to maintain good relations with the public, on a personal and 

professional level, the companies need to support open two-way communication which 

provides the public with a sense of involvement and mechanisrn for release of opinions, 

and allows the company to respond to and inform the public. 

In addition to comments about satisfaction with public participation in the IDP 

process, some respondents suggested that the public participation process could be 

improved by focusing time and effort towards formal advertised public involvement 

during initiai applications and major amendments. Although formai public participation 

proceedings codd increase company satisfaction Ui dealing with the IDPs, concems could 

be raised by the EUB and the public that the companies might charnel all public 

participation efforts to the initial applications and major amendments. This is 

substantiated by the EUB's mandate of regulating in the public's interest. Therefore, 



although concentration of effort on formai proceedings may be necessary, a base Level of 

public involvement, which begins e d y  in the application process, shouici be maintained 

in order to provide the public with a meanin@ role in the IDP process. h y  funire 

changes to the pubüc participation process would have to be clearly outlined in the Guide 

to Content or in the appropnate Acts and Regdations. 

6-52 Satisfaction with Implementation of Public Participation in the ïDP Process 

Satisfaction with the implementation of the public participation process was 

determined through the perception of acceptance of the facility in the community, the 

prevaience of pubiic interest the method of contact with the public, and the availability 

and adequacy of information provided to the public. The acceptance of the facility in the 

community was the main factor infiuencing Company behavior. The acceptance was 

found to be dependent on the company's record and commitment to responding to the 

public. The acceptance of the facility was seen in the public's increased willingness to 

discuss issues and concerns about the facility. The openness was more conducive to 

increased efforts for M e r  communication- In order to maintain or increase the Level of 

public acceptance, the companies would need to continue providing open and honest 

communication which responds to the public's needs. 

With the awareness that communication needs to be a two-way process, the 

cornpanies have attempted to provide and receive understandable information to and 

feedback fkom the public. The participation process has evolved because of the reaiization 



that the company has a stewardship responsiiility to the public and must educate them 

about the facitity. Interest groups recomed that the dinerences in degree of information 

and feedback was company specifk. However, the public must recognize that companies 

may be able to consider aii  concerns and comments but may not be able to substantiaily 

m o m  their activities, due to economic, environmentai, and technologicai constrahts. 

6.53 Interventions and Objections 

An indicator of the types of public interest is the number of objections and 

interventions received at the EUB. Public consultation was negligible in the early years of 

the IDP. In the late 1970s and 80s, public involvement increased significantly. This 

increase has been followed in recent years with a decrease in the overail number of 

interventions and objections received (MacDonald, 1996, personal communication). At 

the same tirne' there was an increase in public interest in the facilities, pacticularly in the 

environmental domain. 

The decrease in interventions has most Likely occurred due to an increase in 

interest group and public fami l im with the type of facility and its impacts. For 

example, the third or fourth facility in the province manufacturing the same product 

generally does not raise as great a concem about the chernical process, effects, and 

product by the public as the first facility introduced into an area The decrease in concern 

would occur because the public had aiready received some information about the 



environmental, public health, and economic effects of a facsty and been able to monitor 

the e f f i  for a @od of the .  

The primary focus of public concem has been environmental effects with 

subsidiary concem related to pubüc heaith and cumulative effects. Companies need to 

take into account issues raised and information presented by the public as the public may 

be presenting a different hding or need. This could occtu because the intervenen may 

have access to different research materiais and persona1 contacts than do the companies. 

The information presented by the intervenen could provide the companies with feasible, 

unexplored alternative solutions to public concerns. 

According to the Energy Resources Conservation Act, interventions or objections 

cm be filed by local intervenen. A "local intervenei' is: 

a person or a group or an association of penons who, in the 
opinion of the Board, 

(a) has an interest in, or 

(b) is in actual occupation of or is entitled to occupy 

land that is or may be directly and adversely affected by a 
decision of the Board in or as a result of a proceeding 
before it, but, unless otherwise authorized by the Board, 
does not include a person or group or association of persons 
whose business includes the trading in or transportation or 
recovery of any energy resource. (ERCA, 1980, Section 
3 W )  

The EUB, the rnajority of govemment, and some of the company respondents were aware 

of this definition. Some of the company and interest group respondents displayed a lack 



of knowledge regarding the quaiifkations for intervener stahis. in order to ensure al1 

interested parties are aware of the requirement of intervener status, the Board could 

include the stipulation in the Guide to Content. However, the onus would be on the 

applicant or intervener to be aware of the 1egisIation. This couid decrease any 

apprehension the companies may have with regards to dealing with objections and 

interventions and may enable companies to M e r  theù ongoing public participation 

activities . 

6.5.4 Conflict Resolution within the IDP Process 

Conflict resolution techniques have been developed to reduce interpersonal 

or uiterorganizational conflict or concems. The techniques and levels implemented by 

different organkations reflects their individual needs. The usefulness of implementing 

various confiict resolution techniques has been seen upon cornparison of the number of 

applications the Board receives for various permits and the number of applications which 

proceed to the hearing stage. The Board receives approxhately 20,000 applications per 

year and only holds approximately 50 hearings (Mink, 1997, penonal communication). 

The proportionately low number of formal adversarial proceedings provides a testimonial 

to the effectiveness of the informal conflict resolution techniques used wherein the 

interested parties meet and settle concerns. The use of informal conflict resolution 

techniques also increases the cost effectiveness of the regdatory process. 



The public and interest groups tend to use a broad spectrum of conflict resolution 

techniques to prornote their issues or concems. interest groups generdy took a defernive 

stance, in an intervener situation, and kquentiy instituted confiict resolution techniques. 

Companies and regdatory agencies, on the other hanci, implemented f o d  connict 

resolution techni&s in response to interventions which could not be settled through 

discussion. As the techniques employed were considered to be fairly effective, changes to 

the current method were deemed unnecessary- 

6.6 Costs Incurred Through the IDP Proeess 

The estïmated costs incurred, primarily by the chemical companies and the 

interest groups, throughout the IDP process were those which were accumulated above 

the standard operathg costs of the companies or organizations. These costs were 

generated either directiy or indirectly. The direct costs were permit fees, contracted work, 
Y 

and intervener funding; while the indirect or in-house costs were often interndly 

absorbed or incwed due to ovedaps present with dinerent permit processes. 

6.6-1 Direct Costs 

The direct costs to the chemical companies varied substantially depending upon 

whether the acquired permit was an original application, or a major or minor amendment. 

Despite the expense, the cost estimates were not considered excessive by the majority of 

the companies, the EUB, and the government departments. The Company costs incurred 

by a single IDP permit could be considered a relatively minor expense when compared 



with the millions of dollars invested in site development, expansion, or operation. The 

cost to the company might have played a greater role in the satisfaction with the permit 

process if the p-eters of the research had extended to examine the total costs incurred 

by al1 permits required by companies. 

The application fee was accepted as a standard form of admiaistrative charge by 

an agency. Despite the low awareness of the permit fee, most company respondents 

expected an administrative charge. n i e  lack of knowIedge of the application fee could 

have been due to the fact that the fee was i n s t i ~ e d  on January 1,1990 (MacDonald, 

1996, personal commuaication). The fee had not been requued of many companies as the 

majority of the companies have not applied for permits since 1989. 

The interest groups were subject to a dinerent set of direct costs than those 

recorded by the companies, the departments, or the agency. The direct costs incurred 

were associated with information collection for interventions or objections, and public 

hearings. These costs were variable and depended on the extent of work done by the 

interest goup and type of organization. The variability in cost could also have been due 

to the small sarnple size. 

As the interest groups rarely have a large financiai reserve, the costs that were 

incurred by the interest groups need to be amassed by other means such as intervener 

funding. private donations, and rnembeahips. As the source of intervener fünding was 



net asked of the respondents, the exact origin of ail of the h d s  can aot be ascedned. 

However, if an intervener applies to the EUB, the Energy Resources Consemation Act 

States that the EUB were responsible for making a reasonable award of costs to a local 

intervener whose financial needs were directiy and n e c e d y  re1ated to the prepmtion 

ami presentation of an intervention (Section 2(3)). 

6.6.2 Indirect Costs 

The indirect costs incurred by the companies, other than the duplication of permit 

costs, were not described in depth by the respondents. A possible reason for this was that 

the individuals responsible for the IDP permit applications were not responsible for the 

disbursement of project CO*. The responsibility for the disbursement of costs might have 

been delegated to other individuals within the Company. Another reason for the lack of 

knowledge of indirect costs was tbat specilic records of costs and the c o s  of management 

t h e  spent on the process were not kept long d e r  permit comptetion. 

The main indirect c o a  to focused on in the interviews and the questionnaires was 

the duplication of CDP permit costs wth other permits. The majority of respondents 

comidered there to be a duplication of permit costs. However, the amount duplicated was 

not specified as records were not kept by the respondent. The duplication of 

environmentai idormation requested by EUB and AEP in their permit applications was 

fiequently noted. The costs were ofien considered to be hidden costs, çuch as duplication 

of work and tirne, photocopying, and public involvement. The individuals who noted the 



cost were in favor of reducing or eliminathg the overlap. However, as the inclusion of 

environmental information has been deemed necessary by the Board, the appticants, in 

order to reduce Wemal duplication, should be conscious to provide only the necessary 

information or, if an EIA has been completed, to reference it in the application. 

Although the EUB and AEP have attempted to coordinate the process in the pan 

and during the introduction of AEPEA, greater integration when deaiing with Uiterveners 

could be proposed for the fiiture. The knowledge of recent changes with respect to 

integration or its effectiveness was unknown to the majority of the companies because 

only two companies have proceeded through the newly coordinated process: the first in 

1993 and the second in the fint quarter of 1996 (MacDonaid, 1996, personal 

communication). Both of the recent permits occurred after the collection of data from the 

interviews and questionnaires. Feedback fiom and knowledge of the new system of 

integation has not yet disserninated thmugh other pennitted companies. 

6.7 Effect of Time Requirements 

The time to complete the IDP was process dnven. The majority of the respondents 

were satisfied with the length of time to complete the IDP process recognizing a number 

of factors which influenced the time required. Based on the results, it would be 

reasonable to expect an initial permit to take approximately 6 to 14 months to proceed 

tbrough the regdatory process, depending on level of complexity and intervening factors, 

and approxirnately 3 to 6 months to complete an amendment. The interest group 



respondents considered the length of t h e  for the senlement of issues andlor permit 

hearing to be reasonable at a maximum of 8 weeks. These tirnelines could be shortened 

by approximately half, as proposed by the EUB, ifd requirements were met and the 

application was processed efficiently. However, the reduction in thne to cornpletion 

wouid require intensive coordination of resources. 

6.7.1 Factors Affecthg Time to Completion 

6.7.1.1 Public Participation 

Public participation in the IDP process does net always affect the tirne to 

application completion. The number of interventions and objections may be reduced due 

to a continuous dialogue between the applicant and the public. However, situations do 

arise which lengthen the public participation process. An extended public participation 

process may occur because of the time required to accrue a level of detail required to 

substantiate positions with interveners, the the  aüotted for intemener responses, and the 

hearing scheduling. 

Despite the diniculties which may arise fiom an extended public participation 

process, al1 respondents recognized the benefit of maintainhg such a process. 07Riordan 

(1976) and Bush (1990) recognized that the resource development secton have attempted 

to implement post-decisional or pst-approval and planning stage public participation in 

order to ensure public concems were acknowledged and dealt with. A reduction in the 

tirne to IDP process cornpletion could be achieved by companies be-g their public 



participation process shortiy after meeting with the EUB or U) and T to begin the 

application for the iDP. 

The movement toward earlier public involvement has ken encouraged by the 

EUB and ED and T staff as outlined in early discussions with the company and as stated 

in the Guide to Content Chapin and Deneau (1978). in Diduck and Sinclair, 1995, state 

that ... "the only choice facing government at aii  levels is whether to invite such 

participation at every stage of the decision-making process, in an atmosphere of 

cooperation, or whether to encounter participation after the fact, in an atmosphere of 

h0stility7'@. 22 1-222). 

6.7.1.2 External Forces 

Extemal forces were aaother set of factors which affect time to permit completion. 

The extemal forces related to the IDP process were the workload of the EUB and 

government departments and the deferral of decision to cabinet. The EUB and 

government departments recognize these problem areas and have attempted to meet the 

needs of the company. The company, within their interna1 thne line, needs to recognize 

and allow for the inevitabili~/possibility of EUB or departmental sta f f  having a heavier 

workioad at a given point in tirne or that a submission for an O.C. could occur during 

cabinet recess. These factors would result in a slower processing time and cannot be 

contro 1 led- 



6.8 Conclusion 

The IDP process continues to evolve in the light of new economic, social, and 

poiitical realities in Alberta. The redts gathered in this research reafFzm that the process 

has been beneficial in tenns of chemical industry development, governent regdation, 

and public involvement. The chemical indwtry is permitted to use hydrocarbon 

resources; the govemment is able to regulate and be aware of the extent of development 

in the province; and the public is abie to raise concems and have them addressed. 

Continued process evolution and updating wül be needed to ensure that positive benefits 

are experienced by the stakeholders invoived. 



CHAPTER VII - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

As govemment and industry policies, programs, and processes are adapted to the 

rapidiy changing social and economic c h t e ,  an IDP process evaiuation was conducted 

to detennine whether the curent process was meeting the needs of the public and private 

sectoa, and society in general. In order to iden- usehi conclusions and 

recommendations, the satisfaction of the EUB, the Alberta govemment departments of 

ED and T and AEP, the chemicai industry, and the interest groups with the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the IDP process and its concurrent public involvement process was 

determined. The following sections contain the conclusions and recommendations for the 

IDP process deterrnined fi0111 the research proceçs. 

7.2 Conclusions 

in order for the iDP to be a useful process, the research determined that IDP couid 

be more effective. AU EUB, ED and T, AEP, chemicai Company, and interest group 

respondents stated the necessity for the revision of aspects of the IDP process. The 

revisions have to ensure that the needs of the cwrent and hture stakeholders are met 

without contravening the process's mandate. Econornic Development and Tourïsm, AEP, 

and chernical companies determined that the time to and cost of application completion 

needed to be streamiined; while the EUB and interest groups placed less emphasis on the 

factors of time and cost. The efficiency with which energy was used or products produced 



were not a concem to the stakeholden other than the interest groups because of the 

recognition that regdations and market conditions dictated the e5cient use of best 

avaiiable technology in Company operatiom. 

The specifïc conclusions of the research based on the objectives stated in 

Chapter 1 were: 

1)  The general iiterature review of regdations and regdatory processes and the 

historical o v e ~ e w  of the IDP regdatory process detennined the fhmework 

againn which the current process was evaluated The mandate of the ïDP has 

remained unchanged since 1974. However, certain aspects of the relevant 

legisfation and the process need to be updated to adapt to new realities. The 

areas in which adaptation was determined to be necessary were strearnlining 

of the process, clarifyiag EUB discretion, and improving interaction with 

other processes. 

1) The IDP process and stakeholder involvement was described for the penod: 

1974 to 1993. In the 1 WOs, a large number of chemicai facilities were being 

proposed and the Goverment of Alberta required a mechanism for reguiating 

industry development. In order to circumvent a potentid b u r e  energy shortage, 

the IDP process was developed to assess and provide permits to companies which 

wouid use or produce gas or gas products as ravi materials or fuel in any industriai 

or manufacturing operation in Alberta above a specified threshold. The 



application was füed with. and evaluated and issued by the EU3 through a 

stepwise process, in which ED and T, Energy, and AEP provided comment on 

application completeness. Throughout the IDP process, the companies were 

encouraged to initiate early infornial public involvement processes in order to 

inform the affected commm.ities and ifrequired enter into formal public hearings. 

3) The govemment departments of ED and T and AEP, the EUB, chemical 

companies, and interest groups were identined as the relevant stakeholdea for the 

D P  process. Of the 24 chemical companies which have IDP pennits, 13 

companies, such as Shell Canada Lirnited, Dow Chernical Canada Inc., Agrium 

Inc., and Viridian Inc., in 16 Locations were included in the research (Map 2). The 

interest group sample was selected based on wo criteria: 1) the organization's 

name was mentioned in company, agency. or govemment literature, and EUB IDP 

decision reports and/or 2) the Alberta Enviromenta1 Directorv (1995) listed land 

use issues as one of the issues of concem for the organization. 

4) The main objectives and measurable goals were determined through 

conversations with govemment, agency, and select company representatives. The 

main objective of the IDP, as stated in 1974, was to pmvide a regulatory 

mechanisrn which aiiowed the government to ensure the maintenance and 

efficient use of hydrocarbon resources, in the interest of the public due to the 

perception of a future energy shortage. However, as the perception of an energy 



shorhge no longer exkb, more emphasis has been placed on the promotion 

of increased public participation in the location of frefities. The goals of the 

IDP process, whieh stemmcd fiom the main objective, were identined u: 

a) orderiy development; 

b) pubiic participation; and 

c) benefits o f  development in Alberta. 

5) The criteria, which were d e t e d e d  fiom the identified objective and goals, 

were used in the construction of the in te~ews  and questionnaires. The criteria 

were: 

a) clarity o f  process as detemiined through the grouping of responses 

related to process p!anning, permit duplication, and informational 

requirements and transmittal; 

b) relevancy and adaptabüity of the iDP process as indicated by similar 

responses with respect to the regdation of hydrocarbon use, curent 

legislation, Order in Council, and process improvements; 

C) perception of public participation as detemiined by consolidating 

similar comments pertaining to the value of public participation, the 

understanding of and perception of interventions and objections, the 

degree of public involvement, the acceptaace of facilities, comrnon 

concerns, and conflict resolution; 



d) cost of the permit and application as indicated through the 

examination the costs incurred by the process, the knowledge of a $1 100 

application fee, the existence and use of intervener hding, and the 

duplication of pennit costs primarily with AEP approvais. The expected 

permit cos& ranged fiom a few to tens of thousands of dollars for 

amendment applications to hundreds of thousands of dollars for initial 

applications.; 

e) time cornmitment involved in application completion as determined 

by estimates of reasonable time to permit approvai, the effect of public 

participation, and extemal influences on time to process completion. The 

time to permit approval were expected to be approximately su< months for 

an amendment application and one to one and a half years for an initial 

application. Pubiic participation and extemal innuences were expected to 

lengthen the process by one month or more depending on the complexity 

and nanire of the extension. 

6) The Ievel of satisfaction was dete-ed for the four stakeholder groups. The 

satisfaction for each group wax 

a) Govemment Departments of ED and T and AEP 

The departmental respondents were rnostly satisfied (85%) with 

the implementation and design of the IDP process. The process provided 

the government with a mechanism for interfacing with the chernical 



companies to advise them on Alberta policies and desirable activities, such 

as the benefits of community involvement The departmental respondents 

were in agreement that updating the process design within the current 

context should take place in the form of simplification or modification of 

the process. 

b) Alberta Energy and Utilities Board 

The Board respondents were f&iy weii satisfied (75%) with the 

implementation and design of the IDP process. As these respondents were 

intewy involved in the process and received comments fiom ail of the 

other stakeholder groups, the EUT3 was more aware of the necessary 

changes to the process. These respondents provided the best estimate of 

the dficuity arising nom and tirne needed for adapting the process and 

should be the orchestrators of fùture modifications. 

c) Chernical Corn panies 

The chemical Company respondents were moderately sathfied 

(70%) with the irnplementation and design of the IDP process. Where 

dissatisfaction was voiced, comments related to process cost and 

expediency. The companies, due to cornpetition and deadines, 

emphasized that process adaptations should ensure that the process not 

create a delay in project development or facility modification. 

d) Interest Groups 



The interest group respondents were mostly satisfied (85%) with 

the public participation process within the IDP process. The interest 

groups recognized the increased effort of the Company in involving the 

public but remained somewhat skeptical that the concems the organization 

raised were implemented. However, their input in the public involvement 

process wouid continue. 

Based on the above conclusions, several recommendations were made in the following 

section* 

7.3 Recommendations 

The resuits of the evaiuation of the iDP process have indicated that, in general, the 

stakeholders are satisfied with and consider the majority of the IDP process to be 

beneficial to the management of hydrocarbon resources in Alberta but that Mprovements 

could be made. Eight key recommendations for improvements to the process were based 

on the resdts fiom the interviews and questionnaires. 

1) The EUB, in consultation with PU stakeholders, should initiate implementation of 

a comprehensive schedule for adapting the IDP process to the new reaiities, within 

the nest six months. 

The survey results indicate that the IDP process is not considered to be as up to 

date as it shouid be. A schedule should be established to orchestrate the step by step 

movement towards an improved process. The administratocs should be responsible for the 



schedule which would outline the changes to the iDP process- The suggested changes 

should be based on this research, individual experience, and additional stakeholder input. 

2)Within the next year, facilitate better communication between the administrators 

and LDP participants through an effwtive and up-to-date communication system, 

such as a database or the internet. 

An easily accessible and coordinated system of permit requirements, in addition 

to the Guide to Content, is necessary to increase the appiicant's and the public's 

understandhg of the requirements of the permit and issues surrounding the application. A 

computerized database or a database accessed through the intemet should be considered 

as the medium for consolidating and distniuting the information in the communication 

system. As the EUB is responsible for receiving the applications, they should be ' 

responsible for the design, implementation. and upkeep of the communication system 

which should operate through the EUB's homepage. 

3) Administrators of the IDP process should, within one year, present to Cabinet 

amendments to relevant legislation, such as the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, in 

order to revise the legislation to suit the environment of the next decade. 

Legislation outlines the function of the IDP process, the authority of its 

administrators, and the requirements for the applicants and intemeners. Amendments to 

the current legislation are needed to ensure that the legislated requirements reflect the 

curent and friture needs of the regulatoa, the industry, and the public. As the proportion 



of interest group representation was low in this evaiuation. the EUB would need to 

detemine whether an additional study into the general public opinion on this issue prior 

to proceeding with legislative changes wodd be necessary. The nirvey results identifïed 

three main areas within which legislative change might be useful. The areas are: the 

necessity of 0.C.s; the examination cmently specified threshold level; and the 

incorporation of flexibiiity in the discretion of the EUB. 

4) The EUB, within two years, shouid update -de C - 25&e Wustria1 

de to Content, 

The EUB has previously mentioned the necessity of updating the Guide. As the 

content of the Guide is determined by legislation, the completion of the necessary 

changes are dependent on the status of legislative amendments. The modifications should 

include: a description of the level of detail required in new, expansion, modification, or 

rninor permit applications; an uitegration of the complementary work done with AEP; an 

identification of individuals able to present interventions or objections, as stated in the 

Energy Resource Conservation Act; and a reference to the application fee. The Guide to 

Content should also be adapted to facilitate delivery through the previously suggested 

communication system. 



5) Within two years, the administrators, with input fkom chernical companies and 

the pubk, shouid reduce the dapiication, as much as possible, between the IDP and 

the new processes under AEPEA. 

The EUB, ED and T, and Energy, in concert with AEP, shouid coordinate the 

reduction of process duplication. Additionai input should be reqwsted fkom the different 

administrative bodies, as weiî as the companies and the public, to ensure that the 

reduction of duplication between the IDP and the AEPEA processes is comprehensive. 

Increasing the coordination between the processes would increase the etficiency and 

effectiveness of the IDP process in terms of information requirements, tirne, and c o s  

6) The chernical companies should continue to encourage the pubiic to participate in 

facüity location and expansion decisions. 

Chernical companies, to date, have maintained a proactive and open public 

involvement process. The presence of public involvement has Iessened conflict, reduced 

the need for fornial adversarial approaches, and decreased the need for public hearuigs 

which c m  delay the D P  process. These results are strong endoaements for companies to 

continue to conduct open houses, plant tours, and general public education programs to 

increase the public's understanding of the issues surrounding and to continue to mediate 

concerns related to a facilities activities. 



7) Participants in the IDP process should be aware of the procedures and the 

decision-making procases useà to determine facility location and to make operation 

or expansion d-bions prior to submitting objections or interventions. 

As companies and the public have been and wiii be involved in numerous pennits 

and applications, they shouid ensure that their employees and representatives are 

informeci, understand, and keep separate the distinctions between different permits and 

processes, such as the IDP and the EIA. It should be recognized that, although some of 

the information included in the document is cornmon to both applications, the purposes 

behind dinerent permits and processes are distinct. The participants should be aware of 

how decisions are made, who makes them, and when tbey are made. 

8) Eve y five years, a formal extemal evaluation of the D P  process should be 

undertaken by the administrators to ascertain the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

process. 

In five years, a formal extemai evaluation should be conducted to provide the 

EUB and the Government of Alberta with an indication of whether the recommendations 

fiom this research have been accomplished. The evaiuation wodd allow for the 

addressing of any necessary changes or cedirection in a Miely manner. IDP evaluations 

shouid continue to be conducted at reguiar five year intervals throughout the life of the 

process in order to further improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the process. 



7.4 Areas for Further Research 

Areas for M e r  study related to the IDP process were identifïed though this 

research. For example, a study could examine whether ethane exported through a new 

means, nich as in a new pipeline, wodd be economic or would detract fiom M e r  

development, in the province of Alberta, when the new pipeline is built. This study wodd 

need to examine the level of regdations present for exporting hydmcarbons fiom Alberta, 

the effect of exporting on the c o s  of ethane in the province, relative to the Gulf Coast, 

and the avaiiabiiity of ethane within the province factoring in increased removal rates. 

This information wodd be usefiil to the government and to the chernical companies in 

terms of economic benefits and investment. 

Another topic which warrants study pertains to the prevalence of public interest in 

Alberta surrounding industriai development. Comments in newspaper articles, reduced 

numbers of interventions received, and decreased attendance at public hearings suggest 

that formal public interest with regards to industrial development may be decreasing. 

However, the generai public appears to remain as or be more concemed with 

environmental, health and safety issues over the past 20 years. As the actuai extent of the 

general population's interest is not known, it may be useful to the govemment, the 

regulatos, and indwtry to be aware of and able to target the areas of concem. 
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Three Additional Sections of 
Results Compüed 



1.0 Function of Regulating Future Nonrenewable Hydrocarbon Resources 

The majority of company respondents considered the fiindon of the IDP, with 

regards to the figure nonrenewable hydrocarbon resources, to be the same as those 

mentioned in sections 5.3.1.1 and 5.3 -1 2. The comments which were not prevÏously 

mentioned ranged fiom deaiing with resource availability application by application, or 

on a contracnial basis between the applicant and the supplier to having to accept that at 

some point Albertans WU have to reduce their standard of Iiving due to a lack of 

resources or product alternatives. Other comments were that the decisions guiding IDP 

were driven by cornpetition and commercial risk as long as everyone else in the business 

and the citizens of Alberta were receiving a good price and bea cenini were not 

compromised and were demonseable. Also, i fa  ceasonable level of resources was not 

demonmable, the hydrocarbons were best left in the ground rather than facilities 

providing employment and reducing debts. 

The two departmentai respondents stated that the IDP could become a very visible 

mechanism for identifying long term feedstock and energy needs during a period of 

deregdation where contractual arrangements place the onus on companies to secure 

supplies and the legislation may need to be changed. A third respondent did not beiieve it 

was necessary to have any type of surplus test anymore because none exist for exports. 

The EUB respondents commented that it was up to the government to decide what was to 

be done with the legislation. The respondent recognized that "the world will eventually 

change around again - at some point in the fbture, we are going to be ninning out of 



hydrocarbons and we are going to find ourselves in the same scenario they envisioued 

back in the 1970s. In which case the Act may be needed for the purpose for which it was 

origindy intended". 

The interest group tespondents commented that the firnction of the D P  when 

dealing with nonrenewable hydrocarboas was to ensure the integration of economic and 

environmental concerns, while protecting the availability of fuhue supplies for fûture 

provincial use. One respondent commented that this was a public policy issue and should 

apply fairly to al1 applicants. 

2.0 Awareness of Operation or Expansion before Officia1 Approval 

The majority of company respondents (16) were unaware or did not have any 

direct knowledge of companies which proceeded with operation of a facility or expansion 

prior to receiving ofncial approval. Four individuals stated that they were aware of such a 

situation. The respondents stated that they knew if they proceed with development, it 

would be at their own n s k  However, several company respondents noted that they 

initiated engineering, site preparation, and ordering equipment. The companies initiated 

the development process because "if we failed to obtah projects because of delays we 

wouid still be in jeopardy because the .... Plant would slowly die fiom lack of interest". 

The EUB and departmental respondents recognized that some companies do go ahead 

with activities which are not subject to approvai by the Board or AEP, such as site 

preparation work. 



3.0 Data Avahbility 

The respondents were asked if they perceived a need for a database which would 

provide them with information to complete permit applications. AU but two of the 

Company respondents responded that the database wodd be beneficial to the completion 

of IDP and other permit applications in file or cornputer form. Two individuais 

mentioned that this system wouid be useful to companies with no operatïng experience in 

Alberta. The company respondents who did not perceive any benefit had previously filed 

permits without a database and received good s e ~ c e  nom the appropriate na& 

The EUE3 and the departmental respondents agreed that certain data in a database 

would be beneficial, primarily to the companies, however, the question of database 

location, setup, and maintenance was raised. Two interest groups agreed that this would 

be a usefd tool for companies and one individual did not agree. However, only one 

respondent considered that it would be a useful tool for the organization. 

When asked what they thought the database should contain, the majority of the 

company respondents felt that the database should contain uiformation about the different 

types of permits and amenciments required to permit a facility. Exarnples of permits and 

licenses suggested were: economic and environmental assessments, licenses to constnict, 

licenses to operate. water use pennits, and local permits. The detailed information to be 

contained in the database was knowledge of the responsible agencies, historical data on 



energy connimption, stages at whïch permits were obtained, general tirnelines, permit 

specincs and headings, and questions to be answered. Suggestions were made for 

fonnatting of the database: 1) coiiated into a binder, 2) checkiïst, or 3) available on 

cornputer disk or nle server wherein the application could be retrieved and submitted. 

The EUB and deparimental respondents provided similar responses. Some additiod 

recommendations provided were iists of existing projects cross-referenced by application 

number, contact individuais, cost estimates, facility locatious, and technology. The 

interest group respondents niggested that information on cumulative effects and land base 

information shouid aiso be included. 



Letter of Consent and Cover Letters 
for Intemews and Questionnaks 



Letter of Consent 
for the Evaluation of the Industnœai 

Development Permit 

1 understand that 1 am a participant in an evaluation of the Industriai Development 
Permit process. This evaluation is king conducted by Orysia Dmytnik, a graduate 
student at the Natriral Resources Institute, University of Manitoba This project fulfills 
one of the requirements towards the completion of ber Masters of Naturai Resources 
Management ( M N - M . )  program. The study is supported by a relevant govemment 
department, regulatory agency, and association, and several petrochemical companies. 

I understand that the purpose of the study to evaluate the satisfaction of the 
relevant goverment departments, regdatory agencies, petrochemical companies, and 
interest groups and c o m m ~ t i e s  with the fùnctioning of the Alberta Energy and Utilities 
Board regulated Industriai Development Permit process. 1 undentand that rny agreement 
to participate in the research study attirms my consent to be interviewed in order to 
obtain my general views on the Indumial Development Permit process and my specific 
views regarding the process steps, the communication between the parties. the related 
regulations, the public participation process, the costs incurred by the process, and the 
amount of tirne required to obtain the permit. 

1 understand that the anticipated length of the interview will be approximately one 
and one half (1 1/2) hours. 

1 dso understand that a second component of the study, in which p u  wiil not 
participate, involves a mail-out questionnaire to communities and interest groups which 
are located in areas surrounding the petrochemical companies included in the study. The 
focus of this questionnaire will be to obtain information on the views with regards to the 
public participation process that has evolved in the communities where the companies are 
located- 

I understand that the interview wiH be tape recorded to dlow for complete capture 
of information by the investigator. 

My participation in the interview is voluntary and 1 may choose not to answer any 
question or portion of questions during the i n t e ~ e w  or choose to withdraw fkom the 
interview at any time without penalty. 

My identi& will not be revealed and will remain anonymous unless I have 
authorized the use of specific references to myself or direct quotations fiom my interview 
text. Also, the information I will provide will remain confidentid, unless I authorize 
O thenvise. 



1 ais0 understand that the resuits of the m e y s  will be compiled and used as part 
of the research towards the completion of the M N U .  Practicum. Also, the Caaadian 
Chernid Producers' Association will be using the survey as part of their evaluation of 
severai Canadian regdatory processes. The nnal Practicum resuits wiii be made available 
to the C d a n  Chemicai Producers' Association, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board, 
and the Alberta Department of Economic Development and Tourism for their 
consideration. The s w e y  resuits, in a fom of a summary of the Practicum, will be 
available to the petrochemical companies, interest groups, and communities, upon 
request- 

I understand that i f1  require M e r  information or cI~cat ion ,  1 may contact 
Professor Thomas Henley or Dr- Walter Hensen at (204) 474-8373 or Orysia Dmytruk at 
(403) 427-2005 (office) or (403) 466-9467 (home). 

1 understand that by signing this letter of consent 1 am agreeing to the 
do rementioned conditions- 

- - 

Date 

Investigator 



Cover Letter Sent to Interest Croups: 
FUst M*g 

(L-r wu sent on Nahrnl Resources Lnstitute letterhead) 

Octo ber, 1995 

«Titie»«FirstName» «LastName» 
«JO bTitie» 
(<Company>> 
« Address 1 » 
«AddressS» 
«City», ((Staten 
«PostaiCode» 

Dear «Title» «LastName» : 

The petrochemical industry is a significant component of the Alberta economy. 
Further growth of the industry is anticipated. Since 1974, new petrochemical 
developments have had to obtain an Industrial Development Permit in order to use 
hydrocarbon resources as feedstocks or fuel. The process has evolved into one that not 
only applies to efficient use of resources but aiso provides a vehicle for public 
participation in the plant Location decision process. 

I am undertaking a m e y  to obtain the views of the various stakeholders who 
have a vested interest in the Industrial Development Permit process. The survey seeks 
your views on several topics. The topics are: 1) the public participation process, 2) 
regulatory process as a whole and also as a focus on environmental issues, 3) current 
legislation, 4) process costs, and 5) time consideratious. In addition to your participation, 
contributions £tom the relevant govenunent departments, the regulatory agencies, the 
petrochemical industry, and other interest groups will also be gathered. Your views on the 
current process and suggestions for possible changes will assist me in making 
recommendations with respect to the cunent Industrial Development Permit process so 
that it meets the needs of today's society. 

The questio~aire is being sent to interest groups in Alberta who have an interest 
in the region surrounding petrochemical companies. Of particular interest are your views 
on the public participation process that has evolved in the cornmuaities were the Company 
has located. 1 am also interested in your comments about your perception of the other 
portions of the Industrial Development Permit process that you have been involved with. 



The attached public participation questionnaire has been developed in 
consultation with staff nom the Aiberta Department of Economic Development and 
Tourism, the Canadian Chemical Producers' Association, the Alberta Energy and 
Utilities Board, and oùien to ensure that the questions king asked are representative of 
questions raised -and views cumntly expressed by those who deal with the Industrial 
Development Permit process. The results of the m e y  wüi be compiled and uscd as part 
of the research repuired in order to complete my Masters of Naturd Resources 
Management (MNKM.) degree at the N a t d  Resources Institute, University of 
Manitoba 

An executive summary of the research project survey results WU be available to 
the public, upon request, to assist you in better s e d g  your cormnunity and in using the 
Industrial Development Permit process more effectively. Your participation in the survey 
wodd be greatiy appreciated and would ensure that your views and suggestions for the 
process are considered in the recommendations on the cunent Industrial Development 
Permit process. 

The success of the proposed nwey is very dependent on your input. 1 would 
appreciate it very much if you could complete the quesiornaire and return it to me by the 
end of January 1996 in the enclosed stamped envelope. The responses that you wiU give 
me will remain anonyrnous and will be kept confidentid. ï h e  idornation collected will 
be used in an aggregated form in the research report. If you require more information or 
for clarification, please contact Professor Thomas Henley (204) 474-8373 or me (204) 
474-8373 (office) or (204) 261-6122 (home). 

Thank you for your assistance 

S incerely , 

Orysia LN. Dmytnik 

Return Address: Natural Resources 
Institute 

University of Manitoba 
70 Dysart Road 
Winnipeg Manitoba 
W T  2N2 



Cover Letter Sent to Interest Croups: 
Second Mniling 

(Letter wu sent on Natumi Raources Institute Ietterhead) 

«Title»«FirstName» «LaStName)) 
(do bTitle» 
«Company» 
« Address ln 
«AddressS» 
«City», «S tate» 
« PostalCode» 

In December 1995, a questiomaire asking for your perceptions of the Industriai 
Development Permit process was sent out to your organization. Perhaps the questionnaire 
was mislaid or misdirected in the mail, as cm happen, and therefore, you have not had the 
opportunity to express your opinions about the process. 1 wodd appreciate it if you could 
fmd the thne to compiete the attached questionnaire and return it to me by the end of 
April 1996 in the enciosed stamped envelope, if you have not aiready done s a  If your 
organization has already returned a completed questionnaire to me, please disregard the 
above request for mailing your responses. 

Your views on the public participation process and any other comments about 
other portions of the process, in the region surrounding petrochemical companies, are of 
paaicular interest to me. In addition to your participation, contributions fiom the relevant 
government departments, the regdatory agencies, the petrochemical industry, and other 
interest groups d l  be gathered. The views you provide, on the process and suggestions 
for possible changes, will assist in making recommendations, with respect to the current 
Industrial Development Permit process, so that the process remains efficient and effective 
and relevant to society's needs. 



The success of the swey is dependent upoa your input The iesponses that you 
d provide WU remain anonymous and wilI be kept confidentid, as the information 
coiiected wiii béused in an aggregated form in the research report. If you requVe more 
information or for clarification, please contact me (204) 474-83 73 (office) or (204) 26 1- 
6122 (home) or Professor Thomas Heniey (204) 474-8373. 

Thank you for your assistance 

S incerely, 

Orysia LN. Dmytnik 

R e m  Address: N a d  Resources 
Enstitute 

University of Manitoba 
70 Dysart Road 
W Ï p e g  Manitoba 
R3T 2N2 



Company Interview 
Questions 



INDUSTRLAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 
INTERVIEW ANSWERS FROM 

PETROCHEMICAL COMPANIES 

Your company has dealt with the IDP permïts in the past What are the benefits andior 
values of the process? 
20/210 ANS WER O NO ANS- 1/21 O DON'T KNOW 

What, ifany, are the drawbacks of the IDP process? 
2O/Z 9 A N S  WER O NO ANSWER 1/2 1 O DON'T KNOW 

in your opinion, what is the role if the IDP process? 
19/21 O ANSWER 1/21 O NO ANSWER 1/21 Q DON'TKNOW 

In general, what can be done to improve the IDP process? 
l6/2 1 O ANSWER 112 1 O NO A N S  WER 3/21 O DON'T KNOW 

Ultimately, do you think that the IDP process should exist? 
17/21 0 YES 41310 NO O ANSWER P NO ANSWER 
O DON'T KNOW 

1. When was you company made aware of the requirement of obtaüiing an LDP? 
1712 1 a ANS WER 0 NO ANS WER 412 1 P DON'T KNû W 

2. M e n  your company approached the AEUB with the intent to comtruct or expand a 
facility, were the requirements for the IDP process clearly stated? 
13/21PYES 2 / 2 1 0 N O  PANSWER 2/21ONOANSWER 
4/2 1 0 DON'T KNOW 



3. Was the initial information provided to you, such as in the Guide to Content, 
sufficient to complete the permit application? 
11/21 0 YES 31210 NO 0 ANSWER O NO ANSWER 
7/2 1 P DON'T KNOW 

IF NO: What type of information is required? 

4. Was an appropriate level of detail required by the AEUB in the application necessary 
in ai i  permit applications? E.G. WAS THE SAME AMOUNT AND TYPE OF 
[MORMATION REQUIRJD FOR BOTH ORIGINAL APPLICANTS AND 
AMENDMENTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES? 
1U210YES 5/21LINO QANSWER I121C)NOANSWER 
L(/2 1 O DON'T KNûW 

5.  In a permit application, did the AEUB ask the necessary questions in order to obtaui 
application information which was as complete as possible fkom your company? 
t YES 1/210 NO ANSWER 0 NO ANSWER 

1 0 DON'T KNO W 

6 .  Have you been directly involved in any permit applications? 
I6/210 YES 9 2 1 0  NO Q ANSWER a NO ANSWER 
0 DON'T KNOW 

IF INVOLVED: How were you involved and how did you perceive the permit 
process to proceed please state the type of application being described (LE. 
REDüNDANCIES IN INFORMAnON REQUESTED, TOO DETALED OF 
INFORMATION REQUESTED, ETC.) 
How are you involved? 

How did you perceive the permit process to proceed? 
IF NOT INVOLVED: What was your role regarding the permit? 

7. An Order in Council signed by the Lieutenant Govemor in Council is currentiy 
required in order to authorize al1 permit types. 

a)ShouId al1 perrnits be required to receive an authorization by Order in Council? 
1/219 YES 16/21 P NO a ANSWER O NO ANSWER 
4/2 I O DONT KNO W 



b)Which permit types, such as operation, amendment, or aame change, should or 
shouid not and why? 
17/2 1 0  ANS WER 1/2 1 0  NO ANS WER 3121CI DON'T KNOW 

8. Currentiy, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board provides companies with an IDP 
Guide to Content to as& in application completion, However, a comprehensive 
daîabase which contains information such as the necessary pennits a Company 
requires to construct and maintain a facility and an estimate of the length of t h e  for 
completion of different types of permits does not exist. 

a) Wodd it be beneficial to have such a database available? 
2 1/21 P ANS WER C] NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

b) What type of infiormation should be included? 
18/2lQANSWER 221QNOANSWER 1/21Q DON'T KNOW 

9. In Alberta, in order to operate or expand operations, many pennit applications are 
required. With respect to the IDP and other required permits for operations of a 
facility, is the curent method of permit application satisfactory? 
6/210YES 1S/21UNO OANSWER ONOANSWER 
3 2 1 P  DON'T KNOW 

a) Are overlaps present between permits? 
16121UYES 312lPNO O i S W E R  ONOANSWER 
3/2 1 9  DONT KNOW 

IF YES: If known, where would the overlaps be? 
12210 ANSWER 8/210 NO ANSWER 1/21 9 DON'T KNOW 

b) What should be done about the overlaps? 
l6/2 1 0 ANS WER YS 1 0 NO ANSWER QDON'T KNO W 

10. a) As both the Environmental Impact Assessrnent (HA) and the IDP processes 
required environmental information to complete the application, to what extent should 
the environmental issues be dealt with under the jurisdiction of the IDP? 
18ElOANSWER 1/21QNOANSWER 212 1 0 DON'T KNO W 



b)Is the overlap in the environmental information in the EIA and IDP dedt with 
efficiently? 
S/21OYES 7/21ONO OANSWER 4/21ONOANSWER 

1 0  DON'T KNûW 
Why or Why not? 

1. The DPs, as legislated by the Oil and Gas Conservation Act in 1974, are to be 
granted ody  if, in the public's best interest, the energy is used efficiently without 
waste and is used to ensure the present and friture availability of hycûocarbons in 
Alberta. This fuhire availability was defïned as maintainhg a 30 year hydrocarbon 
reserve. Due to the current perception that there is no shortage of resources, some 
individuais think that the Iegislation needs to be altered to reflect a change in 
perspective about resource availability, whiie others do not. 

a) In this conte.- what should be the fimction of the IDP when dealing with the 
funw supply of nonrenewable hydrocarbon resources? 
2 l /Z 1 O ANSWER O NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

b) Do you think the Act, in its present form, is dl relevant given the change in 
perspectives on resource availability? 
5/2IOYES 9/210NO Y210ANSWER 2/210NOANSWER 
33, ICI DONT KNOW 
IF NO: How should the Act be changed? 

2. Should the current legislation be altered to allow the Alberta Energy and CTtiIities 
Board to focus on the changing needs of the industry? (LE. FOLLOWING IN THE 
FOOTSTEPS OF THE OIL SA.NDS ACT WHICH INCLUDES A CLAUSE WHICH 
ALLOWS THE BOARD TO PRESCRIBE APPROPRIATE CONDITIONS) 
WZ1 P YES 1/21ri NO 0 ANSWER 1/21 i NO ANSWER 
6/2 1 0 DON'T KNO W 
Why or Why not? 

3. In addition to the types of projects that should be subject to the permits, there has 
been some discussion as to whether the threshold levels, as specified in the Act, are 
reasonable. It has been suggested that the threshold could be higher or lower than the 
current level or could depend on a extemal aigger, such as Environmental 
Protection's EIA. 



a)What do you thllik wouid be an effective way of regulathg hydmcarbon use in 
Alberta? 
15DlDANSWER QNOANSWER 6/210DON'TKNOW 

b)What should be the criteria used in regulating hydrocarbon resources? 
1 1/2 1 O A N S  WER 4/21 0 NO ANSWER 6/21 9 DONT KNOW 

[FOR THOSE WHO NEED TO BE INFORMED OF WHAî THE CURRENT 
THRESHOLD REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATION FOR AN mP ARE: THE 
QUANTIT'Y OF HYDROCARBON ENERGY RESOURCE USED IN A YEAR AS 
A RAW M A T '  OR FUEL OR BOTH IN THE INDUSTRIAL OR 
MANUFACTURING OPERATION WHICH CAN NOT EXCEED 1 PETAJOULE, 
AND THE QUANTlTY OF ENERGY IN THE ENERGY RESOURCE USED IN 
THAT YEAR WAS A RAW MATERIAL IN THE INDUSTRIAL OR 
MANUFACTUEUNG OPERATTON DOES NOT EXCEED 100 TERMOULES, AS 
STATED IN THE COAL AND GAS CONSERVATION ACT] 

Public Review 

What is the value of pub 
ACHIEVE?] 

iic participation? m T  IS IT DESIGNED TO 

Has the public's increased interest in environmental concerns or issues afFected the 
manner in which your Company has deait with the IDP process? 
lY2I 0 YES 8/2 1 P NO 0 ANSWER NO ANSWER 
O DON'T KNOW 
Why or Why not?; IF YES: How? 

Which types of concerns are most common? 
21/210 ANSWER O NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

Currently, a public participation process is required for new projects. In addition to 
this consultation, it is required that any amenciments made to the permit must aiso 
ailow for the admission of objections a d o r  interventions. Some people are of the 
view that the public participation process should continue to play a part in ail permits, 
while othen believe that oniy major amenciments and initial applications should be 



nibject to a formal public participation process. What is your opinion in this 
issue? 
211210ANSWER ONOANSWER PDON'TKNOW 

5. Due to the companïes sharing of information with the public and listening to the 
public's concems about the facility, its operation, and plans, the companies have built 
an accountability with the public. How does this accountability affect the acceptance 
of the facility in the cornmunity? 
2012 1 O A N S -  0 NO ANSWER 1/21 O DON'T KNOW 

6.  a) Who c m  present an intervention or objection? 
1 712 1 P ANS W R  2/2 1 C) NO ANS WER 1/210 DON'T KNOW 

b) Who should intervene or O bject? 
SOI2 1 0  ANSWER 9 NO ANSWER 1/2 1 0  DON'T KNOW 

7. What would be the purpose of a company presenting an intervention? 
2012 1 O ANSWER O NO ANS WER 1/2 1 P DON'T KNO W 

8. Has public interest in the Company and in voicing opinions remained as prevalent as it 
was during the initial permit application? [IN REFERENCE TO TIIE RESPONSE 
IN TERMS OF INTERVENTIONS, OBJECTIONS, OPEN HOUSE 
RESPONSES ...] 
71210YES 71210NO DANSWER 1/210NOANSWER 
612 1 O DON'T KNO W 
Why or Why not? 

9. To what extent (and at what stage) have you and do you employ lawyea and other 
legal senices in the IDP process? 
201210 ANSWER a NO ANSWER 1/21 O DONT KNOW 

10. a) What method or methods does your company employ for conflict resolution? 
20/2 10 ANSWER P NO ANS WER 112 1 Cl DON'T KNO W 

b) To what extent islare these methods used? 
1412 1 a ANS WER 512 1 NO A N S  WER 212 1 0  DON'T KNOW 



1 1. a) In what marner does your company ioform or maintain contact with the pubüc? 
PNewspaper Adveaisements 
ONewsletters 
Oûpen Houses 
Clplant Tours 
OMeetings with Community 
O F o d  Pubüc Advisor Groups 
Oother (please specifi) 

b) Does your company provide feedback to the public about what is being done to 
ded with the concerns the pubiic has raised in objections and/or interventions? 
18RlPYES ON0 1RlPANSWER 1/21ONOANSWER 
1/210 DON'TKNOW 

c )  Do you consider the feedback to be sufficient? 
17/214YES IRlONO OANSWER Y2lUNOANSWER 
Q DON'T KNOW 

d) 1s the information presented in such a way that it is understood by the generd 
public? 
20/210YES lR1ClNO PANSWER ONOANSWER 
Cl DON'T KNOW 

12. Does your company want continued feedback fiom the public as to their perceptions 
of what the company is doing? 
21/21PYES ONOCIANSWER DNOANSWER PDON'TKNOW 

1. a) From your company's point of view, what is the total cost for the D P  application? 
I f  exact figures are not available, please estimate to the nearest $1000. 
9/21oANSWER 3/2lONOANSWER 9/2 1 O DON'T KNO W 

b) Into what categories would you break the costs d o m  (both direct and indirect 
costs)? 



Please provide dollar estimates if possible 
For example: 
Permit application fee $ 
Contracted Work $ 
Coa of preparing the application !§ 
Cost of heariags $ 
Cost of in-house Iabor $ 
Public Relations costs !§ 
Other (please specify) !§ 

2. a) In examining the permits costs, was there a duplication of costs with other permits, 
i-e. ELA? 
17/210 ANSWER Z21U NO ANSWER 2/21 DON'T KNOW 

b) What would the duplication have been? 
8/2 1 0  ANS WER 9/2 10 NO ANSWER 412 1 0 DON'T KNO W 

3. a) Does a permit application fee exist? 
10/21PYES 1/210NO OANSmR QNOANSWER 
1012 1 0 DON'T KNO W 
IF YES: What is it? 

b) In advance of or at the thne of application, was your company made aware of a 
standardized fee? 
6/21 Q YES 4/2 19 NO O ANSWER 2/21 0 NO A N S  WER 
9/2 1 0 DON'T KNû W 

4. Would reducing the overlaps between the permits required by your company allow 
for a reduction in the total cost of the permit appücations? 
17/210YES 4/210NO DANSWER QNOANSWER 
O DON'T KNOW 

IF YES: Which combinations would be usefiil? 
IF NO: Why not? 

1. If known, how much time do the main steps of the IDP process take to be completed? 
if possible please refer to the most recent permit or amendment undertaken by the 



company or, if it is not the most recent permit, please specify whether the permit to be 
discussed is an original or an amendment. FOCUS PEUMAREY WiTH THE 
AREAS THAT YOU DEAL 
9/2 1 0 ANS- Y2 1 P NO ANS WER 7/21 O DON'T KNOW 

a) permit name Permit type 

b) Acavitv 
Initial contact with the AEUB for application 
Time to submission of application 
AEUB registers appIication 
Review of application by AEUB 
Referd for Advice nom departments 
Receipt of advice from depments  
Deficiency matenal requested by AEUB 
Deficiency material received by AEUB 
To ta1 time for public participation process 
Notice of hearing 
Last day for objections 
Length of time for hearing 
Report issued 
AEUB sends draft of O.C. to the EDT dept. for recommendation 
Dept notifies Minister of IDP and request for O.C. 
0.C . recommendation signed by Minister 
Submission of O.C. to cabinet by Minister of EDT 
O.C. Signed by Lieutenant Govemor in Council 
and Granted in Cabinet (Order issued) 

AEUB receives OC. 
AEUB issues permit to company 
Other (please specify) 

2. Are/were there extemal forces which influence the length of tirne to completion that 
arelwere beyond the control of your company? (Le. other permit applications, etc.) 
lY2 1 Q E S  6/21 0 NO O ANSWER a NO ANSWER 
312 1 0  DON'T KNOW 

IF YES: What were they? 

3.  a) Do you consider the length of time for the completion of the p e n d  fkom 
application to final approvai, to be reasonable? Reasonable t h e ,  in this instance, is 
defined as the time required to cornplete dl necessary steps without delaying the 
project unnecessarily. 
12/2 1 0  YES 6/2 1 9 NO O ANS WER O NO ANS WER 



3/2 1 0 DON'T KNO W 

IF E S :  What is it? 
IF NO: What shouid it be? 

b) if the t i m e h e  for permit completion was too long, what would you suggest 
could be done to shorten the time required? 
W21OANSWER ONOANSWER 6/210DON'TKNOW 

c)Is the tirnefkame suggested realistic considering the steps of the permit process can 
ody proceed ifthe previous step has k e n  completed? 
13/210YES 3/210NO P A N S W E R  1/21ONOANSWER 
4/2 1 Q DON'T KNO W 
M y  or Why not? 

4. a) Has the public participation process altered the amount of bine required to 
complete an application? 
9/21 0 YES 912 19 NO P ANSWER O NO ANSWER 
3/2 I O DON'T KNO W 

b) How has it been affected? 

5. Are you aware of any Uistanced in which or have had any direct experience where 
your Company or other companies have proceeded with the operation of a facility or 
an expansion pnor to receiving official approval? 
4/21 0 YES 1612 1 O NO Q A N S  WER NO ANSWER 
1/21C) DON'T KNOW 

IF YES: What were the circumstances sunoundkg the event? 

6. In 199 1, the ERCB undertook a study to see how the IDP process could be improved. 
One of the proposals made in the study suggested that, for administrative and minor 
changes, a short process which bypasses unnecessary steps for smaiier amenciments 
and long process for major changes and new application should exist. 



a)Would the thne to permit completion and the process, in general, be more efficient 
if the short and long processes were adopted? 
201210YES 1121PNO PANSWER ONOANSWER 

DON'T KNOW 
Why or why not? 

b) Do you have any other suggestions? 
14/310ANSWER 6/21PNOANSWER 1/21 DON'T KNOW 

1, Name (Iast name fïrst) 
2. AgencyDepartment and Location 
3 - Length of time employed by the agencyldepartment (Years) 
4. Current position 
5.  Length of time in curent position ( Y ~ W  
6.  Have you deait directly with any permit app iication? O YES ON0 

IF YES: How recent was the expenence? (~ears)  
How were you involved? 

IF NO: How were you involved? 

A COPY OF THE FULL RESPONSES TO TEE CHEMICAL COMPANY INTERVIEWS 
ARE AVAILABLE FOR PERUSAL AT THE NAT(IRAL RESOURCES hKUTUIE, 

UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA. 



Appendix D: 

Agency and Government Department 
Interview Questions 



INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMiT 
ANSWRS FROM EUB AND GOVERNMENT 

DEPARTMENT INTERVIEWS 

Irak r a t :  Departmental Responces 
Normal text: EUB Reçponces 

nie AEUB/Deparûnent of EDT lAEP currently deals with the IDP permits. What 
are the benefits ancilor values of the process? 
U2 QANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
4.4 

What, Eany, are the drawbacks of the IDP process? 
2f2 LlANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
314 114 

In your opinion, what is the role if the IDP process? 
Y2 OANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KN0W 
414 

In general, what can be done to improve the IDP process? 
2/2 PANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
3/4 1/4 

Ultimately, do you think that the IDP process should exist? 
1/2 OYES 1/2 ON0 OANSWER ON0 ANSWER CIDON'T KNOW 
4 4  

rocess Clanty: 

1. When do you make the Company aware of the requirement of obtaining an IDP? 
2/2 PANSWER QNO ANS WER ODON'T KNOW 

3/4 1/3 



7 -. When a Company approached the AEUBlDepartment with the intent to construct 
or expand a facilty, were the requïrements for the IDP process cleariy stated? 
1/20YES ON0 OANSTKER ONOANSWER 1/20DON9TKNOW 
214 I/4 I/4 

3. 1s the initial information providecl to you, such as in the Guide to Content, 
nifFcient to complete the permit application? 
1/2OYES 1/2 UN0 OANSWER ON0 ANSWER PDON'T KNOW 

2'4 i /4  I/3 

IF NO: What type of information is requed? 

4. 1s an appropriate level of detail required by the AEUB in the application 
necessary in aii permît applications? E.G. WAS THE SAME AMOUNT AND 
TYPE OF INFORMATIûN REQU[RED FOR BOTH ORIGINAL 
APPLICANTS AND AMEM)MENTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES? 
2 2  OYES PNO UANSWER ON0 ANS- PDON'T KNOW 
I/4 114 214 

5 When applying for a permit, do the companies make their informational weds 
known? 
2/2 PYES O N 0  OANSWER U N 0  ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 

2/4 114 l /4  

6. Have you been directly involved in any permit applications? 
2/2 DYES O N 0  OANSWER O N 0  ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
214 2/4 

IF [NVOLVED: Please state the type of application being described 
How invoived? 

How did you perceive the process to proceed? (LE. REDUNDANCIES IN 
INFORMATION REQUESTED, TOO DETALED OF INFORMATION 
REQUESTED, ETC.) 

IF NOT INVOLVED: What was your role regarding the permit? 



7. An Order in CounciI signed by the Lieutenant Govemor in Council is currently 
required in order to authorize all permit types. 
a) Shouid aii permits be required to receive and authorkition by an Order in 
Council? 
P Y E S  - 2/2 9NO PANSWR ON0 ANSWER QDON'T KNûW 

I/4 3/4 

b) W c h  permit types, such as operation, amendment, or name change, shodd or 
should not and why? 
u2 PANSWER PNO ANS- PDON'T KNOW 
314 I/4 

8. Currentiy, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board provides companies with an 
IDP Guide to Content to assia in application completion, However, a 
comprehensive database which contains information mch as the necessary permits 
a Company requires to construct and maintain a facility and an estimate of the 
length of time for completion of different types of permits does not exist. 
a) Would it be beneficial to have such a database available? 
Y2 OANSWER ON0 A N S  WER PDON'T KNOW 
414 

b) What type of information should be included? 
2/2 OANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
4.4 

9. In Alberta, in order to operate or expand operatioris, many permit applications are 
required. With respect to the IDP and other required permits for operations of a 
facility, is the current method of permit application satisfactory? 
1/2 OVES 1/2 CINO OANSWER ON0 ANSWER PDON'T KNOW 
2/4 1/1 1/4 1/1 

a) Are overlaps present between permits? 
112 CWES 1/2ONO OANSRrER ONO ANSWER CIDON'T KNOW 
414 

IF YES: If known, where wodd the overlaps be? 
2/2 OANSWER ON0 ANSWER 
414 

ODON'T KNO W 



b) What should be done about the overlaps? 
2/2 OANSWER ON0 ANSWJ2R PDON'T KN0W 
4/4 

10. a) As both the Environmental Impact Assesment (EIA) and the IDP processes 
required environmental information to complete the application, to what extent 
should the enviroamentd issues be dealt with under the juridiction of the IDP? 
2/2 OANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
3/4 

b) 1s the overlap in the environmental information in the EIA and IDP dealt with 
efficient1 y? 
1/2 Q YES ON0 PANSWER 1/2 ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNûW 
24 Il4 114 
M y  or Why not? 

1. The DPs, as legislated by the Oil and Gas Conservation Act in 1974, are to be 
granted only if, in the public's best interesf the energy is used efficiently without 
waste and is used to ensure the present and future availability of hydrocarbons in 
Alberta. This funire availability was defined as maintainùlg a 30 year hydrocarbon 
reserve. Due to the current perception that there is no shortage of resources, some 
individuals thllik that the legislation needs to be altered to reflect a change in 
perspective about resource availabüity, whiie others do not- 
a) h this context, what should be the fùnction of the IDP when deahg with the 
future supply of nonrenewable hydrocarbon resources? 
2 2  PANSWER ON0 ANSWER 0 DON'T KNOW 
3/4 I/4 

b) Do you think the Act, in its present fom, is still relevant given the change in 
perspectives on resource availability? 
1/2 PYES 1/2 O N 0  PANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 

3/4 114 

IF NO: How should the Act be changed? 



7 -. Shouid the cunent legislation be altered to d o w  the Alberta Energy and Utilities 
Board to focus on the changing needs of the industry? (IE- FOLLOWING IN 
THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE OIL SANDS ACT WHICH INCLUDES A 
CLAUSE WHICH ACLOWS THE BOARD TO PRESCRIBE APPROPRLATE 
CONDITIONS) 

PYES ClNO OANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
3/4 If4 
Why or Why not? 

3. In addition to the types of projects rhat should be subject to the permits, there has 
been some discussion as to whether the threshold levels, as specined in the Ac& 
are remonable. It has been suggested that the threshold could be higher or lower 
than the curent level or couid depend on a extemal trigger, such as 
Environmentai Protection's EIA- 
a) What do you think would be an effective way of regulating hydrocarbon use in 
Alberta? 
3 2  OANSWER ON0 NSWER PDON'T KNOW 
3 4  U4 

b) What shouid be the criteria used in regulating hydrocarbon resources? 
Y2 OANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
3/1 114 

FOR THOSE WHO NEED TO BE MFORMED OF WHAT THE CURRENT 
THRESHOLD REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATION FOR AN IDP ARE: 
THE QUANTITY OF HYDROCARBON ENERGY RESOURCE USED iN A 
YEAR AS A RAW M A T E U  OR FUEL OR BOTH IN THE INDUSTRIAL 
OR MANUFACTUNNG OPERATION WHICH CAN NOT EXCEED 1 
PETMOULE, AND THE Q U A N n n  OF ENERGY IN THE ENERGY 
RESOURCE USED IN THAT YEAR WAS A RAW MATERIAL IN THE 
INDUSTRIAL OR MANUFACTURiNG OPERATION DOES NOT EXCEED 
100 TERAJOULES, AS STATED IN THE COAL AND GAS CONSERVATION 
AC-U 

1. What is the value of public participation? m T  IS IT DESIGNED TO 
ACHIEVE?] 
2/2 DANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
4 4  



2 - Has the public's increased interest in environmentai concems or issues Hected 
the manner in which a Company deals with the IDP process? 
1/2 OYES ON0 DANSWER QNO ANSWER f 12 ODON'T KNûW 
214 2/4 
Why or Why not?; IF YES: How? 

3. Which types of concems are most common? 
2/2 PANSWER UN0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
213 2/4 

4. Currently, a public participation process is required for new projects. In addition 
to this consultation, it is required that nay amendments made to the permit must 
also aiiow for the admission of objections and/or interventions. Some people are 
of the view that the public participation process shouid continue to play a part in 
aii pends. while others believe that only major amendments and initiai 
applications should be subject to a formai public participation process. What is 
your opinion in this issue? 
2/2 OANSWER ON0 A N S  WER ODON'T KNOW 
44 

5. Due to the companies sharing of information with the public and listening to the 
public's concems about the facility, its operation, and plans, the companies have 
built an accountability with the public. How does this accountability af5ect the 
acceptance ol the facility in the community? 
Y2 QANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
314 I/4 

6. a) Who can present an intervention or objection? 
2 2  PANSWER O N 0  ANSWER PDON'T m O W  
4/4 

b) Who should intervene or object? 
2/3 PANSWER ON0 ANSWER PDON'T KNOW 
4/4 



7. What would be the purpose of a company presenthg an intervention? 
2/2 PANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
314 I/4 

8. Has public interest in the company and in voicing opinions remained as prevalent 
as it was diiring the initial permit applications? REFERENCE TO THE 
RESPONSE IN TERMS OF INTERVENTIONS, OBJECTIONS, OPEN HOUSE 
RESPONSES ...] 
1/2 OYES aNO OANSWER ON0 ANSWER 1/2 PDON'T KNOW 
214 I/4 I/4 
Wây or Why not? 

9. To what extent (and at what stage) have you and do you employ lawyen and other 
legd services in the IDP process? 
2/2 OANSWER PNO ANSWER ODON'T KNO W 
314 114 

IO. a) What method or methods does the AEUB/Department employ for conflict 
resolution? 
Z2 PANSWER U N 0  ANSWER PDON'T KNOW 
414 

b) To what extent idare these methods used? 
OANSWER 2/2 ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 

214 2 4  

1 1. a) in what manner does a company (and your agency or department) inform or 
maintain contact with the public? 

PNewspaper Advertisements 
PNewsletters 
Popen Houes 
Oplant Tours 
0 Meetings with Community 
PForrnal Public Advisor Groups 
OOther (please spec*) 



b) Do(es) a companies(y) provide feedback to the public about what is k ing done 
to deai with the concems the pubüc has raised in objections and/ot interventions? 
2 2  OYES ON0 PANSWER ONOANSWER PDON'T KNOW 
414 

c) Do you consider the feedback to be SUfficient? 
112 PYES ON0 PANSWERPNO ANSWER 1/2 DDON'T KNOW 
2/4 114 I/4 

d) 1s the information presented in such a way that it is understood by the general 
public? 
1/2 PYES O N 0  QANSWER ON0 ANSWER 112 ODON'T KNOW 
314 114 

12. Do you want continued feedback fiom the public to the company as to the 
public's perceptions of what the company is doing? 
1/2 UYES ON0 OANSWER 112 ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
414 

Fees for Permits 

1. a) From your agencyTs/department's point of view, what is the total cost for the 
IDP application? If exact figures are not available, please estimate to the nearest 
$1000. 
CIANSWER CINO ANSWER 2/30 DONT KNOW 

4/4 

b) Into what categories would you break the costs down (both direct and indirect 
costs)? 
Please provide dollar estimates if possible 
For example: 
Permit application fee $ 
Contracted Work $ 
Cost of preparing the application $ 
Cost of hearings $ 
Cost of in-house labor $ 
Public Relations costs $ 
Other (please speci@) $ 



2. a) in examining the permits costs, was there a duplication of costs with other 
permits, Le. EIA? 
1/2 Ch.NSWER ON0 ANSWER ln ODON'T KNOW 
314 1/4 

b) What wouid the dupikation have ken? 
112 mlhMVER ONO ANSWER 1/2 ODON'T KNOW 
114 2/4 2/4 

3. a) Does a permit application fee ex.&? 
2 2  OYES UN0 PANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
214 1/4 I/4 
IF E S  : What is it? 

b) in advance of or at the tùne of application, is the company made aware of a 
standardized fee? 
'Y2 PYES ONO PANSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
214 II' Il4 

4. in order to provide a cornmon perspective for cornparison with other jurisdictions, 
is it necessary ifthere are or if there shouid be different cos categories for permit 
applications based on the degree of complexity of the project. 
a) What is the current system for permit application fees? 
2/2 ~ A N S W E R  PNOANSWER PDONYTKN0W 

u4 314 

b) 1s it categorized? 
PYES 2/2 ON0 PANSWR ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 

2/4 24 

IF YES: What is the specific categorization, if known? 
IF NO: Should it be categorized? or what othet alternative system couid be 
employed? 

5. Would reducing the overlaps between the pennits required by a company dlow 
for a reduction in the total cost of the permit applications? 

OYES ON0 PANSWER QNO ANSWER 2I2ODON'T KNOW 
4/4 



IF E S :  Which combiaations wouid be useful? 
IF NO: Why not? 

1. Ifknown, how much tirne do the main steps of the IDP process take to be 
completed? If possible please refer to the most recent permit or amendment 
undertaken by the company or, ifit is not the moa ment permit, please specify 
whether the permit to be discussed is an original or an amendment. [FOCUS 
PRIMARILY WTH THE AREAS THAT YOU DEAL WTHJ 
1/2 OANSWER 1/2ONOANSWER QDON'TKNOW 

2 4  214 

a) permit name Permit type 
b) Aabiu 
Initiai contact with the AEUB for application 
T i e  to submission of application 
AEUB registea application 
Review of application by AEUB 
Referral for Advice fiom deparfments 
Receipt of advice from deparûnents 
Deficiency material requested by AEUB 
Deficiency material received by AEUB 
Totai time for public participation process 
Notice of hearing 
Last day for objections 
Length of time for hearing 
Report issued 
AEUB sends ciraft of O.C. to the EDT dept for recommendation 
Dept. notifies Minister of IDP and request for O.C. 
O.C. recommendation signed by Muiister 
Submission of -0.C. to cabinet by Minister of EDT 
O.C. Signed by Lieutenant Governor in Council 
and Granted in Cabinet (Order issued) 

AEUB receives O-C. 
AEUB issues permit to company 
Other (please specify) 



3 Adwere there external forces which influence the length of time to completion 
that arelwere beyond the control of the company? (Le. other permit applications, 
etc-) 
2 2  PYES ON0 PANSWER ON0 ANSWER PDON'T W O W  
3 4  III 

IF E S :  What were they? 

3, a) Do you consider the length of tirne for the completion of the permit, fiom 
application to final approval, to be reasonable? Reasonable time, in this instance, 
is defined as the time required to complete al1 necessary steps without defaying 
the project unnecessarily. 
U2 PYES ON0 UANSWER ONOANSWER PDON'T ICNOW 
314 114 

F YES: What is it? 
IF NO: What shodd it be? 

b) If the tirnefkame for permit completion was too long, what would you suggest 
could be done to shorten the time required? 
2/2 OANSWER ON0 ANSWER CIDON'T KNOW 
3/4 114 

C) 1s the tirneframe suggested realistic considering the steps of the permit process 
can oniy proceed if the previous step has been completed? 
1/2OYES ON0 1/2 OANSWER PNO ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 

1/4 I/4 214 
Why or Why not? 

4. a) Has the public participation process altered the amount of time required to 
complete an application? 
1/2 OYES PNO 1/2 OANSWER ON0 ANSWERPDON'T KNOW 

4.4 

b) How has it been affected? 



5. Are you aware of any instanced in which or have had any direct experience with 
which companies have proceeded with the operation of a facility or an expansion 
prior to receiving official approvai? 
1/2 OYES 1/2 ON0 ANS= PNO ANSWER QDON'T KNOW 
114 214 1/3 

IF YES: What were the circumstaaces nirrounding the event? 

6.  In 199 1, the ERCB undertook a study to see how the IDP process couid be 
improved. One of the proposais made in the study suggested that, for 
administrative and minor changes, a short process which bypasses unnecessary 
steps for malier amenciments and long process for major changes and new 
application should exist 
a) Would the thne to permit completion and the process, in generaî, be more 
efficient if the short and long processes werp adopted? 
2/2 OYES ON0 DWSWER ON0 ANSWER ODON'T KNOW 
414 
Why or why not? 

b) Do you have any other suggestions? 
DANSWER 2 2  ON0 ANSWER PDON'T KNOW 

2/4 2/4 

1. Name (iast name frs) 
2. Agency/Department and Location 
3. Length of tune employed by the agency/departmeat (~ears) 
4. Current position 
5.  Length of time in curent position (Yem)  
6. Have you dealt directiy with any permit application? PYES ON0 

IF YES: How recent was the expenence? (Y cars) 
How were you involved? 

IF NO: How were you involved? 

A COPY OF TEE FULL RESPONSES TO THE GOVERNMENT AND AEm 
INTERVIEWS ARE AVAILABLE FOR PERUSAL AT THE 

NATURAL RESOURCES ~NSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA. 



Interest Group Maiï-Out 
Ques tioanaire 



EVALUATION OF THE 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT PROCESS 

QUESTIONNAIRE 1995/1996 

for C l o c  

The questions are divided into sir sections which deal with different aspects of the 
uidustriai Development Permit process. 

Please foilow the BOLDED AND CAPI'ïAWZED directions provideci in each 
question; always proceed to the next question unless otherwise stated. 

Answer the questions in the space p d d e d  below the question 

Please do not answer questions that are not applicable to your organization 

Al1 questions contain boxes, if one applies please mark it with an 'X'. 
For e.xampie: YES O NO O NO ANSWER D DON'T KNOW 

If the question contains a Iist of choices, please mark the box(es) opposite the 
c hoice(s) that a pply. 

Some questions require that numbers be entered. Please record your answer in the space 
provided. It is requested that the figures be rounded to the nearest hundred- 
For example: S 1.000.00 

Please return your questionnaire in the postage paid envelope. 

. 
ase Read These Importmt Definihons 

Alberta Energy and Utilities Board: The regdatory board which regulates oil and gas 
production and shipment as weII as electric power rates and generation, and issues the 
Industriai Development Permits, 

Energy Resources Coaservntion Board: The current Alberta Energy and Utilities Board. 

Hydrocarbon: A chernical compound made up of only hydrogen and carbon. 

Industriai Development Permit: A permit, for the use of Alberta-produced energy resources in 
any industrial or manufacturing operations in the province, applied for under the 
legislation of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act to the Alberta Energy and Utilities 
Board. tts issuance is subject to authorïzation by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. 

Petrochemical:A substance that has been produced from petroleum (oil) or natural gas through 
an industrial process. 



1. Please markone: PMaie PFemaie Q No Answer 

2. Age: a 0-18 a 41-50 No Answer 
P 19-24 P 51-64 
O 2WO O 65+ 

3. Education: Please mark the one@) that apply. 

0 High School 
0 University Bachelors 
O University Masters 
0 University Ph.D. 
O Community CoUege 
O Technical Institute 
0 Other (plcase specify) 
O No Answer 

4. Type of Organization: 

5. Length of time involved with the organization (years): 

6. Current Position: 

7. Length of time in current position (years): 

8. Type of position (plcase mark applicable category(ies)): 
PluU time . a part t h e  
Pvolunteer O other (please specw) 

9. Have you done public participation work related to 
Industrial Development Permits? (please mark one) OYES ON0 

If yes: How recent was the experience?(years) 
How were you involved? 

If no: PLEASE RETURN Q U E S T I O N N W  LN STAMPED ENVELOPE 



Section A. 

I The pw&se of this section is to obtaul yoin comments about your 
experience in dealing with Industrial Development Pennits. 

1. The Indutrial Development P e d b ,  acquirrd by petrochemical companies 
nom the Alberta Energy And Utüities Board, use pubüc participation to give 
interestcd parties a chance to present theù conceras. 

a)Hu your orginizptioa been invobed in pubk hearhgs and other forms of 
communication with the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board and 
petrochemical companics? 
5/50 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 1B) O NO (PROCEED TO 

QUESTION 2) 
O NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

b) Ifyes, was it in response to an Industrial Dwelopment Permit application? 
9 5  0 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 1C) P NO (PROCEED TO 

QUESTION 2) 
O NO ANSWER Q DON'T KNOW 

c) If yes, what was the involvement? 

2. Based on your organùation's experience with the Industrial Developrnent 
Permit process, what do you set are the benefits of participation in the 
permit process? Explain. 
5/5 O ANSWER 0 NO ANSWER 0 DON'T KNOW 

3. What, if any, are the drawbacks of public participation, with the Alberta 
Eaergy and Utiüties Board and the petrochemical companies, for people who 
are involved in the Industrial Development Permit process? Explain. 
3 5  O ANSWER O NO ANSWER 0 DONT KNOW 



1. In your opinion, what is the role of pubiic participation ia the indus- 
Development Permit process? 
5/5 Cl ANSWER O NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

5. In generrl, what do you think can be donc to improve public participation 
within the Industriai Devclopment Permit process? 
S/S O ANSWER a NO ANSWER O DONT KNOW 

6. Bmed on what you have experienced with the industrial Development Permit 
process, do you think it shoukl continue to be administered in Alberta as a 
method of regdating the use of hydrocarbon resources? Explain. 
4/5 O YES 1/5 0 NO a NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

I The purpose of this section is to obtain your organization's perceptions of the 
clarity of the Industrial Development Permit process. 

1. a) 1s your organization aware that a petrochemical Company requires an 
Industrial Development Permit in Alberta to use or to increase use of 
hydrocarbon resources in their facilities? Explain. 
5/S 0 YES 9 NO a NO ANSWER P DON'T KNOW 

b) What metbods do you use to taise issues of concern to the petrochemical 
cornpanier regardhg operation or  expansion of their facilities? 
4/5 O ANSWER 1/S O NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 



2. a) When your orgaaization becornes aware of the plans to construct or  
erpand a facility, are you informed of the petrochemiciil company's 
requüement of obtaining an Iiidustiiril Development Permit? Explain, 
4/5 P YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 2B) 115 0 NO (PROCEED TO 

QuESTION 2C) 
a NO ANSWER P DON'T KNOW 

b) How did yoa find out about the requirements? 
PLEASE MARK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES) 

2/5 0 Newspaper Advertisements 
1/5 P Newsletters 
215 P Open Houses 

Plant Tours 
1/5 P Meetings with Community 

O Publicly Accessed Company Phone Lines 
2/5 O Other 

NSWER O DON'T KNOW 

C) What type of information was made available to you? Explain. 
415 0 ANSWER 115 P NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

The lndustrial De * .  3. velopment Pe t -ns to t m ~  
d: A Gqjgie to (3- is a document, pubiished in 1981, 

which outlines the requirements necessary for petrochemical companies to 
complete an Industrial Development Permit appiication. 

a) Do you have access to A Guide to Content, pubüshed by the Alberta 
Energy and Utilities Board (the former Energy Resource Conservation 
Board)? 
4/50 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 3B) 115 NO (PROCEED TO 

QUESTION 4) 
cl NO ANSWER 0 DON'T KNOW 



b) The Guide to Content contains information on government contacts and 
provides an introduction to the permitting process. It also contains an 
outiine of the specifk information required in the application: projeet 
description, technical, biophysid and social, ond economic information. 

Do you I d  that the idormation required in the Guide to Content is 
sufticient for the petrochenical companies to cornpiete an application? 
Explain. 
1/5 O YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 4) 115 L I  NO (PROCEED TO 

QUESTION 3C) 
1/5 NO ANSWER 1/S Cl DON'T KNOW 115 O ANSWER 

c) What other required information, ifany, wodd you üke to see provided? 
Explain. 
215 O ANSWER 2/5 0 NO ANSWER 115 O DONT 

KNOW 

4. Your organization receives(d) information fkom the petrochemical 
companies and the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board to idorm you of an 
application for a new or modification of an existing Industrial Dwelopment 
Permit. 

a) Has your organization found that, in genenil, the degne of information in 
a permit application is proportionate to the size of the project? 
215 O YES 1/5 P NO l/S P NO ANSWER 1/5 O DON'T KNOW 

b) 1s the degree of information required sufficient in each type of application 
Iisted below? 
PLEASE INDICATE WTEI A MARK IF YOUR RESPONSE IS EITHER 
YES, NO, OR DON'T KNOW. IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER 
COMMENTS PLEASE W T E  THEM IN TEE SPACE PROVIDED 

YES NO DON'TKNOW 
2/5Q 2/5P 0 Original Application 
2/50 2/50 P Major Amendment (Le. facility expansion,debonlenecking) 
4/50 0 Minor Amendment (Le. debottienecking a facility ; 

increasing facility efficiency) 
3/59 1/5ONameChangetofacility(i.e.changeinownership) 
0 1/5a Q Other: 

115 O NO ANSWER 



c) To your knowldge, d o a  the 1eveI of information q u e s t e à  in the 
application retket the complenty of the project? Expiain. 
3/5 O YES O NO 0 NO ANSWER 2/5 0 DON'T KN0W 

5. One of the h a 1  steps prior to the granting of an Industrial Development 
Permit is the issuing of an Order in Councü. The request for an Oder in 
Council is submitted to the Cabinet by the Minister of Economic 
Development and Tourism upon recommendation fkom hi9 stP& An Order 
in Council U a document which if Usued ruthorizes the Alberta Energy and 
Utilities Board to grant the Industrial Development Permit for the use of the 
hydrocarbon resources. 

Cumntly, all Industrial Development Pemits require an Order in Council. 
However, there hm been some discussion about the necasity of t h  
authorization for ail permit types. For example, the major applications and 
ameadments would require an Order in Council while the minor 
ameadments would not. 

a) In your opinion, should the issuing of al1 Industrial Development Permits 
requin authorization by an Order in Council? Explain. 
4/5 0 ~ S W E R  O NO ANSWER 115 P DON'T KNOW 

b) Which permits should or should not be authorized by an Order in 
Council? 
PLEASE MARK APPLICABLE BOX(ES). 

YES NO DON'TKNOW 
3/5P 2/50 0 Original Application 
3/50 2/50 0 Major Amendment (Le. facility expansion, 

debonlenecking ) 
2/50 2/50 1/50 Minor Amendment (Le. debottlenecking a 

facility ; increasing facility efficiency) 
1/50 3/50 1/5P Name Change to facility (i.e. change in ownership) 

O O 0 Other 



6. RE: THRESHOLD LEVELS OF INDUSTRLAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMITS 

In addition to the types of projects that are subject to the Industrial 
Development Permib, there has been some discussion as to whether the 
threshold levels, as specifieà in the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, are placeü 
at the proper levei. 
The Act cumntly states that: 

9 the quantity of hydrocarbon energy cesources used in a year as n 
mw materid o r  he l  or  both am not erceed 1 petajoule (10 '5joules), 
9 the quantity of energy in the energy resoarce used as a raw 
material can not erceed 100 terajoules (10 l2 jouks). 

It has been suggested that the new threshold should be higher or lower than 
the current level or sbould be triggeted by an estemal regdation, saeh as 
Environmental Protection's EU. 

Of these suggestions made above, or any others, what do you think wouid be 
an effective method of applying the Industrial Development Permit to the 
regulation of hydrocarbon use in Alberta? Explain. 
1/S a ANSWER 115 O NO ANSWER 315 O DON'T KNOW 

7. Currently, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board provides companies with 
an Industrial Development Permit Guide to Content to assist in application 
completion. However, a comprehensive database does not eUst One possible 
solution couid be the use of a compaterized database which contains a record 
of all the necessa y permits a petrochemical Company requires to constnict 
and maintain a faciiity and an estimate of length of time <O completion for 
dinerent types of permits. 

a) Would it be beneficial to your organiution to have such a database? 
2/50 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 7B) 115 O NO (PROCEED TO 

QüESTION 7C) 
a NO ANSWER 215 U DON'T KNO W 

b) What should be included in the database? . 
2/5 0 ANSWER 2150 NO ANSWER 115 P DON'T KNOW 



c) Would tbu databw be a usefiil mechadm for your orgrniution to 
gather information about the petrochemical company's Industrial 
Development Permit appiicatiom? Explain. 
1/5 O YES 2/5 NO P NO ANSWER 215 O DON'T KNOW 

8, In Aiberta, in order to construct or expand operrtions, various permit 
applications are required, such as Industrial Development Permits and 
municipai pernii0ts. 

a) Eas your organizations actbities led you to examine more than one permit 
application? 
5/5 Q YES O NO O NO ANSWER P DON'T KNOW 

b) Have you found there to be overlaps in the information requirements of 
the Industrial Development Permit with other pemits? 
3/5 0 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 8C) 2/50 NO (PROCEED TO 

QUESMON 9)  
P NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

c) Has your organhtion's gatherhg o f  information b r u  affected by the 
overlaps? 
2/50 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 8D) 115 ON0 (PROCEED TO 

QUESTION 9) 
1/5 NO ANSWER 115 0 DONT KN0W 

ci) M a t  did you note the overlaps to be? 
1/S P ANSWER 315 0 NO ANSWER 1/5 O DON'T KNOW 

e) Wbat should be done about the overlaps? 
2/5 a ANSWER 215 O NO ANSWER 1/5 Q DON'T KNOW 



9. Currently, u your organization may be aware, the Environmental Impact 
Assessments, now regdated under îhe Alberta Protection and Enhancement, 
and the Indium*al Dcvelopment Permit both reqaire environmental 
intonnation. The Environmental Impact Assessments esclusiveiy deai with 
the impacts of a facüity on the entire environmenti W e  the Industriai 
~eveopment Permit requires environmentd Wormation, the information 
provideà U oniy one component of the permit. 

a) In your opinion, is the environmentd idormation in the Environmentil 
Impact Assessrnent and Industrial Development Permit dedt  with 
efficiently? Esplain. 
2/5 0 YES 3/5 P NO 0 NO ANSmR P DON'T KNOW 

b) In your opinion, to what erteat should the environmental issues be dealt 
with in the Industrial Development Permit process? 

S/S CI ANSWER Q NO ANSWER 0 DON'T KNOW 

Section C. rocess Relev- 

The purpose of this section is to O btain your organiiration's opinion about the 
relevance of the current method used in the Industrial Development Permit process 
and possible future changes. 

1. The ladustrial Development Permits, as requiml under the OU and Gas 
Conservation Act in 1974, are to be granted oniy if, in the public's b a t  
interest, the hydrocarbons are used efficiently without waste and ensure the 
present and future avaüability of hydrocarbons in Alberta. This fnture 
avaüability was dethcd as maintainhg a 30 year hydrocarbon nserve. Due 
to the current perception that then is no shortage of resources, some 
individuals think that the legislation needs to be altered to reflect a change in 
perspective about resource availability, while others do not. 



a) In this context, wbat do you think shodd be the fbnction of the IndustriPl 
Development Permit when dealing with the future supply of nonrenewable 
hydrocarbon resources? 
4/5 O ANSWER Cl NO ANSWER 115 O DON'T KNOW 

b) Do you think the Oïl and Gas Conservation Act, as stated above, is still 
relevant given that them are changes in perspectives on resource 
availa biiity ? 
315 P YES ( PROCEED TO QUESTION 2) 115 O NO (PROCEED TO 

QUESTION 1C) 
O NO ANSWER 115 Cl DON'T KNOW 

C) How should the 0 ü  and Cas Conservation Act be changed? 

2. Currently the issuing of the Industrial Development Permit, under the Oii 
and Gas Conservation Act, outlines the possible actions of the Alberta 
Energy and Utiiïties Board. It is being considered that changes of some of the 
funetions of the Board, with respect to the Industrial Development Permit 
process, should be made. The changes would be modeled after those in the 
Oil Sands Act. The Oil Sands Act currently coutahs a clause which aliows 
the board to prescribe appropriate conditions to the permit. An example of 
the conditions is a statement which d o w s  petrochemical companies to have 
greater flexibüity in the conditions appüed to the permit when it is issued. 

Should the Oil and Cas Conservation Act be changed to allow the Alberta 
Energy and Utilities Board to focus on the current needs of the petrochemical 
industry when ascribing conditions to the Industrial Development Permit? 
Explain. 

115 O YES 2/S 0 NO O NO ANSWER 215 Q DONzT KNOW 



Section D. 

The purpose of this section is to obtain your o r g ~ t i o n ' s  opinion on 
public participation within the Industnal Development Pennit process. 

1. a) Wbat is the value of public participation within the Industrial 
Development Permit process? 
9 5  O ANSWER O NO ANSWER n DON'T KNOW 

b) What is public participation designed to achieve? 
4/5 ANSWER O NO ANSWER 1/5 U DON'T KNOW 

2. a) HOW many pubüc participation activities has your organization been 
invohred wlth over the Iast 10 years? 
PLEASE MARK THE APPROPRIATE BOX 

1/S O 16-20 
Q21-25 

115 0 +26 (Please spec* amount) +40 

0 NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

b) Elow many of these were related to Industrial Development Permits? 
PLEASE MARK T)IE APPROPRIATE BOX 

3/5P O- 5 1/5 O 16-20 
O 6-10 02 1-25 

1/5Pli-15 O +26 (Please speciQ amount) 

0 NO ANSWER Cl DON'T KNOW 



3. When dealing with petrochemicd companies and the Industrial Development 
Permit process, ui particular, which types of issues have you fomd to be 
most commonly brougbt up? 

PLEASE MARK APPLICABLE BOX(ES): 
3/5 ri Noise 
S/5 O Air Pollution 
S/S 0 Smell 
215 O Visual Disturbance 
115 0 Employment 
4/5 O Water Quaiity 
315 O Mer: 

a NO ANS'WER 0 DON'T KNOW 

1. a) Has the interest in environmental issues, in society as a whole, aflkcted the 
manner in which your organllation deals wïth issues surrounding 
development or expansion of petrochemial facüities, as pertaining to the 
Industrial Development Permit applications? Explain. 

PLEASE INDICATE IF THE ISSUES ARE NOT RELATED TO AN 
iNDUSTRLAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 
3 6  O YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 4B) 1/5 O NO (PROCEED TO 

QuEsnoN 5) 
O NO ANSWER l/S 0 DON'T ECNû W 

b) How has it been afEected? 

5. It is  currently required that a pub% participation process be associated with 
new projects. In addition to this participation, it is required that any 
amendments made to the Industrial Development Permit must aUow for the 
admission of objections and/or interventions. Some people hold the view that 
the pubüc participation process should continue to play a part in al1 permib, 
while others believe that only major amendments and initial applications 
should be subject to a formal public participation process. 

What îs your opinion on this issue? 
4/5 ANSWER O NO ANSWER 115 0 DON'T KNOW 



6. One of the Pims of petrochemical companies, who have applied for or  are 
obtaining Indiutriai Development Permits, L to shan inlormation with the 
pubiic and listen to the public's comments about the faciüty, its operation 
and its pms .  In thW manner, the companïes have attempted to build an 
accountabüity with the public. 

Based on your organization9s erperience, what is your perception of the 
effect a petrochemical company's accountabüity bas on the acceptance of a 
facüity in the surroundhg commmity? 

PLEGSE SPECIFY IF PERMIT DtSCUSSED IS NOT AN INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 
5/5 ANSWER U NO ANSWER O DON'T KNûW 

7. What is your understanding of who c m  present an intervention or objection? 
PLEAsE MARK APPLICABLE BOX@S) 

115 O AU Lndividuals Within in the Province 
115 P Interested Parties Out of Province 

O Interested Parties Out of Country (Le. United States) 
315 P hdividuals immediately Surrounding the Plant 
215 O Individuals in the Surrounding Region (+20 km away) 
1/5 O hdividuals Living in Cities and Other Municipalities 
215 O Other (please speci@): 

115 O NO ANSWER P DON'T KNOW 

8. In your opinion, who should be aiiowed to present an intervention or 
objection? 
PLEASE MARK APPLICABLE BOX(ES) 

115 D Al1 Individuais Within in the Province 
115 0 Interested Parties Out of Province 
1/5 0 Interested Parties Out of Country (Le. United States) 
215 P Individuals Immediately Surrounding the Plant 
115 0 Individuals in the Surrounding Region (+20 km away) 

Cl Individuals Living in Cities and Other Municipalities 
215 O Other (please speciQ): 

O NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 



9. From your organization's perspective, what is the purpose of a company 
being an intervener for or  against a petrochemical company who is 
requesting an Industriil Development Permit for the construction or 
expansion of a facüity? 
P L U E  MARK APPLICABLE BOX(ES) 

3/5 O Product cornpetition 
115 O Encroachiag on the Market 
215 O Cornpetition for Raw Material 
115 Q Environmental Effects 
2/5 D Proximity of Facility 
115 Q Employment 

O Other (please specify) 
P NO ANSWER P DON'T KNOW 

10. a) Bave you noted a change in the degree of public interest with the actions 
of petrochemical compnies, who have applied to Industrial Development 
Permits, at preseot (1995) relative to the past? Explain. 
315 OYES O NO 9 NO ANSWER 2/5 DONT KNOW 

I l .  

b) Have you noted a change in the degree of opinions being voiced, with 
respect to issues arisiag from petrochemical company development, a t  
present (1995) relative to the past? Explain. 
3/5 OYES Q NO Q NO ANSWER 215 O DON'T KNOW 

a) What method or metbods does your organization utüize for conflict 
resolution when dealhg with Industrial Development Permits? 
PLEASE MARK APPLICABLE BOX(ES) 

315 O Mediation 
115 O Formai Negotiation 
215 O Letters 
4/5 O Personal Phone Cdls 
115 O Media 
215 0 Other (please specm): 

O NO AVSWER O DON'T KNOW 



b) To what extent islrre these method(s) used? 
PLEASE SPECIFY THE ABOVE METHODCS) USED IN WaAT YOU 
ARE DESCRIBING 
3/5 0 ANSWER 115 P NO ANSWER 1/5 O DONT KNOW 

c) To what estent doa  your organization employ iawyen and other lega1 
services in the g a t h e ~ g  of Uiformation, for Industrial Development Permit 
nliag of o b j d o i s  and heuiags? 

IF YOU ARE REFERRING TO A PERMIT THAT IS lVOT AN 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, PLEASE STATE THE TYPE 
OF PERMIT 
415 O ANSWER 16 NO ANSWER P DON'T KNOW 

d) At which stages of the public participation process do you employ these 
services? 
2/5 U ANSWER 315 O NO ANS WER U DON'T KNOW 

13. a) Companies have been known to use the foiiowing ht of methods to inform 
and maintain contact with the public Which of these methods have you 
experienced? 
PLEASE MARK AS MANY BOXES AS APPLY TO YOU AND SPECIFY 
IF YOU ARE DISCUSSING CONTACT DURING TIMES OP GENERAL 
OPERATIONS OR DURIZVG INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 
APPLICATIONS 

General During During 
New Applications Amendments 

315 0 2/50 1/50 Newspaper Advertisements 
3/5 Cl 1/50 2/59 Newsletters 
415 0 3/50 3/5P Open Houses 
3/54 1/50 1/50 Plant Tours 
4/5 O 4/5 O 3/50 Meetings with Community 
1/5O 2/50  1/50 Concern Phone lines 
3/50 3/5a 1/50 Community Advisory Groups 
O O Q Other 



b) Does the Company your organization approaches provide you wiîh 
sufficient information about what is being done to deal with the concems you 
mise in: 
i) objections? 

3/5 0YES 2/S O NO O NO ANSWER a DON'T KNOW 

and ü) interventions? 
215 0YES 215 O NO 115 O NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO BOTH OR EITaER i or ii PROCEED TO 
QUESTION 13C; IF YOU RESPONDED NO, PROCEED TO QUESTION 
14 

c) Do you consider the information to be sufïicient? Explain. 
115PYES 1/5ONO 2/5PNOANSWER 1/5ODON'TKNOW 

d) 1s the information made available to your organization about the 
petrochemical company's progress with relevant Industrioal Development 
Permits presented in an understandable fasashion? 
2/5 O YES O NO 1/S O NO ANS WER 215 O DON'T KNOW 

1% Are the petrochemica1 companies receptive to eontinued communication 
nom you as to your perceptions of progress with the Industrial Development 
Permit appiication? 
4/5 O YES 1/5 O NO D NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 



Section E. 

I The purpose of this section is to obtain your opinion on and amounts of 
costs incuned during the industrial Development Permit process. 

AS THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMT AND TEE 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT HEARINGS ARE EiELD 
JOINTLY, IT IS UNDERSTANDABLE TaAT THE COSTS OF THE SERVICES 
ARE ALSO SHARED. HO'WEVER, IN THE INTEREST OF THIS STUDY, 
PLEASE SEPARATE, AS M ' C H  AS POSSIBLE, THE COSTS OF THESE TWO 
PERMITTLNG PROCESSES. 

1. a)From your orgrnization's point of view, what is your totaî cost of 
information collection and publie herting for one permit woeiated with the 
Industrial Development Permit? 

IF THE HEARING WAS NOT AN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT HEARING, PLEASE SPECIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE 
HEARING. ALSOT IF EXACT FIGURES ARE NOT AVAILABLE, 
PLEASE ESTIMATE THE COST TO TBE NEAREST %LOO0 

S 
1/5 O NO ANSWER P DON'T KNOW 

b) Please break down your total costs into the categories iisted below. 
PROVIDE DOLLAR ESTIMATES LF POSSIBLE 

Contracted Work 
Coa of Hearings 
S 
L 

Cost of In-house labor $ 
Public Relations Costs L 
Invited Speakers $ 
Lawyers S 
Trafl~portation (and per diem) %- 
Other: Expert witness $ 

2. a) In examining the Industrial Development Permit hearing costs, is there 
any dupücation of costs with other hearing, for example the EIA? 
2/50 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 2B) 1/5 O NO (PROCEED TO 

QuESTION 3) 
2/5 O NO ANSWER O DONT KNOW 



b) PIease bt the duplications noted. 
2/5 ri ANSWER 3/5 NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

3. a) Wouid reducing the overlaps in hearings and public consultation d o w  for 
a reduction in the total cost of an hdustrial Ddopment  Permit h e a ~ g ?  

P YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 38) 2/SO NO (PROCEED TO 
QUESTION 4) 

2/5 0 NO ANSWER 1/50 DON'T KNOW 

b) Which reductions would be usefui? 
2/5 ANSWER 315 Q NO ANSWER O DONT KNû W 

1. a) 1s your orgrniution aware of intervener hinding? 
5/50 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION lB) 0 NO (PROCEED TO 

NEXT SECTION) 
O NO ANSWER O DON'T KNOW 

b) Have you used this type of funding? 
PLEASE SPECIFY IF THE FUNDIIYG RAS BEEN USED FOR OTHER 
PROCESSES OTHER THAN THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
PERMIT 
3/5 0 YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 4C) 115 O NO (PROCEED TO 

NEXT SECTION) 
l/S O NO ANSWER O DONT KNOW 

c) How much support has been provided to your organuation during the 
Industrial Development Permit proeess? 
IF POSSIBLE, PROVIDE DOLLAR ESTIMATES 

3/5 Q NO ANSWER 



d) What other sources of fimding bave you had access to? 
215 0 ANSWER 3/5 0 NO ANSWER Q DON'T KNOW 

Section F. 
- -  - 

purpose of this section is to determine your organization's opinion of and the 
time required to complete the Industrial Development Permit process. 

1. ïfyour organéition kept a record of the length of time invested in the main 
steps of the Industriaï Development Permit process, could you plerse state 
the length of tirne the steps took to complete? Please state time in weeks. 

IF POSSIBLE PLEASE REFER TO THE MOST RECENT PERMIT OR 
AMENDMENT UNDERTAKEN BY A PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY 
OR, IF IT IS NOT THE MOST RECENT PERMIT, SPECIFY WHETBER 
PERMIT TO BE DISCUSSED IS AN ORIGINAL OR AN AMENDMENT. 
ALSO, SPECIFY THE PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY YOU ARE 
DISCUSSING. 

IF YOU HAVE NOT BEEN INVOLVED IN A INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT BEAMNG PLEASE OMIT THIS 
QUESTION. 

a) COMPANY NAME: 
PERMIT NAME PERMIT TYPE 

1/5 O NO ANSWER 0 DON'T KNOW 

b) G_CTIVITY IBlEXwm 
Total Time for f ublic 
Participation Process 
Notice of Eearing 
L u t  Day for Objections 
Length of Time for Eearing 
Hearing Report Issued 
Other 



2. a) Are there forces beyond the control of your organization, such as weather 
or Cabinet recess, which influence the lemgth of t h e  to completion of the 
Industriai Development Permit publie participation process (Le. hearing)? 
315 O YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 2B) 115 O NO (PROCEED TO 

QUESTION 3) 
O NO ANSWER 16 DON'T KNOW 

b) What have you noted the extemai forces to be? 
315 O ANSWER 215 0 NO ANS- O DON'T KNOW 

3. a) Do you consider the Iength of t h e  for the completion of hearings and the 
settüng of issues to be reasonable? Explain. 

REASONABLE TIME, IN THIS INSTANCE, IS DEFINED AS THE TIME 
REQUIRED TO COMPLETE ALL NECESSARY STEPS WTHOUT 
DELAYING THE BElARcNG. 

315 O YES (PROCEED TO QUESTION 38) 1/5 D NO (PROCEED TO 
QUESTION 3C) 

O NO ANSWER l/S 0 DON'T KNOW 

b) How much time, in weeks, did your involvement in the process take? 

weeks 

115 Q NO ANSWER 115 O DON'T KNOW 

(PROCEED TO QUES'MON 3D) 

c) What would your organuation s r  as an appropriate length of time, in 
weeks, for your involvement in the process? 

weeks 

1/S O ANSWER 115 Q NO ANSWER 115 O DON'T KNOW 

(PROCEED T0 3D) 



d) If you organization views the t h e  required to complete public 
consultation, aa requïred h the Industriai Development Permit process, as 
being too long, what would you suggest be done to shorten the time to 
completion? 
2/5 P ANSWER 115 a NO ANSWER 2/S D DON'T KNOW 

e) 1s the tirnefkame you suggest reiilistie when taking into consideration that 
nll steps of the Industn0al Deveiopment Permit process can oiily proceeà if the 
previous step in the process has k e n  completed? Explaia. 

1/!5 a YES O NO 315 NO ANSWER 115 O DON'T KNOW 

4. In your opinion, bas the public participation process changed the amount of 
time required by a petrochemical Company to complete an Industrial 
Development Permit application? Explain. 
S/S O YES 0 NO O NO ANSWER Q DON'T KNOW 

S. Ln 1991 the Energy Resource Conservation Board undertook a study to sec 
how the Industrial Development Permit process could be improved. One of 
the proposais in the study suggested that both a short and a long permit 
process erist. The short process would be used for administrative and minor 
changes because it bypasses unnecessary steps for smaller amendments. The 
cumntly used long process would be maintained for major changes and new 
applications. 

a) In your opinion, would the time to permit completion and the process, in 
genernl, be more efficient if the short and long processes were adopted? 
Explain. 
2/S 0 YES 0 NO 0 NO ANSWER 315 O DON'T KNOW 

b)Do you have any other suggestions? 
9 5  0 NO ANSWER 0 DON'T KNOW 



TBANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION WITH 
THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 

YOUR INPUT IS VERY VALUABLE TO THE EVALUATION 
OF THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT PROCESS 

A COPY OF THE FULL RESPONSES TO THE INTEREST GROUP 
QUESTIONNAIRES ARE AVAILABLE: FOR PERUSAL AT TEE 

NATURA~ RESOURCES INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA. 




